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A Note From the Editors-in-Chief
While compiling the fifth volume of the Brown Journal of History
we were struck not only by the diversity of undergraduate historical
scholarshi, but by the extent to which this issue engages with historical
milestones and current events that dominate contemporary academic and
popular discourse. The pages of this year’s journal are filled with original
undergraduate research that grapples with pertinent, thought-provoking
questions about our past and the ways in which our understanding of history
informs current political and cultural debates—from immigration to
globalization to feminism.
Given that April 2011 marks the 150th anniversary of the
beginning of the American Civil War, we have chosen to include a special
section in this year’s journal that showcases three innovative papers on the
period of Civil War and Reconstruction: Slavery and the Civil War, 150
Years Later. In “Unfree Markets: Prisons and Regulation of Black Labor in
the Antebellum South,” Robbie Nelson disentangles the relationship between
Southern political institutions, markets, and institutional slavery, while in
“Ambrose Bierce and the Art of Allegory” Andrew Lenoir explores how the
writings of one American author challenged the era’s pervasive cults of
victory and manhood. The anniversary section is completed by Meghna
Philips’ “Invisibility of Mexican Peonage,” in which she re-examines the
eighteenth century American labor market and the ways in which perceptions
of Mexican peonage influence today’s controversial immigration debate.
This year’s History, Politics, and Culture section of the journal is
comprised of five papers that are incredibly diverse in terms of thematic and
regional content, but uniform with regards to the originality of the questions
they pose and the quality of their historical analysis. In “Diversity in Medical
Education: The Brown-Tougaloo Early Identification Program in Medicine,”
Amina Sheikh provides us with a nuanced analysis of the successes and
failures of the Brown-Tougaloo partnership, while Haydar Can Taygun
moves us to Iran but offers a similarly sensitive analysis of Iranian
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conceptions of feminism through his exploration of the life and poetry of
Forough Farrokhzhad in “The ‘Feminine’ Vision of Love and Life.” Kirstin
Krusell engages with competing Hindu and Buddhist historical narratives in
“The Uses of Buddhism in Colonial and Post-Colonial India: Examining
Contestation Around the Site of Bodh Gaya,” and raises questions about the
benefits of international involvement in national historical preservation. This
analysis of competing historical narratives is continued by Lisa Qing in
“‘Where the Thief Ends, and the Prince Begins’: James Hind and the AntiCromwellian Rhetoric of Theft,” in which she examines the ways in which
rivalries between opposing seventeenth century English political leaders
were played out in pamphlets and ballads that presented Thomas Cromwell’s
supporters as thieves. The last paper in this year’s issue of the journal is
Leslie Primack’s “Cultural Friction: Turkish German Hip-Hop,” which
investigates the formation of Turkish German identity through hip hop
music, and makes conclusions about the “interplay between imagined past,
global present, and idealized future” that extend far beyond the regional and
temporal boundaries of her paper.
Reading the dozens of papers submitted by Brown students was, as
always, both a pleasure, and a wonderful opportunity for exposure to new
ideas and arguments. We hope that you enjoy reading this year’s issue of the
Brown Journal History as much as we enjoyed creating it.
Devin D. Gould
Anna Matejcek
Editors-in-Chief
-BrownJouranalofHistory@Gmail.com
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Robbie Nelson
Unfree Markets:
Prisons and Regulation of Black Labor in the Antebellum South
By Robbie Nelson
In 1838, J. Miller McKim, a Pennsylvania minister and
abolitionist, was dispatched by his associates at the Harrisburg Anti-Slavery
Convention to visit the nation’s capital to assess the state of slavery and the
slave trade there. His account has an explicit political, religious, and
ideological agenda, but his report reveals the surprising convergence of
slavery, the market, the prison system, and the sometimes-undefined line
between private interests and state institutions. When McKim commented to
the keeper of a privately owned slave jail in Washington D.C. on the
relatively small number of slaves kept there who were owned by the
proprietor, a slave trader, the man responded that during the height of
business the majority of the slaves there were owned by other men. The
jailkeeper reasoned that this service was popular simply because “we can
afford to keep them for 9 cents apiece cheaper than they can at the
[Washington County] jail.”1
Slavery is often figured in the public historical memory as a
domestic and agrarian institution, one that took place largely outside the
intrusive reach of the state and the forces of the Northern capitalist market.
The abolition of slavery, according to this narrative, required the positive
assertion of state power to crush that privately overseen system of labor.
However, the lines between public and private as well as Northern-style
wage capitalism and Southern slavery were, in fact, rather porous and
undefined. Increasingly, historians are exploring the ways in which the
institutions and coercive force of the state, specifically in its manifestations
1

Letter of J. Miller McKim, written 6th February, 1838, and published in The Colored
American, 3rd March 1838. Taken from Afrolumens Project, http://www.afrolumens.
org/ugrr/mckim01.htm.
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in the courts, county jails, and municipal workhouses, undergirded the legal
and economic system of slavery. This is not to imply that antebellum federal
or state governments were particularly intrusive in the way one might
characterize state power today. Rather, the distinction between the public
actions of the state and the private actions of individuals and businesses was
blurred in the context of the slave economy that permeated the antebellum
South.
The analysis in this paper relies on various primary and secondary
sources, although the plurality is court petition records. Most of these are
drawn from the urban South (Washington D.C., Richmond, Charleston,
Louisville, New Orleans), but several also shed light on the role of rural
county or parish jails in enforcing and regulating a slave society.

The

Southern slave economy took a marked turn in the early decades of the
nineteenth century, shifting from a tobacco- and foodstuffs-dominated
market centered on the older pockets of slave society to newer, cottongrowing areas of the Deep South and the new Southwest. In some counties in
Virginia, slave populations decreased by half between 1820 and 1840.2 For
this reason, the bulk of records cover the decades in which this movement of
enslaved people and capital was a central feature of economic life in the
South, approximately 1810-1855. The market for black labor was by no
means uniform; term slaves, indentured free blacks, and free blacks in the
custody of the state all were involved in the operation of these antebellum
economies.

It is my aim to consider ways in which the “public” and

“private” institutions of imprisonment functioned and to gain a sense of their
social and economic implications.
During the early half of the nineteenth century, the organization of
county and city jails relied on a system of funding quite dissimilar to that of
state penitentiaries. Most of these prisons were headed by individual people
2

Lisa Kraus, John Bedell, and Charles LeeDecker, “Joseph Bruin and the Slave
Trade,” prepared for Columbia Equity Trust, June 2007, 4.
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who, while operating under state sanction, were required to fund their work
privately or through the labor of those under their ward. It appears also that
petitioning the legislature was the preferred means of seeking reimbursement
for the cost of maintaining a prisoner and the jail premises, and the particular
legislature was determined by the circumstances of the incarceration. So, for
example, during the normal business of the U.S. Congress on February 14,
1831, a petition was presented originating from Champlin Lester of
Connecticut, the keeper of the New London county jail, asking to be
reimbursed for “the support and maintenance of prisoners committed to his
jail” during a federal proceeding.3 When the cause and circumstances of
imprisonment were of a local nature, a jailor would petition the state
legislature instead.
A review of court records in rural Princess Anne County, Virginia,
shows one such jailor, Edward Fentress, who petitioned the Virginia General
Assembly in redress of his grievances. Mr. Fentress’ 1832 petition provides
a revealing account of how the funding of incarceration, especially for black
people, was negotiated in the antebellum legal system. In the previous year,
the constable Henry Ward had arrested a slave named Harry who belonged to
a free mulatto woman. The charge against the owner was that he had allowed
her slave “to go at large and hire himself out.”4

The woman could not

afford to pay the fine, and Harry’s poor physical condition made it
impossible to sell him on the open market, so he had to be released. The
length of the entire imprisonment was six months. Fentress claimed that he
was owed $43.75 in compensation.5 John M. Ferguson of Richmond was
involved in a similar case of an imprisoned free black woman who was
physically unable to work. In this case, the woman was eventually lodged in
3

Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States, Monday, February 14,
1831. http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/D?hlaw:6:./temp/~ammem_0KAE::
4
Race, Slavery, and Free Blacks. Series II, Part C. Princess Ann County, Virginia,
1833. PAR# 11683311.
5
The equivalent of $1125 in current U.S. dollars.
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the city poorhouse. Ferguson, however, went beyond the more usual request
for monetary redress and asked the Assembly to preemptively make “further
provisions for relief,” so that the Assembly would not need to intervene in
every future case of this nature.6
Already we can see evidence of the ways in which the regulation
of slaves and other coerced labor and the imprisonment of black people of
various legal statuses crossed the loose boundaries between the state and
private enterprise. The private slave jail of William H. Williams, located on
Seventh Street, between Maryland and Pennsylvania avenues, was only one
option for a master from Washington, D.C. seeking to lodge a problematic
slave, or one who was bound for sale and, thus, a runaway risk. James
Johnson, an indentured black servant of Colonel David Brearly being held in
the Washington County Jail, sought a writ of habeas corpus from the county
court. In a letter to the Marshal of the county jail, Col. Brearly asked that
Johnson be held “for safe keeping” until Brearly could take him to Arkansas
to live there as his servant.7 The county prison system was not merely an
institution that housed criminals incarcerated by the local government;
rather, it served as one that could be rented to apply coercive, physical, statesanctioned discipline to privately owned bodies. This nexus of violence and
money is reflected in the sources— a large number of the cases in the Race,
Slavery, and Free Black microfilm series and cited here involve black people
petitioning for writs of habeas corpus against private or state imprisonment.
The market for this coerced black labor extended beyond the walls of the
jailhouse, and pervaded Southern social and economic life.
Nancy Jones had been illegally detained in the prison of
Washington, D.C. by the man to whom she had been indentured by her
father, and was unable to obtain a copy of her commitment into jail.
6

RSFB, Series II Part C. Richmond, Virginia, 1849. PAR# 11684902.
RSFB, Series II Part B. Washington County Court, District of Columbia, 1835.
PAR# 20483508.
7
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Eventually she was granted her petition for habeas corpus. A few months
before that, however, an advertisement of unknown provenance had appeared
in a local newspaper, announcing that she was to be sold by the court.8 The
existence of this theoretical public market space, constituted in the ink and
lines of the newspaper, is a potent metaphor for the ways that popular print
and news served as an important conduit of economic activity. William H.
Williams took out two advertisements in the National Intelligence on 28th
March 1836, proclaiming his interest in buying slaves bound “for the
Louisiana and Mississippi market” in addition to publicizing the address of
his business.9
Apparently, Williams’ venture was relatively well known to the
business community; in that same newspaper, the similarly named William
H. Richards placed a slave-buying advertisement mentioning the fact that his
offices were across the street from Williams’ jail. This type of economic
activity needs to be contextualized, since the concentration of commercial
activity in print and on the street was more common in urban spaces. In
larger and growing cities like Washington, Richmond, and Charleston,
Alexandria and Natchez, private slave jails commanded a large market
presence and were often owned by slave traders. Hotels in Baltimore and
Richmond even offered private slave pens to their guests so that they could
keep their merchandise or servants secure.10 Of course, the city and county
jails still shouldered a heavy load of the imprisoned black population, but
they weren’t always able to compete with cheap urban competitors. This
intersection of public market space and the imprisonment of black people
was not restricted to privately owned penitentiaries. The symbolic and
8

RSFB, Series II Part B. Circuit Court of the District of Columbia, 1835. PAR
#20483517.
9
Executive Committee of the American Anti-Slavery Committee, Slavery and the
International Slave Trade in the United States of America, London: Thomas Ward And
Co. 1841. Anti-Slavery collection. Accessed from http://www.yale.edu/glc/archive/
927.htm.
10
Kraus, Bedell, and LeeDecker, “Joseph Bruin and the Slave Trade,” 6-7.
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physical power of the state played a crucial role in determining the nature of
black labor.
During the antebellum period, roughly half of all slave sales that
took place in the state of South Carolina occurred in the form of sheriffs’,
probate, and equity court sales.11

These were administered by judges,

justices of the peace, and other state proxies who straddled the fence between
public service and private business interest. Other elements of the South
Carolina slave economy and society were maintained by a combination of
public and private force. Much of the statutory foundation of this system was
laid by a 1696 law that directed the Charleston town watch to play a larger
role in the policing and regulation of the city’s slaves. The same law
stipulated that any private white citizen was permitted and required to
enforce the “pass system” if they saw any unaccompanied black men in
public. Any slaves found at large without written consent from their masters
were subject to summary justice of a violent nature.12
One institution that particularly embodied this nexus of coercive
state power, private economic interest, and the policing of the public order
was the Charleston Work House. This establishment served as a mixed site
of penal and economic regulation, a combined version of almshouse, jail, and
labor market. A renter could purchase his worker’s space in the prison up
front with money or more indirectly with permission for the Work House
keeper to hire out the slave’s labor and keep the proceeds as the jail fee.
When the government had custody of a person, especially a black person, it
owned the labor and controlled the movement of that person through the
explicit threat of violence, much like a “normal” slave master. As in other
prisons, people like A.V. Toomer, for example, could “lodge” their slaves

11

Thomas D. Russell, “South Carolina’s Largest Slave Auctioneering Firm,” ChicagoKent Law Review 66, (1993): 1241.
12
Sally E. Hadden, Slave Patrols: Law and Violence in Virginia and the Carolinas
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001), 18.
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“for safe keeping” in the Work House if they were willing to pay. Toomer’s
slave was convicted of complicity in a riot there in 1822 and was
subsequently executed. Toomer sought compensation for the destruction of
his property, and although the record does not reveal the outcome of his suit,
his action reveals something about how Southern entrepreneurs conceived of
the role of the law in relation to the discipline and deployment of slaves.13
The Charleston Work House became a pivotal arena of social
control and litigation following the discovery of Denmark Vesey’s designs to
mobilize a large-scale slave rebellion in 1822.

In the wake of these

revelations, the city of Charleston was essentially under a system of martial
law after the mayor bolstered the numbers of the town watch and ordered
them to openly carry loaded arms in their constant state of patrol.14 The state
legislature directed the sale of “every free male negro or person of color”
between age 15 and 50 who was not born in South Carolina, had not been a
state resident at least five years, or had not paid an astronomical $50 fine.
Even free blacks who met these requirements were forced to pay a $2 annual
tax for their right to live in the state, or else face sale by the sheriff into term
slavery for enough time to earn the value of the missed taxes.15
Over the course of a few weeks, over a hundred black people were
arrested on charges of conspiracy in connection to the rebellion, and many of
them were placed in the custody of the city.

James Evans’ slave was

sentenced to remain in the Work House until his master, “under the direction
of the City Council of Charleston, shall send him outside the limits of the
United States.”16 Evans admitted that he was at a loss for how to proceed to
sell his slave overseas, and requested that his slave be returned to him or
taken “for the use of the State at the price which he is appraised at.” As
13

RSFB, Series II Part D, South Carolina State Senate, 1849, PAR# 11384901
Hadden, Slave Patrols, 147.
Russell, “South Carolina’s Largest Slave Auctioneering Firm,” 1246. A fine of $50
in 1822 is equivalent to $945 current U.S. dollars; $2 would be the equivalent of $38.
16
RSFB, Series II Part B, South Carolina State Senate, 1822, PAR# 11382203.
14
15
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proclaimed by Thomas D. Russell’s article entitled “South Carolina’s
Largest Slave Auctioneering Firm,” the government was the largest and most
important of South Carolina’s slave firms.

State institutions, and those

private institutions that operated with the state’s consent and support, served
as clearinghouses for the sale and deployment of black labor, sites for
punishment and discipline, and tools to maintain social order.
Charleston was a much larger and more established urban market
than Louisville, Kentucky, in the early nineteenth century, but the up-andcoming city on the Ohio River was an important locus for the slave economy
in the new Southwest and had established a workhouse of its own. In 1834, a
free woman of color named Lizzie asked the court for an injunction against
the sale of herself and her children from the Louisville workhouse to New
Orleans.17 She claimed that the will of her former master, Isaac Carson,
directed that she and her children be freed within eight years of his death,
and that by 1834 that amount of time had passed. However, the defendant
Cutter claimed that Carson had mortgaged the slaves to him for a debt and,
therefore, he had the right to detain them in the workhouse until he saw fit to
sell them. Lizzie alleged assault and battery by Cutter, and suggested to the
court that Carson’s estate had sufficient funds to cover the cost of the
mortgage. The court dismissed her injunction.
This case illustrates the pattern that appears repeatedly in court
petitions, regardless of location, of the abrogation of a verbal or written
promise of future freedom by the raw power of violent action and
legitimating power of institutional action. Historians of law benefit from
recognizing and studying those times when immediate social context makes
the law irrelevant to the historical actors, and also when legal mechanisms
uphold these extralegal power structures. Lizzie’s case further highlights the
problematic nature of slave labor in a credit economy, complicated by wills,
17

RSFB, Series II Part C, Jefferson Circuit Chancery Court, Kentucky, 1834, PAR#
20783410.
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term slavery, and the limited negotiating capacity of black people seeking
some manner of personal and legal security.
The violence inherent in this coerced labor system of nineteenth
century America (both in the North and the South) was not confined only to
those designated as slaves from birth.

Lucy Rollins bound out her son

Andrew Rollins to Phillip Ennis until Andrew turned 21 years old.18 Free
black people who wanted to learn a trade or attach themselves to local
networks of social or economic patronage commonly used this type of
arrangement. On May 13, 1835, Phillip’s brother struck Andrew on the back
of the head with a large wooden board, but the servant decided not to pursue
legal action for fear of retaliation against his family. A week later, Phillip
took Andrew to the outskirts of the city, bound him to a post, and proceeded
to brutally assault him until “knots were raised on the head and blood flowed
from the nose and mouth.” He then washed Andrew in a stream to clean up
the blood and “deposited” him in the Washington County jail. Lucy Rollins
petitioned the court seeking to dissolve the relationship of indenture between
her son and Ennis on the grounds that, in a classic moment of legal
euphemism, the two “cannot well be mutually beneficial one to the other.”
Traveling the road between outright slavery and what was considered to be
“free labor” was often a dangerous and legally contentious path for
indentured blacks, term slaves, and all others who sought to define the terms
of their place in the antebellum economy from a position of weakness.
Broken contracts, physical kidnapping, and legal wrangling – these
motifs are again reflected in the story of John and Lydia Hawkins and their
three children. Manumitted in Delaware by her owner John Cooper in 1807,
Lydia had married John some years after he was freed. They raised their
children as free people in Maryland.19 However, Cooper’s son-in-law, John
18

RSFB Series II Part B, County Court, District of Columbia, 1835, PAR# 20483518.
RSFB, Series II Part B, Honorable General Assembly of Delaware, 1837, PAR#
10383702.
19
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Willoughby, convinced Cooper that that his manumissions were not valid
and that Cooper faced prosecution for allowing the Hawkins family to move
to Maryland. So in 1836, Cooper signed a deed that transferred Lydia and
her children to Willoughby and several other family members. Willoughby
and Cooper’s son Richard then conspired to have the Hawkins family
rounded up and sent to the Sussex County jail, with the intention of selling
them to slave traders. Here again, we see the use of a jail as a safe midway
shipping point or, effectively, a rented retail space for aspiring slave
prospectors.

Having discovered these actions and intentions, the elder

Cooper secured the release of the Hawkins family. Not to be deterred,
Willoughby organized a gang of armed men to kidnap Lydia and the children
and bring them to a jail in Queen Anne’s County, Maryland. They remained
there to await the result of John Hawkins’ petition that would reassert the
manumission of his wife and children.
Lydia and her children likely remained in jail for more than a few
days—the petition was referred to committee in the legislature, and the final
decision of that committee does not appear in the record. They probably did
not receive timely due process, given the state of communications during this
era and the cross-jurisdictional issues that likely arose between the General
Assembly of Delaware and the county jail in Maryland. The condition of
jails and workhouses varied, though all were most certainly very unpleasant.
One can imagine that even a few weeks or months housed in an antebellum
prison – buildings plagued by structural problems, the smells of the
nineteenth century close-quarter living, disease-bearing rats and mosquitoes,
and the ever-present threat of sale or discipline – would be a trying
experience. Many of the socially marginal people housed in these coercive
institutions sought writs of habeas corpus as their only legal recourse for
release, while others solicited the justice system to keep from being moved.
A slave named Henry appealed to the court in 1837 for such an
injunction against being sold out of the Louisville workhouse by Simon
Volume 5 (2011)
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Moses. His original master, John Sharp, had taken him from their resident
state of Kentucky into the free state of Indiana, where Henry had been
“permitted to act like a free man,” a fact that was corroborated by the
testimony of several white witnesses.20 Sharp left Henry there to live and
work. While Henry was trying to find a job, he was “induced” to return to
Kentucky with the promise of work driving horses. The man who promised
him this job, John Stagg, subsequently had Henry placed in the workhouse in
Louisville. Records like this one, which use such phrases as “placed in” or
“deposited,” leave the historian frustrated behind a veil of words that
obfuscate what was likely an intense physical struggle akin to a coordinated
kidnapping. More deeply researched studies are needed to reveal the true
character of these probably violent confrontations at which the intersection
of economic opportunity, racial identity, premeditated kidnapping, and the
power of the prison all came to bear on the historical participants. While
Henry was still a ward of the city, Stagg had sold him to the slave trader
Simon Moses, who planned to sell Henry as “a slave for life” down to New
Orleans.
The phrase “a slave for life,” which appears consistently
throughout the historical record, reminds us that slavery as experienced by
real people was not necessarily a lifelong, domestic relationship between one
slave and one agrarian master, unfettered by the forces of the capitalist
market and the state.

The Chancery Court granted Henry his petition,

although the slave trader Simon Moses was reimbursed for what he paid, on
the consideration that Stagg had not told him the true story behind Henry’s
imprisonment. Those like Moses, who were deeply invested in the slave
economy, had the equivalent of a state-sponsored insurance policy protecting
them as consumers and businesses against misleading investments. This was
not a feature of a planned and equally enforced system, but the result of the
20

RSFB, Series II Part C, Louisville Chancery Court, Kentucky 1837, PAR#
20783703.
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combined and intertwined power of courts, state legislatures, and important
slave traders in their regulation of black labor.
Prison also became a kind of purgatory for older slaves whose
bodies and labor potential no longer commanded much market value. Joseph
Antoine, a free man of color, ended his long and somewhat depressing tale in
such a condition in the Louisville jail.21 Antoine had been enslaved and then
emancipated in Havana, Cuba, and later emigrated to Virginia as a free man.
There, he met and sought to marry a slave woman owned by Jonathan Purcel.
Purcel threatened to sell the woman to “some part of the Spanish country,”
unless Antoine agreed to indenture himself to Purcel for seven years, after
which both he and his wife would be manumitted. Before their term was
completed, the married couple became privy to their master’s plan to sell
them to Emanuel Lacey, but Antoine decided to do nothing for fear of
retribution from Purcel. Lacey took the couple to New Orleans and sold
them as slaves for life.
Somehow, Antoine managed to capture the attention of the Spanish
governor of Louisiana, who freed the couple and negated the original bill of
sale. They traveled home on a boat up the Mississippi with Lacey, who
harassed them to the point that they were forced to run away. Antoine’s wife
was in ill health, and was not able to survive their arduous journey home.
Antoine eventually got to Louisville, but there he was arrested as a runaway
and placed in jail. Lacey hired a slave entrepreneur named Davis Floyd to
take Antoine into neighboring counties to sell him, but he was so old and
weak that nobody wanted to buy him. So Floyd placed him back in jail.
Although the court eventually granted Antoine’s petition to be released, he
had lost his entire adult life to the vagaries of coerced labor, racialized
violence, and the forces of the slave market that he had theoretically—and
legally—left behind in Cuba.
21

RSFB, Series II Part C, Jefferson County Chancery Court, Kentucky, 1804, PAR#
20780404.
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New Orleans often served as the destination for many slaves whose
lives had been uprooted by their sale or arrest. Jacob Maratche, a free black
man hailing from the Caribbean, was working as a sailor before he was
captured by privateers operating under a Carthaginian flag.22 He was taken
to a Louisiana man named Duplantier and was later confiscated by officers
of the Customs House as an illegal import and housed in the New Orleans
parish jail.

Mr. Duplantier’s petition to receive his property back was

granted by the court, but Maratche asked the judge to place him in the
custody of the sheriff until another petition suing for his freedom was
resolved. Maratche’s petition was also granted, providing history with an
example of how the legal system could protect certain people from
enslavement to private businessman like Duplantier. Records also tell of a
slave named Fazende from St. Landry Parish; she was also granted protective
custody in the parish jail to shield her from an abusive mistress.23
This is not to say that the legal and public institutions that
structured the contours of the slave trade and economy regularly functioned
for the benefit of black people. To the contrary, these examples remind us
that social systems like slavery and the law are large and complex ones in
which the experiences of individuals can vary greatly. Regardless of how
Jacob Maratche fared in the Louisiana First District Court, it is telling that
the local machinery of governance, from the Customs office to the courts and
the parish jail and sheriff, all played significant roles in this moment of racial
and commercial conflict. Coerced labor was not only a feature of hereditary,
“slave for life” plantation living, but a regular and commonplace way of life
for countless urban and rural free blacks and many destitute or indebted
whites.

22
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Black labor was also directly involved in the large, industrial,
capitalist ventures that helped lay foundations for the nineteenth-century
economy.

While the wealth of the South remained firmly rooted in

agriculture, expanding industrialization, such as railroads, affected all aspects
of growing, processing, shipping, and selling agricultural products,
especially to developing markets in the North. A former indentured servant
named Richard Coleman had been bound to a certain William Morgan when
his parents passed away. After his indenture expired, he had moved to
Vicksburg, Mississippi, to work on the railroad there.24 During his stint as
an industrial laborer, Coleman was arrested for being a runaway slave and
placed in the jail of Warren County, against which he sought a writ of habeas
corpus. The writ was granted but, of course, Coleman had no guarantee
against future imprisonments as a runaway.
In the first five months of 1817, the St. Mary Parish jail recorded
20 runaway slaves—either actual or falsely charged runaways—lodged in.25
All black people were vulnerable to a charge of “runaway” if they traveled
unaccompanied in public either in their capacities as hired slaves, indentured
servants, or “free” laborers. Due to the large number of such people housed
in the East Baton Rouge Parish jail, the government was forced set up a
separate facility attached to the jail, called a depot, to exclusively
accommodate alleged runaways. This institution was for those who had been
lodged in the jail and had not been claimed by their masters within 60 days
after the appearance of a newspaper notice announcing them to be in custody
of the parish. The depot was authorized by the state legislature to hire out
those incarcerated or use them for public works during their stays. After a
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year of this, they were to be sold outright to cover the costs of their
incarceration.26
The practical and ideological links between imprisonment and
slavery in the antebellum South, especially urban areas, are striking. A
particularly remarkable instance of similarity appears in the case of Delaware
resident and free black man named Stephen Miller. Miller was arrested for
stealing a rather small amount of bacon from a white man named Thomas
Evans.27 In an attempt to gain Miller’s labor, Isaac Clowes, an acquaintance
of Evans, went to the prison and promised Miller his safety if he, his wife,
and his children would bind themselves to Clowes for an indenture of ten
years. Clowes reminded Evans that he faced indenture to a random person of
the court’s choosing, which could last for as many as ten years (though
possibly less for good behavior). The state had the power to deliver timespecific sentences of slavery or indenture (the line between these two was
often not so clear) and, in some sense, was contracting out the
responsibilities of custody and labor supervision to a private interest.
Similarly, the free black man John Wesley Dunn of Baltimore was accused
of and imprisoned for stealing “an old coat” in that city. Once in jail, he was
sold to a trader and taken down to the dreaded sink of all the slave trade,
New Orleans.28

Although Stephen Miller and John Wesley Dunn were

charged with tangible property crimes, the white citizenry, the courts, and
local state machinery mediated a large quantity of labor through other means
as well: charges of vagrancy, debt, or simply through the tolerated extralegal
violence of a white entrepreneur. This machinery was also available to slave
capitalists to contract out their own disciplinary or commercial needs.
County jails, municipal workhouses, and the depot in East Baton Rouge
26
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served multiple purposes:

detention centers for unruly laborers, storage

space for saleable property, and retail space for those looking to buy or sell.
Despite the obviously unequal and unjust power relationships at
play, it would be stretching interpretation to project that state legislators
conspired in a smoke-filled room to deviously craft a public and private
system wherein every possible ounce of labor was wrung from black bodies.
As with most systems of economic organization, this one was not neatly or
explicitly planned. Rather, the institutions of the antebellum South, as well
the cultural and legal expectations surrounding them, evolved reactively over
the course of that society’s experience with slavery. Further, the massive
variation of experience within the antebellum American economy led to
inconsistencies across locations and jurisdictions. In some cases, as we have
seen, black people of various statuses were able to use the law effectively for
their own protection; more often, the officers and facilities of the government
helped oversee and manage their exploitation through the application of law.
The economies of the North and the South were connected in so many ways
that distinctions between “slave” and “free” are misleading and difficult to
draw.

The examples provided are intended to demonstrate the fluidity,

fluctuation, and permeability of this line in the lived experience of race and
labor in the South.
By more closely examining the role that public and private
institutions played in mediating the deployment of black labor within the
economy, we can begin to see how slavery was not merely a domestic,
“peculiar” institution of the agrarian South that existed in isolation from the
capitalist labor and urban concerns of the industrializing North and the power
of the state. Slave labor in the American South was very much related to the
plantation system of agriculture used to grow cotton, rice, grains, and
tobacco, but it would be a mistake to ignore the importance of slaves in the
development of the entire Southern and national economy. Fully appreciating
the impact of slavery means recognizing the centrality of that labor system
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within a U.S. economy based primarily on the planting, harvesting,
processing, manufacturing, and shipping of agricultural products. Similarly,
the argument asserting the incompatibility of slavery and wage-based
industrial capitalism begins to fall apart with even a quick glance at the
mixed-status

workforce

manufacturing plant.

29
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Slavery shaped the organization of realms rural and

urban, northern and southern, paternalistic and capitalistic, public and
private. Studying the ways that people navigated their lives in the face of the
economic realities of their time helps reveal the occasionally fluid and
misleading nature of these strict dichotomies.
After the Civil War, with federal power expanding in an attempt to
dismantle slavery in the former Confederacy, federal troops and agents came
to discover a very complicated and not purely privatized system. In the
rough model presented here, the prison and the market deeply influenced and
mutually reinforced each other: the locus of the jail was of central
importance in the buying, selling, and deployment of black labor. Similarly,
the private slave jails and slave markets relied on the hybrid public/private
power of legitimated violence to collect and manage their product. The
evidence

regarding

the

collective

experience

of

free,

indentured,

incarcerated, and enslaved blacks would suggest that the economy based on
coerced labor of many forms derived much of its structure and gained
substantial potency from the direct and indirect application of local
governmental power reinforced by the system of local justice. Slavery didn’t
merely thrive because of antebellum government’s supposedly laissez-faire
attitude towards its business, but rather was strengthened and held up by the
coercive power of the law and its institutions.
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The Invisibility of Mexican Peonage:
Race, Space, Temporality, and Free Labor in the 19th Century
Meghna Philip
In 1846, upon invasion of Mexico, the American military
encountered an institution it described as a “slavery so much more odious,
because it is not restricted to color or determination of caste.” It encountered
peonage, a status or condition of compulsory service based upon the
indebtedness of the peon to the master, that had originated in Spanish
vassalage and long taken root in Mexican society. The peon “will make… a
contract with his master…by which he will bind himself to feed, clothe and
lodge them, and pay them a sum of money… which will be lost to the
workingman almost, because he cannot dispose of it nor of the interest while
his contract lasts.”

1

Thus, the peon was indefinitely bound, through the

chain of debt, to his master. Peonage appeared in both popular media and
federal debates concerning expansion, where expansionists often, ironically,
maligned it, despite the fact that American slavery had yet to be abolished.
Following the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848, Mexican
peonage persisted in the newly American territories of Texas, New Mexico,
and parts of California. During abolition and Reconstruction, there was a
definite awareness of this institution, leading eventually to Federal
ratification of the Anti-Peonage Peonage Statute in 1867. Authorized by the
provisions of the Thirteenth Amendment, this Statute prohibited peonage in
any state or territory of the United States.2 Intriguingly, after the passing of
this statute, though the institution certainly persisted, there was little to no
prosecution of cases of peonage, particularly in the context of Mexicans and
Indians. It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that the
federal government began to take an interest in the plight of the southern
1
2

"From Northern Mexico," New York Times, February 10, 1859.
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peon, and at that point, almost all prosecutions focused on the black
freedmen who had been subjected to conditions of peonage.3 The Mexicans
and Indians of the Southwest, the original victims of peonage, were
practically invisible in this conversation.

Even the few historical

reexaminations of the topic largely ignore the fate of the original peons.4
This paper will explore the reasons why Mexican peonage became erased in
larger conversations about slavery, servitude, and free labor, by exploring the
intersections of notions of race, space, temporality, and free labor in the latter
half of the nineteenth century and in the context of the Anti-Peonage Statute.
Understanding the racial ambivalence towards Mexicans in the
mid-nineteenth century is critical to a full examination of the Anti-Peonage
Statute of 1867, and its effects on Mexicans and Indians in the Southwest.
Early expansionist debates preceding the ratification of the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo treated Mexicans as “like Indians” or “like Blacks” in
the American context.

5

Yet, during the height of abolition, Republican

abolitionists often characterized Mexican peonage as a means to enslave
white people, using this tactic to inspire fear against a Federal cordon of
Slave States. This would imply that Mexicans were also racialized as white.
A few court cases regarding Mexican peonage in the 1850s and1860s also
seem to qualify Mexicans as white.

In New Mexico, where the Anti-

Peonage Statute found its roots, the role of Mexican elites exemplified the
complicated racialization of Mexicans; there, they existed as both a racially
subordinated group within the American class hierarchy, and at times as a
group that succeeded in claiming white status. Evidence of these varying
3

Daniel A. Novak, The Wheel of Servitude: Black Forced Labor after Slavery
(Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press, 1978), 47.
4
For example, The Wheel of Servitude by Daniel A. Novak and The Shadow of
Slavery: Peonage in the South by Pete Daniel.
5
Laura E. Gomez, "Off-White in an Age of White Supremacy: Mexican Elites and the
Rights of Indians and Blacks in Nineteenth-Century New Mexico," Unpublished
paper, (2004), 5. <http://www.law.uh.edu/hernandez50/LauraGomez.pdf>.
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racializations of Mexicans abounds in newspaper articles, political circulars,
and court cases. Enshrined in a Black/White paradigm, the Anti-Peonage
Statute thus excluded many Mexican and Indian peons from its protections.
Notions of space and temporality in relationship to ideas of free
labor post-Emancipation are also helpful in understanding Mexican and
Indian exclusion from the statute. Amy Dru Stanley identifies the contract as
the embodiment of the transformation from bondage to freedom in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, so this examination will focus on these
characteristics within labor contracts. The rise in Mexican immigrant labor
and the system of padrones during this time had a huge impact on American
impressions of the transience of Mexican labor. This system, when put in
conversation with the relationship of time and space to the definition of free
labor during this period, yields interesting implications on the popular
visibility of stationary peonage, as it existed in Texas, New Mexico, and
California.
The Ambiguities of Racial Identity of 19th Century Mexican Laborers
During American military occupation of New Mexico in 1846, and
Congress’ subsequent designation of the region as a federal territory, debates
reveal that both Democrats and Whigs considered Mexicans racially inferior
and unworthy of citizenship. At that time, there were nearly 60,000 ethnic
Mexicans, 60,000 nomadic Indians, 15,000 Pueblo Indians, and fewer than
1,000 Euro-Americans in the New Mexican territory. 6 It seems that in order
to cohere the patriarchal nationalist project of American expansion into this
territory, at first all Mexicans were considered racially inferior, akin to the
status of blacks and Indians in America at that time. Editors of journals in
the urban East expressed eagerness for “uplifting” the racially inferior
Mexicans. A New York Times report “From Northern Mexico” in 1849,
6

Merk, Frederick, and Lois Bannister Merk, Manifest Destiny and Mission in
American History: a Reinterpretation, (New York, NY: Knopf, 1963), 120.
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discussed the “hombres” and “darkies”, i.e. Mexicans and black fugitive
slaves that had crossed the border into Mexico, in the same context.7 The
“hombres” and “darkies” are both “inveigl[ed] into peonage, which at once
becomes a fixed Slavery, unless the poor devils escape to this side of the Rio
Grande – where they are better supported and fed.” Thus slavery is posited
as a form of servitude superior to the debt peonage in Mexico, and
expansionist hopes reveal a patronizing conviction that Mexicans would
benefit from this “better” system, alongside their racial equals, black slaves.
Some commentaries on abolition also reveal the common public
notion that most Mexicans are racially inferior. An 1860 Atlantic Monthly
article titled “The Mexicans and Their Country”, states,
In 1850 the proximate actual population was 7,626,831, classed as
follows: - whites, 1,100,000; Indians 4,354,886; Mestizos,
Zambos, Mulattoes, etc., 2,165,345; Negroe 6,600.

Only one-

seventh of the population belong to that class, or caste, to which,
according to the common sentiment in the United States, dominion
over the earth has been given.

The other six-sevenths are, in

American estimation… mere political Pariahs… the black and
mixed Mexicans, all of whom would be of darker skins and less
enlightened minds…8
Though this piece speaks in warning and disapproval of the potential
enslavement of the Mexicans if the United States acquired Mexican territory,
it does not dispute the notion that the Mexican laborers are largely “Pariahs”
of “darker skin” and would not be conferred full rights to citizenship. The
article also discusses another important element in understanding American
conception of Mexican peon labor in comparison with black slave labor.
Mexican labor was considered equally inferior on racial grounds, but far less
7
8
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industrious than black slave labor; and this due to the “character of the
people”, not any difference between the systems of American slavery and
Mexican peonage. The Atlantic article wryly comments,
The amount of cotton produced annually in the Hot Land is
shamefully small, not exceeding ten million pounds – a mere
bagatelle, which Manchester would devous in a week. Consider
what an increase in cottons and calicoes, what a gain in shirts and
sheets, would follow from the seizure of those fields by Americans
from Mississippi and Alabama… slave-labor, we are assured, can
alone afford an adequate supply…9
It is assumed that when Americans acquire Mexican territory, Mexican peons
and other laborers will become irrelevant, and black slavery will be the
means to extract capital from Mexican resources.

Therefore the

subjectivities and rights of Mexicans practically disappear from politicians’
considerations.

A major concern during debates over ratification of the

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was how to get the most land from Mexico
while retaining the smallest number of Mexicans possible. 10
Despite the will of the government and the press to racialize the
Mexicans of the newly acquired New Mexican territory as inferior, several
factors complicated this characterization. For one, Americans encountered
what Laura E. Gomez terms “double colonization.” The U.S. colonization of
the 19th century was grafted onto a previous European colonization of the
region – the Spanish colonization of the 17th and 18th centuries. Thus, both
American military and civil authorities encountered an entrenched set of
political, social and economic institutions of European origin, operated by a
largely non-European population consisting of small, widely dispersed
9

“The Mexicans and Their Country,” 494.
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(1847) and the Washington Union (1848).
10
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mestizo and Pueblo Indian communities.

11

This was unusually different

from other encounters with Indian communities, which had not evoked, from
a Euro-centric perspective, the sense of an established society with
institutions.

Black slaves in America were not considered capable of

sustaining independent societies or institutions; thus it became intellectually
problematic to configure mestizos and Pueblo Indians as black.
Relatedly, a cadre of Mexican elites began to develop in New
Mexico; those lighter-skinned mestizos who were able to successfully claim
some entitlement to the privileges of whiteness formerly limited to
Spaniards.

12

Skin color, money, and other attributes of social mobility

“whitened” otherwise subjugated mestizos. Another method by which these
elites reinforced their fragile claims to whiteness was by acting to
subordinate groups lower in the American racial hierarchy, including darkerskinned mestizaje, pueblo Indians, blacks, and nomadic Indians.

13

New

Mexico was unique, in comparison to acquired territories in California and
Texas, due to its multi-racial demographics, large Indian population, and tiny
Euro-American settler population. Thus for the first twenty-five years of
American occupation, from 1846-1870, it had a majority-Mexican
legislature, and the Mexican men who comprised this legislature are those
whom Laura Gomez terms the “elite.” These Mexican elite consistently
voted to extend citizenship rights and labor protections only to “free white
males”, a category that comprised, essentially, of themselves, and of the
small numbers of Euro-American settlers in the territory. Evidence indicates
that many of these Mexicans kept Mexican or Indian peons, perhaps as part
of their possessive investment in whiteness. 14 Census data from 1860 from
the town of Lincoln, New Mexico, reveals listings such as the following:

11
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13
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Jose Manuel Salas 42m Farmer 600-800 acres New Mexico
Juan de Dios Salas 18m f. laborer New Mexico
Ant. Aben Salas 15m New Mexico
Maria Salas 25f Ind (Indian) Servant New Mexico
Vivian Salas 08m Ind (Indian) Servant New Mexico15
Many such Mexican families seem to have been keeping fellow mestizos and
Indians in their households in what is listed as servitude, and may well have
been some form of debt peonage.
Due perhaps to some of these categorical complications, despite
the early racialization of Mexicans alongside blacks and Indians, the 1857
case Jaremillo v Romero, as well as a circular from the Republican National
Convention of 1856 regarding the threat of peonage, reveal that during the
height of the abolition movement, Mexicans were sometimes portrayed as
ethnically white, and peonage was posited by abolitionists as a means to
enslave white people.

Republicans viewed “the fate of the poor free

population of Mexico” as evidence of what would happen if the Federal
government allowed a cordon of Slave States. The language used to discuss
the threat of peonage at the Convention includes the

“complection [to

which] slavery must come at last”, as “a direct enslavement of the white
race...under the contrivance of debtor vassalage”, and as a threat to “the
rights of the laboring class”. 16 The circular explicitly notes that the threat of
a continuance of slavery in the form of peonage is a danger, not to blacks,
but to “the six millions of free white population in the Southern States who
own no slaves” as well as “the twenty millions of free white population in

15

1860 Census for the village of Lincoln and nearby Fort Stanton.
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16
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the North”.

17

In Jaremillo, the observation that “peons were not of any

particular color” or “of a particular race” was emphasized on three separate
occasions, conveying that it was distinct from the institution of American
slavery in its inclusion of (white) Mexicans. 18
Ultimately, it is clear that the racialization of Mexicans throughout
the early and mid-nineteenth century was a complicated and ambivalent
enterprise. At times considered racial equals to blacks and Indians, and at
other times considered potentially white, Mexican labor did not steadily fall
into one or the other category.

Congressional discussions on peonage,

however, took on a very particular black/white contextual paradigm, and so
Mexicans may have been excluded from the racial ideologies implicit in
understandings of peonage.
The Black/White Paradigm of the Anti-Peonage Statute: Rendering Mexicans
Invisible
Prior to emancipation, the threat of bondage under peonage was
posited as a threat to free white Americans. In the 1857 Republican National
Convention circular that takes peonage up as a central topic, there is never a
mention of the potential for white slavery to occur in the same way that black
slavery had been established, by mere possession of the physical body;
instead, the fear of white enslavement is always posited through the lens of
Mexican peonage, “under the contrivance of debtor vassalage”. Amy Dru
Stanley discusses the roots of notions of contract stemming from common
law and seventeenth century liberal political thought. In the aftermath of
slave emancipation ideas of freedom were disseminated through the language

17
18
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of contract.19 Before emancipation, however, since contract was premised on
self-ownership, only free white laborers were considered “sovereigns of
themselves”. Thus, before emancipation, entering into a mutual contract was
considered the trap by which peonage could effectively enslave white people.
The Court’s faith in Mexican people’s abilities to rationally enter into
contracts of peonage shows how that they were, at times, classified as free
white laborers. In Mariana Jaremillo’s case, “the great importance... that the
relation of master and servant is formed by mutual contract only” and
Mariana’s agency are emphasized.20 The defendant’s inability to present a
believable contract is declared of “utter insufficiency to prove Mariana’s
contract of service,” as it is assumed that if she had entered into such a
contract, it would have been definitive and her terms would have been
enumerated. 21
During emancipation, Congressional debates over ratification of
the Thirteenth Amendment and of the 1867 Anti-Peonage Statute reveal a
new fear: that peonage will become a means to effectively reconstitute black
enslavement by whites.

Contract ascended in popular awareness as the

antithetical metaphor to slavery. Emancipation appeared to destroy all traces
of bondage in the republic by affording freed slaves the right to own
themselves and enter into voluntary relations of exchange. “Where are the
slave auction-blocks…the slave-yokes and fetters… They are all gone! From
chattels to human beings… Freedmen at work as independent laborers by
voluntary contract!”22 Thus, protecting freedmen’s rights to free contract,
particularly in the context of the coercive contracts of debt peonage, became
very important to some Republicans. In a Congressional debate between

19

Amy Dru Stanley, From Bondage to Contract: Wage Labor, Marriage, and the
Market in the Age of Slave Emancipation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1998), 2.
20
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21
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22
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Senator Charles Sumner and Senator James Grimes about the establishment
of the Freedmen’s Bureau, Grimes interrogates whether the military
protection of labor on abandoned plantations will enable “slavery outright”
or “peon slavery” to exist. Sumner argues that supervising “special agents of
the Treasury department” not “military tyranny”, will intervene to preserve
order on abandoned houses, lands, and plantations. He also insists that the
“careful contracts…for limited periods” under which the freedmen will be
laboring on these supervised lands will ensure that they will not be in
conditions of peonage, which he defines as similar to “slavery…service for
endless generations.”23 Sumner championed the Anti-Peonage Statute of
1867, and clearly, his mind was focused on the threat that whites would reenslave blacks through coercive peonage contracts during this time. There
was also popular awareness of this threat, as evidenced by an article in the
Reconstruction Journal critiquing the Texas Black Codes: “The main object
kept in view by those who made that instrument, and of those who devised
the pretended laws based upon it, was the restoration of African slavery, in
the modified form of peonage… It would be much better for all parties that
the Negroes should be free and work for wages.”24
In both early anti-expansionist fears of white slavery enabled
through peonage, and later Reconstruction fears of a reinstitution of black
slavery through peonage, there is hardly mention of the extant yoke of
peonage under which Mexicans and Indians in Texas, California and New
Mexico labored. Due to the shifting, ambivalent racializations of Mexicans,
the majority did not steadfastly fit into the category of either black or white.
The marginalized subjectivities of Mexicans, with whom expansionists had
been largely unconcerned during the acquisition of Southwestern territories,
23

Charles Sumner, The Works of Charles Sumner, (Boston, MA: Lee and Shepard,
1998), 512. Available on Google Books.
24
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did not figure into the protections of the Thirteenth Amendment and the
Anti-Peonage Statute.

The fact that some Mexican elites kept other

Mexicans in conditions of peonage also disrupted the implicit ideology of
bondage as a condition that inferior races (blacks) were subjected to by a
superior race (whites). “Self… ownership lay at the heart.”25 of freedom,
and Mexican ownership over fellow Mexicans may have been viewed as an
extension of self-ownership, not of coercive labor relations. In this way, the
ambiguous racializations of Mexicans contested with the racial norms
implicit in common understanding of peonage. Though the Anti-Peonage
Act read, “To abolish and forever prohibit the System of Peonage in the
Territory of New Mexico, and other parts of the United States,” the racial
understandings that inspired the Act may have excluded, from its protections,
peonage as it existed in the Territories.
Notions of Space, Temporality, and Freedom; and the Effects of Mexican
Immigrant Workers
Beyond racial ideologies, notions of space and temporality also
figured intensely into understandings of the limits of free and unfree labor.
Once again taking contracts as the most potent popular symbol of freedom in
the latter half of the nineteenth century, an analysis of the fundamental
principles of free contract reveals these notions.

As Sumner described,

“careful contracts…for limited periods” were crucial to the transformation of
slavery to contract freedom.

Legal limits on workday hours and wage

schedules served as metonyms for the finitude that was crucial to free labor.
“Market reciprocity” was central to a fair relationship between labor and
capital, and this was embodied by “commodity exchange”.26 An exchange,
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then, implies a definitive act in time and space. “Open space and mobility”,
too, “defined freedom.”27 Thus, the American West was perceived as a
natural space of freedom. Even satirists of American democracy, such as
Mark Twain, found redemption through mobility in the West, as when
Huckleberry Finn “lights out for the territories” and for freedom.
In light of this relationship between ideas of space and temporality,
an examination of Mexican immigrant labor and the padrones system is
relevant to gaining a fuller picture of the way Americans understood
Mexican labor. In Reinventing Free Labor, Gunther Peck employs the term
‘padrones’ to refer to labor brokers, themselves immigrants, who supplied
western railroads, western extractive industries, and western industrialized
agriculture with the labor of their countrymen.

Peck focuses on three

padrones, one of whom is a Mexican named Roman Gonzalez, who supplied
Mexican workers for agricultural and other work in the American West and
Midwest.
Padrones, unlike ordinary labor agents, dealt exclusively in
immigrant workers from their own country of origin, and also cultivated
intricate, binding relationships with their men. They found immigrants jobs
but also provided them with a range of other services that intensified their
dependence on the padrone. For example, Gonzalez helped his immigrants
send remittances back home, provided assistance when they broke the law,
and frequently advanced travel expenses.

Immigrants paid padrones a

variety of fees, and often these fees would be deducted directly from
workers’ pay. 28 In this way, Mexican workers were supported in negotiating
the American labor culture, and were perceived by Americans as being free
and competitive laborers; however, they were constantly in debt and reliance
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to their padrone, trapped in what could almost be characterized as a form of
mobile peonage.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, due to the rapid growth
of Western railroads and extractive agricultural industries, huge numbers of
unskilled laborers were required. Local white workers generally owned their
own land or could easily acquire land and so they were less reliable and less
easily pliable, since they could always go back to work on their own farms.
Thus, large firms looked beyond local labor markets, and imported thousands
of unskilled immigrants from Mexico to work in fields, mines and railroads
in the West. Because these transient laborers only worked seasonally or for
finite projects, they likely seemed to be “free” as per the popular conception
of free labor. Since their needs and dependencies were veiled through the
padrone system, they seemed to have few needs. A New York Times article
from 1880 titled “The People of New Mexico: Their Modes of Life and
Peculiar Traits”, focuses on an immigrant laborer named Juan. It describes
Juan as leading
A free, unenergetic life, because he is very ignorant and his wants
are correspondingly few… The average Mexican is… [charged
with] being so lazy or idle… When Juan has earned enough to
satisfy his wants for a time, he takes his rest and enjoys himself
after his own fashion.29
The realities of Juan’s probable state of servitude to a padrone and to
transnational systems of capitalist extraction are themselves ignored.
Furthermore, it is clear that the influx of Mexican immigrant labor and its
competitive relationship to free white labor, began creating feelings of
resentment, and breeding portrayals of Mexicans as “lazy” and “idle”. The
transient Mexican immigrant laborer, whose freedom was thus undisputed in
29
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popular press accounts, took over popular conceptions of the nature of
Mexican labor. The stationary systems of servitude under which Mexicans
and Indians had long labored, in areas such as New Mexico, disappeared
from this consciousness.
Conclusions
An understanding of the United States’ spectrum of free and unfree
labor is incomplete without a critical examination of the institution of
peonage, and the Mexicans who have been victim to this institution. Due to
the dearth of labor and social history on the specific topic, an examination of
broader trends in Americans’ understandings of labor and of Mexicans
throughout the nineteenth century has been the basis of this paper’s insight
into the increasing invisibility of Mexican peonage during the latter
nineteenth century. Complicated ambiguities in the racial categorization of
Mexicans, and widespread conceptions of the transcience of Mexican labor,
contested with the rigid racial, spatial, and temporal underpinnings of
American definitions of labor freedom.

The legacy of this contestation

continues to animate popular conceptions of Mexican labor today, and it is a
worthwhile space in which to interrogate America’s ongoing struggle to
define the relationship between freedom and labor.
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Ambrose Bierce and the Art of Allegory
Andrew Lenoir
“History, n. An account mostly false, of events mostly unimportant, which
are brought about by rulers, mostly knaves, and soldiers mostly fools.
Battle, n. A method of untying with the teeth a political knot that would not
yield to the tongue.
Cynic, n. A blackguard whose faulty vision sees things as they are, not as
they ought to be. Hence the custom among the Scythians of plucking out a
cynic’s eyes to improve his vision.”
- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
Introduction
In the decades following the Civil War, the exact legacy of the
conflict that cost some 600,000 Americans their lives was left unresolved.
Reconstruction was a difficult process, politically, economically, and
emotionally for all parties effected. Disavowing the personal element of the
conflict’s aftermath, public attention and popular culture returned to the
ideology that had led many soldiers into combat in the first place. The
pervasive cult of manhood transformed into a cult of victory. Despite public
desire for stories of heroic generals, decisive victories and bravery in the face
of danger, writer Ambrose Bierce illustrated the reality of the war at the cost
of the “facts” his audience clung to. Bierce wrote about his personal
experience of various battles, without dwelling on his own achievements,
seeking to convey the sensory overload of active combat. Rather than cater to
what was popular, Bierce disguised commentary within horrific and
fantastical events, adopting allegory over memoir to demonstrate the
individual psychology of a man at war. More interested in gore than glory,
the unique effect and intent of Bierce’s style becomes apparent through close
analysis of his memoirs and short stories, particularly where they overlap
with other’s accounts.
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Early Life & War
Born in Meigs County, Ohio in June of 1842, Ambrose Gwinnett
Bierce was the tenth of thirteen children, all with names beginning with the
letter “A”. Though the family was poor and he received little formal
education, Bierce’s parents instilled a love for the written word in him from
an early age. His uncle, Lucius Bierce, was a military man who led a failed
rebellion against British forces in Canada in 1837 armed only with
broadswords. The Bierce family was pulled into the political turmoil of the
time, when Lucius gave these same broadswords to his friend John Brown.
These became the very weapons used to slaughter slave-owning settlers in
the 1856 massacre at Pottawatomie Creek, Kansas. The next year, Ambrose
Bierce left home to become a “printer’s devil” for a local abolitionist
newspaper. At his uncle's urging, Bierce’s parents sent the adolescent
Ambrose to the Kentucky Military Institute in 1859.1
On April 12, 1861, the nation launched into civil war following the
Confederate attack on Fort Sumter. After President Abraham Lincoln’s April
15th call for troops, Bierce was the second man in his county to enlist, joining
the 9th Indiana Volunteers. He was eighteen years old. Immediately plunged
into the battles of Phillipi and Laurel Hill, he earned both the rank of
sergeant and his first of fifteen commendations for bravery by carrying a
dying comrade away from enemy fire. By 1863, Bierce rose to the rank of
first lieutenant for repeated acts of bravery and skill at the battles of Stone
Hill and Shiloh. As Provost Marshall, he oversaw two military executions,
before Gen. William B. Hazen made him his chief topographical engineer.
Bierce later wrote, “To this day I cannot look over a landscape without
noting the advantages and disadvantages of the ground for attack,” which
1
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may explain his stories' detailed descriptions of setting. He served without
interruption or injury until 1864, when Bierce caught a Confederate bullet in
the head at the Battle of Kenneshaw Mountain, Georgia.

Despite his

miraculous recovery, he resigned from active duty on January 25, 1865 citing
repeated fainting spells. He suffered from headaches and dizziness for the
rest of his life. During reconstruction, Bierce served as an agent of the
Treasury Department locating hidden Confederate property in Alabama. At
Gen. Hazen’s request, he joined a military campaign moving west through
Indian territory. When the expedition disbanded in San Francisco, Bierce
remained to start a new life as a newspaper editor and journalist, eventually
working for: The Argonaut; The Wasp; and The San Francisco Examiner. He
quickly gained a reputation for his wit, skillful prose and irreverent social
commentary. During his career, he wrote his Civil War stories and memoirs,
as well as several editorial columns.

His frequent uses of humorous

definitions and doublespeak were eventually compiled into his satirical
lexicon The Devil’s Dictionary.2
The Business of Bravery
It is unclear what pushed young Bierce into the Civil War, but his
military training and abolitionist views gave him more basis for the battle
than many of the nearly four million men that served in the Union and
Confederate armies. Unable to cope with the grim realities of the warthough living in its wake, the public’s pervading focus become a highly
romanticized portrait of the conflict mirroring past perspectives on military's
position in society. In the Antebellum period, war was an unequalled
opportunity for young men to gain glory and prove their worth.
In the letters anthologized in James McPherson’s For Cause and
Comrades, combatants on both sides wrote about their concerns over honor

2
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and a sense of duty to both home and nation. Union men wrote to their
families about aiding, “the flag whose protection” they enjoyed.3 One
Confederate sergeant from the 24th Mississippi regiment wrote, “I’d much
rather be numbered among the slain than those that stay at home, for it will
be a brand upon their name as long as a southren lives.”4 Regardless of
allegiance, men were pressured to enter the war by both themselves and their
societies. Northern industrialization shifted the model of capitalism to one
that relied on factory labor. With more women entering the workforce, men
lost their privileged position of the family's sole provider. War remained
man’s undisputed territory, the sole arena where he could prove himself as a
husband, father and protector. Some individuals took glory-seeking to a
different level. One southern soldier imagined himself, “like a knight in a
beleaguered fortress.” Another from Georgia felt he needed to “immortalize
[himself] before” coming home.5
While McPherson's research forms an informative survey of men's
motivations for fighting and view of the war, as well as the societal
expectations for men in combat, these letters were written home to worrying
families and friends. These soldiers were very aware they were documenting
their own legacy, and if they felt fear, they refused to admit it and risk being
labelled a coward. Over time, Civil War veterans began to cash in on the
popular image of their bravery by submitting stories to various publications,
most notably The Century Magazine. Between 1884-87, more than 230
rememberances from soldiers of all ranks and affiliations appeared in print.6
The trend was popularized with when General Sherman published his
memoirs in 1879, and cemented with the release of The Personal Memoirs of

3
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Ulysses S. Grant in 1885.7 Increasingly, interest in the war shifted from the
experience of individuals on the battlefield to the bigger picture: the
decisions of heroic generals that lead fearless troops to a just victory over
the slaveholding, immoral and generally ungrateful rebel forces.
Seeing Shiloh
What I Saw of Shiloh, published in 1881, was one of Bierce’s first
writings about the war. Written 19 years after the 1862 battle, the story is a
reflection on his experiences and their lingering reverberations. Beginning
with the lines, “This is the story of a battle; such as may be told by a soldier
who is not writer to a reader who is no soldier,” the memoir is grim and
bloody.8 It pays particular attention to the gore and the psychological
experiences of trauma and fear on the battlefield usually glossed over by his
contemporary competitors. Factually accurate enough to serve as a trail guide
at the modern Shiloh Battlefield National Park, Bierce embellished the story
only slightly—adding details more appropriate for the deep south: such as
aligators and spanish moss. His deviation serves a dual purpose: enhancing
an aesthetic, and allowing him to make a larger comment about the natures
of mankind and the conflict as a whole. Describing the local Confederate
swamp dwellers, Bierce writes, “To what deity their veneration was givenwhether like the Egyptians they worshipped the crocodile or like other
American’s adored themselves—I do not presume to know.”9 Attacking the
supposed “moral”, “Christian” reasons behind the Civil War and its
commonly accepted significance, What I Saw of Shiloh, serves as a blistering
record of the engagement.

7
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Shattering the popular image of the fearless warrior on the field of
battle, Bierce recounts his unit falling to the ground at the first sound of
cannon fire, “O those cursed guns! Not our enemy’s but our own.”10
Undermining the traditional conception of the military, the author muses:
“An army’s bravest men are its cowards. The death which they would not
meet at the hands of the enemy they will meet at the hands of their officers,
with never a flinching.”11 His total deromanticizaton of the battle is plainest
in his descriptions of combat. Bierce deliberately avoids referring to the
fighting factions in human terms. He describes the defending union
regiments “like a wall, their loaded rifles at 'ready',” prepared against the
“great gray cloud [that] seemed to spring out of the forest”, which dispersed
into a “shattered grey mass” when fired upon. In a more poetic flourish,
Bierce languishes, “Humanity, thank Heaven! Is not made for this… Lead
had scored its old-time victory over steel; the heroic had broken its great
heart against the commonplace. There are those who say that it is sometimes
otherwise.”12 Directly engaging the popular fantasy of war carried over from
past generations, Bierce declares the end of nobility in combat, as
symbolized by the classic image of opponents crossing swords. War has
become the practice of men hurling themselves in front of each other's
gunfire, the value of their lives reduced to the price of ammunition. His last
line, “There are those who say it is sometimes otherwise,” lends itself to dual
readings. The events of Shiloh either signal the end of heroism, or reveal the
willingness to die senseless has always been the real root of heroism.
Bierce stands apart from his contemporaries particularly in his
descriptions of death. Remembering one unlucky Illinois regiment, he writes:
Death had put his sickle into this thicket and fire had gleaned the
field…at every point…lay bodies, half buried in ashes; some in the
10
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unlovely looseness of attitude denoting sudden death by the bullet,
but by far the greater number in postures of agony that told of the
tormenting flame. Their clothing was half burnt away—their hair
and beard entirely; the rain had come too late to save their nails.
Some were swollen to double girth; others shriveled to
manikins…Their faces were bloated and black or yellow and
shrunken. The contraction of muscles which had given them claws
for hands had cursed each countenance with a hideous grin.13
This same dry clinical tone toward gore is noted in his encounter
with a half dead soldier, slowly bleeding out on the field, missing part of his
head:
A bullet had clipped a groove in his skull, above the temple; from
this the brain protruded in bosses, dropping off in flakes and
strings. I had not previously known one could get on, even in this
unsatisfactory fashion, with so little brain. One of my men… asked
if he should put his bayonet through him... Shocked by the cold
blooded proposal, I told him I though not; it was unusual, and too
many were looking.14
Assuming an ironic, cynical attitude to create distance from the violence that
surrounds him seems the only way Bierce can process what he is witnessing.
Nearly two decades after the fact, the writer's infamous dark humor barely
masks his still seething sentiments of outrage and disgust. He feels betrayed
by the military, the government and the culture that would bring about this
war (and the willingness to fight it) and then refuse to acknowledge its
horrors for what they were. While conveying the image of yet another fallen

13
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regiment, he breaks off, “I cannot catalogue the charms of these gallant
gentlemen who had got what they enlisted for.”15
In the final section of What I Saw of Shiloh, Bierce meditates on
the clarity and vividness of his memories from so many years earlier:
Youth, there is no such Wizard as thou! Give me but one touch of
thine artist had upon the dull canvas of the Present; gild for but one
moment the drear and somber scenes of to-day, and I will willingly
surrender another life than the one that I should have thrown away
at Shiloh.16
Though unflinching in his description of battle, deliberately engaging
prevalent myths of warfare and revealing them to be inadequate and
misleading constructions of popular culture, Bierce admits a unique
experience—almost a high—only attainable through the heat of battle. After
the rush that comes with the terror and stress of seemingly certain death,
everything else seems duller in comparison. For Bierce, dying on the
battlefield- though horrible in its own right- beats the slow end of an aging
veteran forgotten by his country and without a cause to give the end of his
life meaning.
Book Bargaining
By the time former President and General of the Armies of the
United States, Ulysses S. Grant was diagnosed with terminal throat cancer,
he was already suffering from financial mismanagement. After forfeiting his
military pension upon taking presidential office, a series of poor investment
decisions, and a self-funded two-year round-the-world good will tour, the
most acclaimed general of his time was left destitute. Desperate, he began to
pay off his loans to William H. Vanderbilt with his Civil War mementos.
15
16
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Cashing in on the veteran-memoir trend,

Grant submitted several short

pieces to The Century Magazine. The stories caught Mark Twain's eye, and
he sent the former president a contract to publish his memoirs. He promised
Grant 75% of the book's royalties. A popular author even in his time,
Twain’s work coined the sarcastic title, “The Gilded Age” for the post-Civil
War era. His novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, based on recollections of
his childhood in Antebellum Missouri, had sold widely, filling the public’s
desire to recapture the innocence of the pre-war period. Due to issues with
distribution and pirated copies appearing in Canada before the book's official
release, Tom Sawyer’s popularity did not correlate to financial success for its
author. Seeking other means to make ends meet, Twain opened his own illfated publishing house, Charles Webster and Company, and targeted the
former President’s memoirs as his launch title. Grant’s memoirs were a
guaranteed best-seller, and a chance for both parties to pull themselves out of
dire straits. Grant’s own reflections on Shiloh are those of a distant and
resolute general, whose fearless, unflinching command of his soldiers
brought about the Union’s victory. They are exactly what the reading public
hungered for.17
While Grant concedes Shiloh's legacy is complicated, his memoirs
focus on the defense of his own decision making and commending the
accomplishments of other commanding officers, rather than dealing with the
realities of the fight.18 Discussing the loss of troops, he does so in statistics.
Grant lists Union casualties by the thousands, and then quickly compares
them to Confederate losses to soften the effect. Responding to criticisms that
Union forces should have been entrenched to better defend against an enemy
17
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attack, Grant dismissively retorts, “The troops with me, officers and men,
needed discipline and drill more than they did experience with the pick,
shovel and axe.” He is harshest on deserters, declaring them, “constitutional
cowards, unfit for any military position.”19 Grant deals only lightly with the
bloodshed Bierce spends so much time discussing. Though occasionally
mentioning the numerous bodies littering the battlefield, Grant spends more
of his memoirs two chapters about the battle of Shiloh lamenting his own
minor injury. “On the way back to the boat my horse’s feet slipped from
under him, and he fell with my leg under his body. The extreme softness of
the ground, from the excessive rains of the few preceding days, no doubt
saved me from a severe injury and protracted lameness. As it was, my ankle
was very much injured, so much so that my boot had to be cut off. For two or
three days after I was unable to walk except with crutches.”20 He also makes
special mention of his breakfast being interrupted by the sound of enemy fire
of in the distance.
The truest moments of empathy in Grant's memories of Shiloh are
felt for Confederate General Albert Johnston, (A former comrade from the
Mexican-American War who died of bloodloss after refusing to leave the
battlefield when wounded) and for the losses of his own immediate
entourage: “There were three of us: one had lost a horse, killed; one a hat and
one a sword-scabbard. All were thankful that it was no worse.”21 In one
anecdote, General Sherman is struck three times by enemy fire, receiving
only one minor flesh wound, and adding evidence to the General's mythic,
untouchable position. The one instance where Grant deals with Shiloh's
human cost is brief. “All night wounded men were being brought in, their
wounds dressed, a leg or arm amputated as the case might require, and
everything being done to save life or alleviate suffering. The sight was more
19
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unendurable than encountering the enemy’s fire, and I returned to my tree in
the rain.”22 The moment of emotion for his men is over quickly, and he
returns to his solitude as if it never occurred. Grant’s bravado, the very trait
that brought him success as a general, presidential candidate and author, is
palpable in the line, “There was, in fact, no hour during the day when I
doubted the eventual defeat of the enemy, although I was disappointed that
reinforcements so near at hand did not arrive at an earlier hour.”23 The book,
finished just days before Grant’s death, went on to sell over 300,000 copies,
and earned more than $450,000 for his family.24
Bitter Bierce
For a period of four years from 1881-85, Ambrose Bierce served as the editor
of the San Francisco based satirical magazine, “The Wasp”. During that
time, he maintained an editorial column titled “Prattle”. One particular
installment, later collected as On the Death of Grant, was published on
October 17, 1885 shortly after the General’s memoir’s publication. “There
are signs that the brainless claque of laudatores hominum who have been
proning their unwholesome carcasses to slaver the dead feet of grand old
Grant, and doing their little best to affect all healthy souls with a wasting
indisposition of his name and fame, have had their day.”25 Responding to the
political outcry over General James H. Wilson’s slight critique of Grant
Bierce senses a cult of hero worship spreading throughout the country. He
worries about the way men, the Civil War, and history itself, will be
remembered:
The unnatural and impulsive whitewash of these grand figures in
our history begins to be tenderly tempered with a suffusion of
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warm rosy light. In an age of manlier thought and freer judgment,
it may happen that they will escape the awful fate of Washingtonthat able person of amusing infirmities and surprising vices, who,
as paragoned by sycophantic historians and biographers, affects the
world, which otherwise might have loved him, with sentiments and
aversion. What a miserable business it is, this deification of the
eminent.26
Bierce worries that this idealization of a conflict’s heroes removes the very
thing that makes them inspiring; their humanity. The apotheosis of historical
figures, turns them into untouchable legends, robbing them of their ability to
be felt and understood. Just as Grant’s memoirs reduced the horrors and
sacrifices of Shiloh to minor inconveniences on the path of an assured
victory, the adulation of Grant himself is another inexcusable transgression.
“I would rather be a dead dog among buzzards than a dead hero among
admirers,” Bierce concludes.27 This is the purpose that drives Bierce forward.
Through his work, he refuses to let the raw, personal truth of the Civil War
fade away into Gilded Age sentimentality.
This mission is clear in his 1888 memorandum, The Crime At
Pickett’s Mill, his most outright attack on Union historical revisionism:
To how many having knowledge of the battles of our Civil War
does the name Pickett’s Mill suggest acts of heroism and devotion
performed in scenes of awful carnage to accomplish the
impossible? Buried in the official reports of the victors there are
indeed imperfect accounts of the engagement… It is ignored by
General Sherman in his memoirs, yet Sherman ordered it. General
Howard wrote an account of the campaign of which it was an
incident, and dismissed it in a single sentence; yet General Howard
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planned it, and it was fought as an isolated and independent action
under his eye.28
Reflecting on the oddly common phenonmenon, “That a soldier’s knowledge
of what is going on about him is coterminous with his official relation to it
and his personal connection with it; what is going on in front of him he does
not know at all until he learns it afterward,” Bierce tells the story through a
mix of his memories and the reflections of Confederate General Johnston,
one of the few officers to write at length about the incident.29 The official
plan of the Union attack was to charge with a successive column of brigades,
paced five minutes behind apart. Due to delays General W.B. Hazen’s
brigade was sent out in advance of the rest of the army to disastrous results.
Bierce’s memoir is not merely a reassertion of forgotten facts, but a defense
of Hazen’s memory and actions.
For my commander and my friend, my master in the art of war,
now unable to answer for himself, let this fact answer: when he
heard Wood say they would put him in and see what success he
would have in defeating an army… he never uttered a word, rode
to the head of his feeble brigade and patiently awaited the
command to go. Only by a look which I knew how to read, did he
betray his sense of the criminal blunder.30
On May 27, 1864, Hazen’s brigade of fifteen hundred men marched to meet
the Confederate army, “with masses of idle troops behind in the character of
an audience, waiting for the word to march a quarter mile up hill through
almost impassable tangles of underwood….if any man on that ground…
expected a ‘walkover’ his must have been a singularly hopeful disposition.”31
Unaided by artillery and too close to the opposing line, Hazen’s brigade
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endured forty-five minutes of unassisted battery by enemy forces. Turning a
necessary retreat into a last stand against a corn field’s fence, the Union force
managed to hold off the assault until the Confederates retired. Returning to
the Union camp, Hazen’s troops ran into the brigades that should have been
their backup—now too late to do anything but draw further enemy fire. In
Hazen’s Narrative of Military Service, the general notes that “none of these
[successive troops] advance[d] nearer than one hundred yards of the enemy’s
works,” five times further away than the distance his own troops had been
ordered to engage the enemy from. Bierce notes, “The entire loss was about
fourteen hundred men, of whom nearly one-half fell killed and wounded in
Hazen’s brigade in less than thirty minutes of actual fighting.”32 Within the
story, there is the vague suggestion that Hazen’s unpopularity (“Hazen,” said
a brother brigadier, “is a synonym for insubordination.”) may have lead his
superiors to send him on a suicide mission.33 Bierce’s less sinister point, is
that the attack on Pickett’s Mill was a disastrous blunder of General
Sherman’s planning, largely ignored in the public eye. The same
whitewashing he feared in On the Death of Grant has spread. No one seems
willing to critique the Civil War's popular narrative.
Subversion Through Storytelling
One of Bierce’s many talents was his gift for allegory. Recognizing
his position as just another veteran with a war story in an already flooded
market, Bierce began to combat the gilded image of the Civil War through
his signature selection of often fantastic and horrifying subjects for short
stories. Substituting the images of his imagination for the facts of war and
allowing the reader to follow a fictional character through a narrative's
events, his audience could more readily understand the experience of war
than if he had explained it directly. The comparison between his 1889 story
32
33
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Chickamauga (though not actually published until the release of his first
fiction book Tales of Soldiers and Civilians) and his actual reflection on the
battle A Little of Chickamauga, and its follow up More On Chickamauga
(both published in 1898) best demonstrates this effect.34
Chickamauga begins with a six year old boy, who in idolization of
his veteran father, is playing with a wooden sword in the forest near his
home. The work follows an old structure of effective storytelling, abstracting
and removing the reader from a familiar topic to represent it in a new light.
Describing the boy at play Bierce writes, “This weapon he now bore bravely,
as became the son of an heroic race, and pausing now and again in the sunny
space of the forest assumed, with some exaggeration, the postures of
aggression and defense that he had been taught by the engraver’s art.”35 The
boy represents one of the many soldier’s drawn in by the illusory, romantic
image of combat so pervasive amongst both Union and Confederate sides.
After falling asleep in the woods, the boy awakens to a migration of “large
animals” moving toward a brook. Recognizing them as men, and amused by
the fact they crawl “like babes”, the boy approaches them and attempts to
ride one like a horse, as he would with his family’s slaves. He is promptly
flung from the man’s back, who turns, revealing “a face that lacked a lower
jaw—from upper teeth to the throat was a great red gap fringed with hanging
shreds of flesh and splinters of bone. The unnatural prominence of nose, the
absensce of chin, the fierce eyes, gave this man the appearance of a great
bird of prey crimsoned in throat and breast by the blood of its quarry.” The
repeated use of animal imagery: “horses”; “Bird of prey”; and the description
of the crawling soldiers as “a swarm of great black beetles”, creates the
subconscious implication of the dehumanizing nature of war.36 Bierce is
recycling the same technique he utilized in What I Saw At Shiloh. A battle
34
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had been fought around the child as he slept, and awake in the aftermath all
he wants to do is pretend he is commanding the struggling survivors. He
leads them to the brook, where several drown, before signaling for them to
continue crawling toward a blaze in the distance. (This section of the
narrative might be read as a veiled critique of the inefficient and
irresponsible military leadership Bierce experienced at Shiloh and Pickett's
Mill.) He runs ahead and discovers a burning building, and enthralled by the
fire light begins to dance. He throws his sword into the inferno to fuel the
flames, “a surrender to the superior forces of nature. His military career was
at an end,” before realizing the blaze is consuming his own home. Upon
inspection, he can see his mother’s corpse, shot through the head. He breaks
into strange cries, and the stories final revelation is given: the child is a deaf
mute. He can only stand “motionless, with quivering lips, looking down
upon the wreck.”37 The meaning of the allegory is easily discernible. All
soldiers are boys chasing the dream of adventure passed down to them by
their fathers, in for a rude awakening when faced with the brutal reality of
war. They are deaf and mute because their society has given them no means
to express themselves except to prove their worth in combat.
This sentiment is further supported by Bierce in his memoir A
Little of Chickamauga, describing his actual experience of the battle.
“Chickamauga was not my first battle by many… although hardly more than
a boy in years, I had served at the front from the beginning of the trouble,
and had seen enough of war to give me a fair understanding of it.”38 What
makes Chickamauga stand out in his memory, was the total break down in
communication. Sent away from his brigade to secure ammunition, Bierce
finds himself in the middle of a Confederate charge. “By a misunderstanding
Wood’s division had been withdrawn from our line of battle just as the
enemy was making an assault. Through the gap of a half a mile the
37
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Confederates charged without opposition, cutting our army clean in two.”39
Finding his way back toward the Union lines, he eventually arrives back to
his own brigade. Bierce reveals, had the enemy put in a final attack, the
Union forces were so low on ammunition they could only defend by bayonet
alone. Inexplicably, this final attack never came, sparing the Union force’s
lives. Bierce begins his recollection of Chickamauga with the line, “The
history of that awful struggle is well known—I have not the attention to
record it here, but only to relate some part of what I saw of it; my purpose
not instruction, but entertainment.”40 The only moral that can be learned: the
ultimate horror of war, summed up in being besieged by enemy forces,
surrounded by death and destruction, waiting for the terrifying “rebel yell” to
fade into quiet, has already been taught in his previous story on the battle.
His memoir adds only the apparent meaninglessness of military outcomes:
though defeated and doomed, he did not die. Has nothing to explain, as he
does not understand it himself.
The superior efficiency of allegory over memoir at conveying
experience is best displayed by More on Chickamauga, originally published
as an editorial titled, “War Topics” for the May 8th, 1898 issue of the San
Francsico Examiner. After reading A Little on Chickamauga, a “well-known
physician of San Francsico”, whose friend served on the staff of General
Davis, writes the paper, claiming Bierce's version of events is incorrect. His
memoir does not correspond with the popular perceptions of the battle:
General Thomas saved the army and General Rosencrans’ order to withdraw
Wood’s division was cowardly. The doctor suggests that Bierce’s bias is out
of respect for Rosencrans’ recent death, and asks for an explanation of these
discrepancies of “facts”. Bierce is faced with the exact issue he has been
attempting to combat: the popular cult of heroes and honor that makes up the
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general public’s view of history, undercutting the validity of personal
emotional experience.
The physician has nothing to say about Bierce’s actions at
Chickamauga, he only wants the simple answers: who won the day, and
whose fault was what? Bierce explains that issues on the battle field are
never that cut and dry, “Rosecrans’ retirement from the field was not
cowardly: he was caught in the rough of the right and naturally supposed that
the entire army had given way. His error lay in accepting that view of the
disaster without inquiry… There is no reason to doubt that he acted on his
best judgment, which, however, was never very good. Rosecrans was many
kinds of a brilliant crank, but his personal courage was beyond question.”41
This exchange represents the fundamental difference between presenting a
message as the moral of a work of fiction and as the moral of memory. When
the public is focused on the generals in charge rather than the soldiers on the
field, and has its own opinion on every battle, whether or not it was there to
see it, presumed knowledge and internal bias blocks the anecdotes meaning.
When a lesson is presented through literature, and more specifically through
allegory, this issue disappears. Fiction does not claim to represent truth,
though it may contain its reflections. The factual details become less
important, and the overarching themes shine through.
After writing Chickamauga, Bierce began focus mostly on
allegory, attempting to capture the actual reality of war through portraits of
many possible realities. In his most famous work 1890’s An Occurrence at
Owl Creek Bridge, the stream-of-consciousness narrative of a Confederate
sympathizer dreams of escape in the moments before his lynching. His
authorial vision unobscured by perceived facts and public expectations, he is
allowed to be creative in his presentation of the war without criticism.
Utilizing a fantastical narrative device, the entirety of the story takes place in
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inside the protagonist’s mind in his final seconds of life. This allows Bierce
to show the dying man’s last thoughts: the desire to return home to his
family. The larger message, is that men who die in war are not possessed
with the idea they are dying for a noble cause, but instead dream of going
home. A Horseman in the Sky, published in 1891, is another commentary on
the cult of manhood that drove soldiers to the battlefield. Following his
father’s parting words to the letter, “Whatever may occur, do what you
concieve to be your duty,” Pvt. Druse fires at a suspicious horseman while on
guard duty and unknowingly kills his father.42 A similar incident occurs in
1893’s The Mockingbird, which opens with Bierce's line, “I should not care
to undertake to interest the reader in the fate of an army; what we have to
consider here is that of Private Grayrock,” again asserting his interest in the
experience and psychology of the individual at war.43 In The Mockingbird,
there are two Pvt. Grayrocks- siblings drawn to opposite sides- ending with
the Confederate brother dying at the Union brother's hand. Though the events
described did not occur, or have any resemblance to reality, each story offers
a different reflection on the war as it actually was, and explicates the
suffering of the men who fought in it.
Immutable Memories
Bierce wrote Battlefields and Ghosts, as a letter to his army buddy
Alexander Whitehall. It was published in preparation for the eighteenth
annual reunion of the 9th Indiana Volunteer Regiment. Returning in 1904 to
the sites of his first battles, he spends several weeks following the path he
took in 1861. His memoir is mostly a collection of small observations
constituting poignant changes to the landscape and setting. At Philippi, the
site of Bierce's first battle, he is amused to encounter a Confederate soldier
he once wrote home about. Commenting on the battle's casualties, he
42
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remarked, “we shot off a Confederate leg.”44 Faced with the same man fortythree years later, he describes him as, “a prosperous and respectable
gentleman, but still minus the leg; no new one had grown on.”45
Bierce’s humor fades when he arrives at Laurel Hill. Noticing a
remaining Confederate gun emplacement, he recalls, “[The battle] has been
represented as a victory for us, it was not.” As usual, his experience and the
official narrative of the war are at odds. Bierce remembers the Union charge
as a reckless decision made out of boredom and spurred on “by common
impulse… without orders or officers… We did well enough considering the
folly of the movement, but we came out of the woods faster than we went in,
a good deal.”46 The recurrent trope in Bierce's work, of foolish boys chasing
glory on the battlefield, stems from deep within himself—the decisions he
made at age nineteen and has lived with ever since.
Walking in a haze of memory, Bierce stops to take in a haunting
landmark, “This was the affair in which Corporal Dyson Boothroyd of
Company A fell with a mortal wound. I found the very rock against which he
lay.”47 In this instance, it is what Bierce does not mention that stands out.
The Indianapolis Journal's report on the battle of Laurel Hill states,
“Boothroyd was wounded in the neck by a rifle ball paralyzing him. Bierce,
in open view of the enemy, carried poor Boothroyd and his gun without any
other assistance, fully twenty rods, balls falling around him like hail.”48 For
his actions, Bierce was promoted to sergeant and received his first
commendation for bravery. Returning to the site of his achievement, he does
not even touch on the incident.
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In What I Saw of Shiloh, Bierce notes with some reluctance, “In
subordination to the design of this narrative, as defined by its title, the
incidents related necessarily group themselves about my own person.” He
does not write to glorify himself, or to raise “heroes” above the events that
took place. He deliberately avoids that sort of story—despite its
marketability and the fact it stems from personal experience. It is possible he
feels guilty, blaming his youthful arrogance for the loss of a comrade's life.
In the end, one can only turn to The Devil’s Dictionary for answers. The
most appropriate definitions take on added meaning within their new
context: “Commendation, n. The tribute we pay to achievements that
resemble, but do not equal, our own,”49 and “Medal, n. A small metal disk
given as a reward for virtues, attainments and services more or less
authentic.”50 Bierce ends his reflections on Laurel Hill fittingly: “Our camp
is now a race track.”51
An overwhelming sensation of loss is present in this memoir: lost
soldiers, lost youth and lost causes. At Huttonsville, he examines tombstones
and notes the men that died of disease rather than on the battlefield: “The old
cemetery on the hillside opposite (I think none of our regiment was buried
there) shows twenty-five or thirty graves from which all the bodies have
been removed.” Arriving at Greenbrier River, Bierce notices that the
“Confederate earthworks are almost good as new,” but the Confederate
burial ground is almost obliterated. He copies down the names from toppled
head stones to provide the forgotten dead with some lingering record. He
explains his motivation simply, “it did not seem fair.”52 At his final stop,
‘The Top of Allegheny,’ Bierce realizes the old Stauton and Parkersburg
turnpike, “a fine and famous road in its day” and the very object both camps
49
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were found and died to protect, has fallen into disuse and is wild, overgrown
and forgotten despite their blood sacrifice. In closing he remarks on West
Virginia’s pastoral beauty and recommends that other veterans should revisit
these places of their youth and passion for themselves, “I promise him
sentiments that he will willingly entertain and emotions that he will care to
feel. Among them, I fear, will be a haunting envy of those of his comrades
whose fall and burial in that enchanted land he once bewailed.”53 Writing
twenty-three years after first stating it at the end of What I Saw of Shiloh,
Bierce’s sentiment—that it would have been better to die on the battlefield at
the height of youth and purpose, rather than see the world move on- prevails.
Dissatisfied with the condition of the United States, Bierce wrote
to a friend in 1911, “What this country needs… is a good bloody war to
revive the vice of patriotism on which its existence as a nation depends.”54 A
difficult man to get along with, “Bitter Bierce”, the nickname he earned as a
critic, was by all accounts an appropriate title. Perhaps the most likely
rationale behind both his disposition and the themes of his work, is the sense
he could never forget the Civil War, the things he saw and did in combat. His
obsession with the dead and the unremembered fallen who fought alongside
him permeates every one of his works. As the nation moved on, interested in
heroes more than men, Bierce found himself possessed by his trauma: stuck
in a time other's rushed to rationalize or forget altogether. Though he tried to
make the public understand what the war had been about and fought the
inevitable whitewashing inherent in the construction of historical narrative,
passing time and generational ambivalence, Bierce was part of a dying breed.
America had moved on.
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In a 1913 letter to his niece Lora, the seventy-one year old Bierce
conveys his exit strategy—deigned by some to be a suicide note. “Good-bye.
If you hear of my being stood up against a Mexican stone wall and shot to
rags, please know that I think that a pretty good way to depart this life. It
beats old age, disease, or falling down the cellar stairs. To be a Gringo in
Mexico- ah that is euthanasia!”55 After a final tour of his Civil War
battlefields, Bierce took a train from Washington, D.C. into Mexico, to act as
an observer following Pancho Villa’s troops. He disappeared without a trace
amidst the revolutionary chaos sometime between 1913 and 1914.56 Having
once risked his life for the preservation of the Union, Ambrose Bierce
abandoned his country, pursuing the meaningful death he'd sought since
Shiloh.
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Diversity in Medical Education:
the Brown-Tougaloo Early Identification Program in Medicine
Amina Sheikh
Civil Rights, the Brown-Tougaloo Exchange, and the Brown Medical School
In 1964, the Congress of Racial Equality (C.O.R.E.) and the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee organized Mississippi
Freedom Summer, an effort to establish a political party that would represent
the needs of African-Americans in the state.1 The activists behind
Mississippi Freedom Summer had developed an unusual strategy.

They

invited white, middle- and upper-class college students down to Mississippi
to help out with their voter registration campaign.2 The goal was to get
young, white Northerners involved in the struggle, in the hopes that Northern
white families who had never paid much attention to the Civil Rights
movement would follow it regularly if their children were involved.
Mississippi Freedom Summer marked the first major conscious attempt on
the part of Civil Rights leaders to involve the Northern elite in what had
previously been characterized as a largely Southern struggle. In the same
year, Brown University and Jackson, Mississippi’s Tougaloo College (a
historically black institution) formed a cooperative agreement.3 Nearly ten
years into this partnership, the two institutions developed an Early
Identification Program in Medicine. This program would become a
fundamental component of the Brown-Tougaloo partnership, and its
1
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development reflected not only the criticisms faced by the partnership itself,
but also broader patterns in American race relations in the nineteen-seventies
and eighties.
At the center of the Brown-Tougaloo partnership was the student
and faculty exchange.

In its early years, the exchange received both

criticism and praise, and the Brown community struggled with both. In
1965, the Brown Daily Herald, the University’s student newspaper,
published an article entitled “The Growing Pains of a Relationship”. The
article featured the opinion of a student who had participated in the exchange
and claimed that Tougaloo students expected “Brown students to come
down, wave a magic wand” and solve the university’s problems.4 In 1969,
soon after the passage of the Civil Rights Act, a bulletin entitled Tougaloo
Brown Impressions offered a more complex and self-aware student
perspective on the partnership. Brown students who had participated in the
exchange said that they went to Tougaloo expecting to teach and to help out
– and that they soon realized that their help was unwelcome, because it came
from their preconceptions about their own superiority.5

Meanwhile,

Tougaloo students who had participated in the exchange were just as
concerned with educating Brown students as Brown students were with
educating them: in particular, they felt that their own presence was important
in affirming and supporting the black community at Brown.6
The Brown-Tougaloo partnership was not the only new
educational program at Brown.

While the partnership came through its

“growing pains”, Brown University was embarking upon another project: the
development of a medical school. Stanley Aronson, the first dean of the
medical school, described the new medical program as uniquely committed
to diversity. Today, according to Dr. Aronson, “the school is thriving, I
4
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think partly because of its diversity” – a diversity which he argues enriches a
physicians understanding of his or her work. “The only reason to educate a
doctor,” Dr. Aronson explained, “is not to prove that being bright can make
you a doctor... these young physicians can be more sensitive, more attuned to
the needs of an increasingly diversified American population”.7 It was with
this educative framework in mind that the Medical School was established.
In the early years of the Brown Medical School, however, a diverse
student body was rare in leading medical institutions. It was easy enough for
Brown to attract students from other Ivy League institutions – and these
students were well-prepared to meet Brown’s high standard of admission,
which required undergraduate work in molecular biology and advanced
biochemistry, among other subjects.8 These students, however, represented a
small, elite, and predominantly white segment of the American population.
In an effort to attract students from other backgrounds, Dr. Aronson
introduced an Early Identification Program to Rhode Island colleges,
including Providence College and the University of Rhode Island. Through
the program, promising undergraduate students at Providence College and
URI were identified early on in their undergraduate career, and offered
support and advisement as the later applied to Brown to continue their
training in medicine.

In particular, the program hoped to support

Providence’s Portuguese students, many of whom might not otherwise have
had access to Brown’s medical school.9

Half of Brown’s first class of

medical students were women, and included many Asian and AfricanAmerican students as well. In addition, students had a diverse range of
experiences, and some of them had chosen to pursue a medical career when
they were as old as twenty-eight or thirty, which was unusual to the
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profession at the time.10 The administrators of the new medical school thus
worked towards building a student body that was diverse in multiple ways.
The Brown-Tougaloo Early Identification Program in Medicine
The Brown-Tougaloo Early Identification Program in Medicine
(EIP) represented Dr. Aronson’s next step in building a diverse student body.
In December of 1973, Dr. Aronson received an invitation from the Reverend
Charles Baldwin, then the university chaplain at Brown, to visit Tougaloo
College and see whether Brown “could offer educational resources to
students and faculty” at Tougaloo.11 During his visit, Dr. Aronson did a little
teaching, and he left with the idea that Brown could offer a program for
Tougaloo students to bypass the customary admissions processes to Brown’s
Medical School. Just three days after returning from Tougaloo, Aronson sent
a letter to Dr. Pierre Galletti, then the Vice President of the Division of
Biology and Medicine at Brown Medical School.12 The letter outlined a plan
which Aronson hoped would “serve to strengthen the affiliation which
currently prevails between the two educational institutions [Tougaloo and
Brown]”.13

Dr. Aronson wanted to identify Tougaloo students at the

beginning of their sophomore year, provide them with supplementary
coursework and laboratory experience at Brown during their summer breaks,
and grant them admission to Brown’s medical program contingent on their
maintaining their “grades and sense of motivation”.14 This plan would
ultimately become the Brown-Tougaloo Early Identification Program in
Medicine, a program that is still in existence today.15
10
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Aronson’s first letter to Galletti about the program argued that the
dearth of African-American physicians in Mississippi necessitated support
for aspiring medical students, and that Tougaloo’s impressive track record in
sending its graduates to medical schools throughout the country made it an
ideal partner.

According to Aronson, there were 24 black physicians

working in the state of Mississippi in 1973.

They served an African-

American population of over nine hundred thousand.16

The under-

representation of African-Americans in Mississippi’s medical professions
was representative of the national situation regarding minority healthcare: in
1970, the African-Americans comprised eleven percent of the total
population of the United States, while only 2% of physicians were black.17
By the early 1970’s, it was quickly becoming clear to many AfricanAmerican physicians in the south that the American healthcare system was
not meeting the needs of the country’s black population.18 The privatization
and commercialization of healthcare resulted in wide racial disparities in
access to healthcare.19

The disproportionate representation of African-

Americans among Mississippi physicians was thus symptomatic of the
historic lack of equal access to both education and healthcare for African
Americans in the United States.
Tougaloo College was doing much to reduce these disparities. As
Dr. Aronson emphasized in his letter to Dr. Galletti, Tougaloo’s record in
training medical students was impressive. In 1973, there were 31 Tougaloo
graduates attending medical schools across the country, including schools as
prestigious as Johns Hopkins, Columbia, and Harvard.20

This number

becomes even more significant in light of the fact that in 1968-69, there were
16
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18
W. Michael Byrd, Linda Clayton, An American Health Dilemma: a Medical History
of African Americans and the Problem of Race (New York: Routledge, 2000), 14.
19
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only 266 African-Americans enrolled in U.S. medical schools.21 Moreover,
Dr. Aronson informed Galletti, “this number assumes awesome magnitude”
in comparison to the total number of African-American physicians in
Mississippi at the time: “Were those 31 black Mississippi medical students
[from Tougaloo] to return to Mississippi, the number of black doctors would
more than double within the decade”.22 Tougaloo, according to Aronson,
was “possibly the best academic center for black students in Mississippi”.23
The hope in establishing the Early Identification Program was that most of
the Tougaloo students would return to Mississippi and begin to meet the
state’s urgent need for well-trained black physicians.
Early Years of the Program
With this goal in mind, Dr. Aronson and Reverend Baldwin
worked to establish the Early Identification program at Brown. The process
proved relatively uncomplicated:

the programs at URI and Providence

College offered a precedent for the program, and as dean of the med school,
Aronson “was given total authority on admission”.24 “We just instituted it –
and that was it,” Dr. Aronson explained.

Avoiding bureaucratic

considerations, Aronson and his colleagues “got it started without asking
permission”, building upon Brown’s tradition in favor of institutional
cooperation.25 The program’s quiet start marked an auspicious beginning.
The next few years of the Early Identification Program were, if not
equally smooth, relatively uneventful. Cultural misunderstandings, however,
were inevitable. One of the early challenges, as Dr. Aronson characterized

21
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it, was “a problem of acclimatization”.26 Many of the Tougaloo EIP students
had never been outside of Mississippi, and Jackson was a much smaller city
than Providence. “Our first problem,” Dr. Aronson explained, “was to help
them become accustomed to our idiosyncrasies up North”.27 The students,
who first came to Brown during the summer, lived with families in wealthier
neighborhoods, including the neighborhood around Blackstone Boulevard.
They were introduced to Rhode Island “people, pharmacies, restaurants,” and
Providence’s very Northeastern geography.28
Dr. Aronson, too, encountered some surprises in Jackson during
his early visits. During his first visit to Tougaloo, he taught a class and then
took about a dozen Tougaloo students to dinner.

Dr. Aronson and the

students drove into the center of Jackson, where Aronson chose a restaurant,
“rather naively”, he later reflected. Upon arriving, Aronson and the AfricanAmerican students with him were refused service. For Aronson, the incident
was a wake-up call: “It dawned upon me that segregation was very much
alive in Jackson. It dawned on me that you have to be aware of what is
going on in other parts of the nation”.29 Aronson’s initial lack of awareness
of the harsh realities of segregation in the United States reflected a perhaps
unavoidable lack of understanding on the part of some Brown administrators
about the needs of minority students, one which would come to a head a
decade into the program under Dr. David Greer, Stanley Aronson’s successor
as Dean of the Medical School.
Challenges Faced by the Early Identification Program
After Dr. Aronson’s time as Dean of the Medical School at Brown,
Dr. David Greer stepped in as the new Dean. Greer’s relationship to the

26
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Early Identification was more fraught with tension than Aronson’s: while he
supported the program and believed it served an important purpose, his way
of expressing this often verged on paternalism. The situation boiled over in
1984, when the Brown Alumni Monthly published an issue focusing on the
Brown Medical School.30

The issue featured an interview with Greer

discussing Brown’s eight-year Program in Liberal Medical Education, the
rising costs of medical education, and the Brown-Tougaloo EIP in Medicine.
Describing a visit to Tougaloo, Greer said “we actually visited a couple of
the homes of our medical students. It was another world – no running water,
little shacks”.31 He continued, “It seems inconceivable anyone could ever
get to Brown from there, that you could ever get the idea to come up here,
much less the energy and motivation to do it,” Greer said of Tougaloo
students.

These students, Greer maintained, would always “be at a

disadvantage with things like standardized exams”.32 Moreover, when Greer
was asked how he felt about the fact that 25% of the Brown medical class of
1985 failed their National Boards on the first attempt – over double the
national average of 10 to 11% failure on the first attempt, Greer blamed
diversity: “We’ve been reaching too hard for diversity in the past. There’s
no question, we could admit a class of kids and just leave them alone for four
years, and they’d come out great. We know those kids – they’re suburban
kids, from a high socioeconomic group.
33

compromise”.

Anything beyond that is a

Again and again throughout the interview, Greer expressed

a well-intentioned but politically incorrect, and at times even offensive,
attitude towards minority students and students from low-income
backgrounds.

30
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Greer’s interview was met with outrage, expressed primarily
through letters to the BAM editor. Anne Fausto Sterling, Associate professor
and Biology and Medicine at Brown, argued that while Brown had increased
the number of women and minority students at the Medical School, the
school had a poor record in terms of willingness to “hire those women and
those minorities to serve as teachers on a clinical faculty”.34 Creasie Finney,
M.D., wrote from Nashville, Tennessee that it was unfortunate that Dr. Greer
left Tougaloo “with such a condescending view and inaccurate picture of
Tougaloo students,” pointing out that “traditionally, students from black
colleges have enrolled in graduate and professional schools and have gone on
to develop successful careers”.35 Greer’s statements, Finney argued, were
“insensitive, inaccurate, and disparaging. They reflect an elitist attitude that
is not conducive to either recruiting aspiring and able minority students or to
promoting the growth and positive image of those Tougaloo graduates
currently enrolled in the Brown program”.36

Greer had unintentionally

stirred up many underlying tensions in the EIP.
Richard McGinnis, still coordinating the Early Identification
Program at Tougaloo, responded to Greer equally critically, if more politely.
In a letter dated April 1, 1984, McGinnis addressed Greer’s interview. “Dear
Dean Greer,” he began, “We are all aware that Mississippi needs physicians,
and that there are people in extreme poverty here, just as there are in
Providence”.37 McGinnis continued that people who were able, “although
perhaps underprepared because of their skin color, income, or where they
live,” were “entitled to an equal chance at being physicians”.38 The students
Tougaloo sent to Brown were simply students who were capable of
34
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becoming good physicians, but they had been subjected to an “allencompassing paternalism which seems to have characterized this program
from the start, perhaps as much from this end as from yours, both toward
patients and students”.39

McGinnis advised Greer to talk to the Early

Identification Program students who were on Brown’s campus about his
interview – and, revealing the insight of a good teacher, he added: “Most
important, let them talk - - a lot!”.40 Among the issues that Greer’s interview
had brought to the surface was the fact that Tougaloo students were often
uncomfortable at Brown, and felt “stigmatized” because of their association
with Tougaloo.41
Greer wrote McGinnis a much-underlined reply a few weeks later.
In contrast to the formality of McGinnis’ salutation, Greer began his letter,
“Dear Rick”, and continued in an equally casual tone: “It was good of you,
(and probably good for you) to get it off your chest and out in the open”
(emphasis original).42

His letter did not, however, address McGinnis’

suggestions for improving the situation of EIP students at Brown. Instead,
Greer proclaimed his support for affirmative action, holding that “students
from rural Mississippi...cannot compete on the basis of documentable ability
with most students...who arrive at Brown from prep-schools via highly
competitive

universities”

(emphasis

original).43

Further,

Greer

acknowledged that he was “very cognizant of the problem of stigmatization”
– because he experienced similar feelings as a working-class Jewish student
years before.44
After expressing his sympathy for Tougaloo EIP students, he
offered no solutions for the situation, pointing out that he himself “learned to
39
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deal with that [stigmatization] by developing great pride in my background
and in my ability to overcome the obstacles which most of my classmates
never had to experience”.45

His remarks about visiting Tougaloo, he

insisted, were an expression of admiration for students who were motivated
enough to make it to Brown’s medical school. Greer closed by saying that
the whole incident “saddens me greatly. It is so typical of progressives to
squabble with each other.... But I’m not sensitive – I’ve got too much scar
tissue – and I will persist”.46 His reply, like his interview, reflected a lack
understanding of the situation of the EIP students at Brown, as well as his
preoccupation with other aspects of the medical program, to the neglect of
the Early Identification Program
While Greer’s interview brought tensions to a head, tensions
surrounding the EIP had been brewing for some time. A year previously, in
a memo to Greer, David Egilman (who is still a professor at the Brown
Medical School) had expressed concerns regarding the EIP students.
Egilman had visited Tougaloo and believed that the EIP students would “do
well socially and academically”: however, he expressed concern that two of
them were former “Miss Tougaloo” winners, “and, even at my age, it was
easy to see why”.47 Egilman’s intent was not to make a mildly lecherous
comment; rather, he asked whether there was “a message concerning our
selection criteria” in these two young ladies.48 According to Egilman, one of
the Tougaloo faculty had accused the Brown faculty of being “partial to
‘non-threatening’, passive and pleasant-looking Blacks—who he believes
may not have the self confidence and assertiveness necessary for survival at
Brown”.49

The letter indicated that, however committed to increasing

45
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diversity in the medical school, the EIP selection committee sought out
students who would not rock the Brown Medical boat or seriously challenge
the racial dynamics within the medical school.
The response to Greer’s interview, and Egilman’s memo to Greer,
revealed a fundamental tension in the program, one that arose from the fact
that the (predominantly white) Brown faculty members involved in the
program had very different expectations of the program than Tougaloo
faculty and students may have had. In some instances, this led the program
to fail the students it was trying to support. Earnest Cox, one such student,
ultimately withdrew from the program in 1983. In his official letter of
withdrawal, Cox explained that his “matriculation at Brown [had] been a
trying experience. The milieux externus, social interactions, have not been
as supportive as I had expected”.50

Presumably, the stigmatization that

McGinnis would express concern about after Greer’s interview a year later
had contributed to Cox’ decision to withdraw from medical school
altogether. Cox was just one of many EIP students at Brown who faced
challenges that the program failed to address.
Conclusion
The Mississippi Freedom Struggle, in many ways, failed. The
organizers were unable to convince President Lyndon Johnson that the
Mississippi Freedom Party should be represented at the Democratic National
Convention.51 In 1967, Stokely Carmichael (later known as Kwame Ture),
one of the leaders of the emerging Black Power movement, publicly
50
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51
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criticized Tougaloo for its collaboration with Brown.52

Ture’s criticism

reflected the ways in which the Civil Rights movement slowly faded to the
background, giving way to the Black Power movement, which explicitly
avoided inviting white Americans to become a part of the struggle for
African-American equality.

Yet, in the midst of all this, the Brown-

Tougaloo exchange continued, challenging the communities at both schools
to work towards improving race relations in the United States. Despite the
challenges it faced, the Early Identification Program in Medicine has
continued to thrive. Today, the EIP remains one of the most important
programs in the Brown-Tougaloo partnership. Nearly sixty Tougaloo alumni
have graduated from Brown’s medical school, and many of them are now
practicing medicine in Mississippi.53

Nearly fifty years after its

establishment, the program remains relevant to the communities it was
originally intended to serve.

52
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The “Feminine” Vision of Love and Life:
Forough Farrokhzad
Haydar Can Taygun
Introduction
No matter from where they are, artists perform two essential
functions: they act as a mirror upon where societal perceptions can be
reflected and they then influence these so-called perceptions under various
movements. In the context of Iran, one of these artists was Forough
Farrokhzad (1935–1967), an accomplished poet, filmmaker, painter and
actress. With her feminine, sincere, sensual, and yet iconoclastic work,
Forough became the voice against the masculine perceptions and norms of
Iran, which substantially limited not only the public space but life in general
for women because of extreme sexual categorization. Her controversial work
ignited the gradual progress of women’s struggle in Iran and to some extent
enabled new and more inclusive societal norms to be set. This process has
unfortunately not been completed. The normalization of gender and racial
issues has oscillated between extremes for years and Iran, today, continues to
struggle with its chronic issues regarding gender discrimination. In this
paper, I argue that Forough’s introduction of “feminine vision of love and
life” through her poetry is a tangible manifestation of Iranian women’s
struggle for rights and therefore contributes to the mitigation of strict gender
boundaries that define women’s identity and role in Iranian society within
the historical context of the period from the 1910s to the 1960s.
Contextualization of Forough’s Work
Forough’s introduction of feminine vision of love and life to Iran
has to be contextualized. On the one hand, she took a bold step and resisted
all kinds of harsh criticisms regarding her life and work. This makes her a
very prominent figure within the context of a country with predominantly
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conservative Islamic values. On the other hand, Forough did not emerge out
of nowhere. Her presence would not have been possible if more radical
societal pressures existed during her lifetime. If she tried to launch such a
‘voice’ in today’s Iran, she would probably face a ‘public’ lynching and be
censored. A powerful women’s struggle to improve the lives and rights of
women in Iran, which was initiated way before her birth and shaped the
society during her lifetime, enabled her presence and most probably shaped
her work. Therefore, in order to objectively assess her contribution without
being anachronistic, one must first analyze Islam’s view of gender in society,
women’s status and the historical development of women’s rights in Iran.
Contrary to popular belief, Islam as a religion does not directly
favor men over women. Equality of sexes is the prevalent theme in the
Quran: "I shall not lose sight of the labor of any of you who labors in My
way, be it man or woman; each of you is equal to the other (3:195)"1
However, there exists a ‘duality’ in the Islamic legal code (shari’a). While
one set of laws is ‘ethical’ and ‘spiritual’ and, hence regards women as equal
to men, there is also another group, which can be considered as ‘legalistic’
and ‘social’ and regards women as second-class persons.2
According to Islam, both genders have certain superiorities over
the other and the disadvantage of women stems from their sexual, biological
and social differences. Men’s superiority is more prominent in the domestic,
economic and political fields due to their comparative freedom from natural
and biological necessities.3 On the other hand, Islam views the main
responsibilities of women as bearing children, providing a decent home for
the family and obeying husband’s orders. Concordantly, it is hard to deny the
fact that the Muslim society is a male-dominated society, owing to the
1
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2
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Iran, 1906-41 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2004), 85.
3
Nayer Honarvar, "Behind the Veil: Women's Right in Islamic Societies," in Journal of
Law and Religion 6, no. 3 (1988), 363.
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detailed instructions to men and women regarding how a family should
appear. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize the fact that the deprivation
of women of some fundamental rights is also due to the existence and
interpretation of a wide variety of customs and traditions in Islamic
societies.4 There are major variations in the interpretation of women’s rights
and duties5 among the schools of Islamic jurisprudence, let alone the radical
differences between the Sunni and Shiite Islam. Therefore, while we should
take into account views of gender, we should also avoid generalizations
about how Muslims view the role of women and instead scrutinize the
specific context of Iran.
Forough argues that she had not accomplished “anything
extraordinary” and attributes her success to being the first woman to
“loosen…the…chains of constraints” which have “bound women’s hands
and feet;”6 however, her contributions within the context of women’s
struggle in Iran must be analyzed in order to understand her lasting fame
today not only in Iran but also throughout the world. In light of her feminine
vision of love and life, Forough’s contributions can be analyzed as twofold:
the initiation of a process of ‘taboo-breaking’ within the Iranian society and
introduction of a new voice to Iranian poetry and literature.
Societal Implications of Forough’s Work
Forough’s first contribution was concerned with society at large.
As a female poet, she lived independently in Tehran until she left the country
for Germany. This departure was quite unconventional and an act of
‘disgrace’ within the context of the Islamic tradition and norms of Iran. Even
the liberal intellectual crowd compared her independent lifestyle to that of a

4
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1987), 75.
5
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“prostitute”, let alone the women around her or among the social elite, who
“felt reluctant to develop relationships with her because they saw her either
as a potential home-wrecking threat to themselves or as an insult to their
sex”.7 Clearly, in a male-dominated society, where any kind of open
relationship was legitimate for men, she had to cope with double standards in
the case of women. Yet, she did not give up on her struggle against
traditional morality and disregarded rumors because not doing so would be
nothing but succumbing to the patterns dictated by men.8 Her spiritual
boundary against the society preserved what Milani calls her “fresh, sincere
and frank treatment of love.”9 Ultimately, Forough succeeded in breaking the
taboos of the world of others in Iran. Not minding being marginalized in a
patriarchal society, she raised her poetic voice and resisted the pressure from
both Islamic and secular circles.
In the context of Iran before the constitutional revolution of 19051912, a woman was mainly seen as a ‘weakling’. As an infant, her birth was
a disappointment. As a child, she had to move quietly and sit demurely. At
the age of nine, she was considered “mature”.10 Henceforth, the process of
being handed from one man to the other, namely from the father to the
husband, was commenced. Spending their lives in the claustrophobic
atmosphere of the home by taking care of their husbands and children, they
were subject to being illiterate and uneducated, despite the clear
commandment of the Quran regarding education being an equal duty of men
and women.11 Needless to say, they did not enjoy the same legal rights as
men, specifically regarding the family law. Men had a clear advantage in

7
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divorce, custody of children, inheritance and enjoyed the right to polygamy.
However, this general outlook that disadvantaged women had not been the
same since time immemorial. The Zorastrian society, for example, gave
women great liberty and civil rights. Women were active in every field of
life: owned property, participated in politics and went to courts to protect
their rights.12 In the historical development of Iran, society became gradually
more patriarchal. In this process, one can speculate that changing cultural
nuances based on the Shiite understanding of Islam and the reigns of
different dynasties may have altered the society over time. In addition, the
ulama and their changing interpretation of Islam may also have played a role.
The constitutional revolution of 1906 was groundbreaking in the
sense that the women’s movement started to gain momentum and became
relatively central in the following decades.13 The first phase, the
“spontaneous awakenment”, was associated with the revolutionary fervor
that inspired activists mostly from wealthy families with strong feelings
about democracy and nationalism. It led to the statement of common
problems that all women shared: ill health conditions, illiteracy and general
dissatisfaction. This phase was a process of rethinking gender within the
realm of society. Even though they did not claim any political rights, women
started initially to participate in the public sphere by writing in journals.14
The second phase was sparked by the dynastic change of 1925,
during

Reza

Shah’s

reign.

The

centralization,

secularization

and

modernization process included the amelioration of women’s rights.
However, it was initially a top-down approach and the regime’s primary
motivation was not to improve human rights but to equip women with the
necessary means to serve the society and the state.15 Nevertheless, women’s
overall situation changed significantly with the granting of equal education
12
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and health opportunities. By the 1940s, women became more conscious of
their rights. Realizing this change, prevalent ideologies like that of the leftist
Tudeh Party, promised to grant freedom of expression as well as economic,
political and social rights.16 By the 1950s, this consciousness and the rising
awareness about global movements inspired Iranian women to form
organizations in order to improve the overall condition of women in the
society.
In the early 1960s, the women’s struggle reached its climax with
more vocal political organization of women, resulting in women’s suffrage in
the wake of the White Revolution.17 Furthermore, with the rising
productivity in the Iranian economy, female participation in the society
became more important.18 Specifically in the 1960s and 1970s, rising female
involvement in the economy was apparent in employment figures. The share
of women in the workforce gradually increased from single digit percentages
to 19% by the end of the 1960s.19 Nevertheless, fundamental issues regarding
family law and social rights still existed.
The “Feminine” Vision of Love and Life
Forough stands against the patriarchal notion of an “ideal” woman
who identifies herself with her husband’s social success instead of seeking
self-fulfillment and self-esteem.20 She may have not necessarily focused
indiscriminately on gender differences as a “feminist” would and hence was
dubbed as individualist by those crowds. Forough’s way resembles a silent
and bloodless revolution within the context of Iran. However, that does not
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mean she did not fight for the sake of advancing women’s rights. She
assumed women to be on the same level with men and found her niche in
poetry writing and depicted the better society she envisioned.
Forough’s vision of life can also be interpreted as sufistic. The
great Islamic scholar and sufi mystic Al-Ghazali’s definition of love is
applicable to her vision of life. According to Al-Ghazali, if one loves
someone because it is pleasurable, then this act cannot be regarded as love.
The source of pleasure, in this case, is that the other party is loved for selfish
reasons. The true love is the “love for a thing by virtue of itself and not on
account of it being a means to attain an end”.21 If we take this definition as
given, then Forough’s true love is poetry, because it directs her life and she
loves it by virtue of itself:
For me poetry is a need higher than the order of eating and sleeping,
something akin to breathing… Poetry for me consists of words living
inside me and the writing out of these words on paper in a living
form…Suddenly you see that just as you are turning inward, the
words, like ants coming out of their hole on a sunny day, come out
one after another and line up with a logical order…For some time
now I don’t go searching for words. Rather, I wait for words to find
their own place, to come into existence…I invite them to an order, to
a kind of harmony…I consider poetry and art my whole life. 22
Forough’s way of defining life should be considered as “feminine”
within the context of her society, mostly because her ‘poetic persona’ is
intertwined with her life.23 In this sense, as Hillmann beautifully puts it, her
life mirrors her art and the vice versa. Furthermore, Forough gives up her
husband, her child, her family’s approval, her reputation and most
21
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importantly, ‘her peace of mind’ just for the sake of writing poetry.24
Therefore, it becomes clear that her vision of life is love and her love is her
life. This reciprocity sets up a great example for both men and women and
removes the boundaries between genders. Once again, she goes beyond the
sphere of gender conflict to the realm of ‘human’: a man or a woman,
equally, may have a similar passion in life. It is the human that matters.
Hillmann makes a legitimate point by propounding that feminist
authors do not mention Farrokhzad’s name in studies: “Farrokhzad was not a
feminist in their sense of the term. Forough was not one of those women to
speak from a pulpit. She did not seek equality and freedom primarily for
other women, she merely refused to accept lacks thereof for herself.”25 Even
though Hillmann justifiably recognizes that Forough was not a feminist, he
misses a very significant point. It is true that Forough refused to accept that
she lacked freedom and equality. However, her refusal does not apply only to
herself, but rather to all Iranian women, given that her voice represents the
women of Iran:
“Call to Arms”
Only you, o Iranian woman, have remained
in bonds of wretchedness, misfortune, and cruelty;
if you want these bonds broken,
grasp the skirt of obstinacy.
Do not relent because of pleasing promises,
never submit to tyranny;
become a flood of anger, hate and pain,
excise the heavy stone of cruelty.
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It is your warm embracing bosom
that nurtures proud and pompous man;
it is your joyous smile that bestows
on his heart warmth and vigor.
For that person who is your creation,
to enjoy preference and superiority is shameful;
woman, take action because a world
awaits and is in tune with you.
Sleeping in a dark grave is happier for you
than this abject servitude and misfortune;
where is that proud man…? Tell him
to bow his head henceforth at your threshold.
Where is that proud man…? Tell him to get up
because a woman is here rising to battle him;
her words are truth, in which cause
she will never shed tears out of weakness.
Furthermore, refusal, in this context, is not a method of escaping
from realities but rather handling the reality by dismissing it or presenting
the ideal. In this sense, Forough’s feminine vision of love and life is indeed
more effectual and universal than European feminist movements that
emphasized women’s distinctive rights and contributions to the broader
society in relation to men.26 Their aim was to focus on gender differences.
Their theories rested primarily on Jacques Lacan, Michel Foucault, Louis
Althusser, and Jacques Derrida’s deconstructions and hence were doomed to
remain elusive; societal and political dynamics that constitute the gist of the
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academic theories were subject to change in time. In other words, their
theories were built on shifting sands.27
In contrast, although Forough did not live long enough to observe
and analyze the later feminist movements, her approach was surprisingly
similar. Later Anglo-Saxon feminist movements aimed to be universal: they
celebrated common values such as autonomy, individualism and human
rights. Most importantly, they minimized the discussion of gender-based
differences.28 They were successful in raising gender consciousness within
the overall context of civil rights movements. This approach allowed them to
appeal to a larger audience and hence embrace humanity instead of only
reaching out to women. Therefore, she can be viewed as more “feminist”
than others who choose to ignore her way, because she made her case with
her feminine vision of love and life without necessarily adopting ineffectual
feminist methods.
A New ‘Voice’ in Poetry
Only a woman could dare to challenge the centuries-long poetry
writing tradition of Iran. The fundamental change that Forough was able to
accomplish, her second contribution within the context of women’s struggle
in Iran was the perspective/persona shift in the beloveds. From Hafez’s to
Mirza Ghalib’s, the ‘beloved’ in most of the ghazals was either a boy or a
young man. In the literature of mystics, there was no place for women, not
even as a lover. Forough’s beloveds were also men, but the difference was
her female voice: the mashuq’s perspective in lieu of ashiq’s. This shift
constituted a revolutionary change in the sense that a new ‘literary gender’
was integrated to mainstream literature. Moreover, as a woman, Forough
very boldly depicted her sexuality and laid down the inequalities and
injustices of a world that was shaped with the needs and illusions of men for
27
28
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centuries.29 In this sense, even though she was not the first female poet in the
Iranian literary tradition, she managed to be the first strikingly innovative
poet, who rose without the support of a prominent male figure. Dealing with
harsh criticism, she encouraged and paved the way for the post-1950 Iranian
female poets.30
Forough adopts a radically different approach by introducing “the
poetic feelings of her feminine gender” and still resigning herself to her
favorite subject matter: men and love.31 Forough’s vision of a woman’s love
and life is rooted in her introduction of the ‘feminine’ and not ‘feminist’
revolt against the masculine world. This revolt is not a traditional one. A
female poet in her position would either use the masculine voice or attack the
values of the patriarchal society directly by totally ignoring men and love.
She does not aim to take ‘revenge’ from the patriarchal order that degrades
her role in the society by any means. Moreover, she does not complain about
the status quo and rigid social and psychological codes on male-female
relationships in Iran32. In fact, she emancipates herself from victimization
and alienation.33 She simply presents her needs, desires and values as a
woman, as a human being: “I wanted to be a woman, that is to say a ‘human
being. I wanted to say that I too have the right to breathe and to cry out.”34 In
other words, she simply exerts a unique stance by saying “I am what I am
and this is how I feel.”
Despite the popular critique, the erotic and sensual aspect of her
poetry also strengthens the association that the reader establishes with
himself/herself. Even though one may think her goal in bringing up the
sexual context is for the sake of being controversial, her sensuality ends up
29
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blending so well with her emotions that the reader gets lost in her beautiful
imagery of feminine love. This relationship is also another reason why her
words sound so organic, because, for Forough, the sensual is an essential part
of love itself. In this sense, contrary to Hillmann’s analysis, lovemaking is
not necessarily an end in itself but rather the means to an end that is reaching
love by experiencing the sensual. From this perspective, this tenet of her
writing also applies to the experience of both genders and removes all
present barriers between male and female:
“The Sin”
I sinned a sin full of pleasure,
in an embrace which was warm and fiery.
I sinned surrounded by arms
that were hot and vengeful and iron.
In that dark and silent seclusion,
I looked into his secret-full eyes.
My heart shook anxiously in my breast
in response to the requests of his pleading eyes.
In that dark and silent seclusion,
I sat distressed at his side.
His lips poured passion on mine,
I escaped from the sorrow of my crazed heart.
I whispered in his ear the tale of love:
I want you, o sweetheart of mine,
I want you, o life-giving embrace,
o crazed lover of mine, you.
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Desire sparked a flame in his eyes;
red wine danced in the cup.
In the soft bed of my body
drunkenly quivered on his chest.
I sinned a sin full of pleasure,
next to a trembling, unconscious body;
O God, who knows what I did
in that dark and quiet seclusion.
Even though the moods such as regret, joy, depression, doubt,
anxiety and ecstasy she awakens are universal and call no genders, Forough
distinguishes herself from other poets by creating salient feminine imagery
and metaphors and thus elevates her ‘idiosyncratic’ body.35 It is not difficult
for the reader to realize that all of her descriptions reflect lived experiences
or else they would not sound as natural as they do. In this respect, one may
dub such a bold emphasis on self as ‘narrow’. However, this is not the case
with Forough. On the contrary, in her poetry, the self does not solely
represent her identity: it is the collective identity of all Iranian women, who
share the common status of social inferiority. She acts as a “spokesperson”.
Interestingly, the reader can associate himself/herself with her or even long
for the most explicit detail that is supposed to apply only to Forough’s own
character, ideals, and way of seeing the world. Furthermore, her feminine
love is not limited to ‘the lover’; it is multidimensional. From writing a
longing poem for her son, whom she is banned from seeing for life, to
writing a letter to her father who refuses her profession and hence ignores her
identity, she essentially reveals her most personal wounds and shares her
grief with the people:
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“A Poem for You”
I am composing this poem for you
on a parched summer dusk
halfway down this road of ominous beginning
in the old grave of this endless sorrow.
This is the final lullaby
at the foot of the cradle where you sleep.
May the wild sounds of my screaming
echo in the sky of your youth.
Let the shadow of me the wanderer
be separate and far from your shadow.
When one day we reach one another,
standing between us will be none other than God.
Against a dark door I have rested
my forehead tight, with pain;
I rub my thin, cold fingers
against this door in hope.
That person branded with shame who used to laugh
at foolish taunts was I
I said I would be the cry of my own existence;
but o, alas that I was a "woman."
When your innocent eyes glance
at this confused, beginningless book,
you will see a deep-rooted, lasting rebellion
98
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blooming in the heart of every song.
Here the stars are all dim,
the angels here all weep.
The blooms of the tuberose here
have less value than desert thorns.
Wait until once again my eyes
Overflow with drops of dew.
I have taken it upon myself to unveil
The “pure” faces of the holy Marys.
I have cast away from the shore of good name;
in my heart lies a storm star.
The place of my anger’s flame,
Alas, is the prison’s dark space.
Against a dark door I have rested
my forehead tight with pain.
I rub my thin, cold fingers
Against this door in hope.
Against these ascetic hypocrites
I know this fight is not easy.
My city and yours, my sweet child,
has long been Satan’s nest.
A day will come when your eyes
will sadly quiver at this painful song.
You will search for me in my words
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and tell yourself: My mother, that is who she was.
In the later stages of her writing, Forough’s love transforms into a
more sophisticated and “sufistic” level because she gives up on her “self”
and perceives anything and everything as the lover. The act of giving up
one’s own for the sake of the other, the man in this context, may sound like
madness or lunacy in today’s world. However, this sacrifice is the very idea
at which Forough wants to arrive. Similar to Rumi, leaving the world behind,
abandoning the egocentrism and rationality for the sake of reaching the
ultimate destination, love and mutual recognition of genders, constitutes an
important characteristic of her style. Hence, the reader shares her so-called
‘insane’ experience by recognizing repetitions or disconnected lines.36 This
innocent but artistic sound abstracts the reader from the patriarchal realities
and instead introduces intellectual and emotional gender reciprocity.37 In a
way, Forough, unknowingly, wins the battle against men, the predominant
authority of the society, by humanizing love. This is a legendary
phenomenon, since she applies the sufistic love to the perspective of the
feminine and attracts and internalizes the so-called masculine crowd that is
responsible for her position in the society, instead of blaming them.
Conclusion
The exploration of the importance of Forough’s feminine vision of
love and life within the historical context of Iran and its uttermost contrast to
the mainstream feminist agenda allows the reader to discern how different
identities can in fact influence and shape societies. Giving up her marriage,
son, reputation38 in her society, leaving her family, and most importantly,
risking her life by writing explicit poems, Forough thrived in and out of
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literature. Clearly, for Forough, the meaning of life was love, her lover was
poetry, and poetry was her life. She proved that a woman could survive on
her own in such a society and once again attested that there was no disparity
between her feminine love and life. Above all, she notably manifested the
feelings of the Iranian women, made them heard in society and, albeit
indirectly, contributed to their historical struggle. Specifically, she paved the
way for female poets with original voices.
Not many of those who have a purpose are bold enough to take
risks to reach their goals. At the end, maybe inevitably, it becomes easier for
people to settle with less instead of dealing with the mess. Nonetheless, a
minority of exceptional people somehow manages to be bold and leave a
trace. Perhaps, it is not a coincidence that the theme of ‘risk-taking’ was
recurrent in Persian literature. As Hafez’s famous ghazal states, one must
risk all, dive into the unknown in order to find the pearl of life, the essential
meaning: the capacity to love.39 In this light, it is hard to tell whether
Forough followed Hafez or her own intuitions. However, it is more certain
that dedication and loyalty to poetry enabled her to become perhaps the most
prominent female poet in the history of Iran. All in all, the case of Forough
substantiates a remarkable solution to various identity conflicts in the world:
a frank and honest promotion of difference through an emphasis on the
common and universal is the panacea of the intolerance for difference:
“The Gift”
I speak about night’s ending
About the ending of darkness I speak
And about night’s ending
If you come to my house for me o my darling bring a lamp and a window
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That I might see the hubbub in the happy street
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The Uses of Buddhism in Colonial and Post-Colonial India:
Examining Around the Site of Bodh Gaya
Kristin Krusell
Bodh Gaya is frequently characterized as the “Buddhist
Jerusalem,” or similarly as the “navel of the earth,” for it is here that some
2550 years ago Siddhartha Gautama reached enlightenment beneath the
shade of a pipal tree. Thus, Bodh Gaya is today among the most sacred
spaces for the world’s Buddhist community, attracting hundreds of thousands
of pilgrims each year. However, Bodh Gaya was never an exclusively
Buddhist site. Rather, it remains a stigmatized and neglected fact that
“Hindus have been visiting Bodhgaya since at least the Buddha’s own
lifetime, and beginning in the fifteenth-century and extending into the
twentieth, the site was actually maintained by a lineage of Saiva priests.”1
For this reason, Bodh Gaya’s inscription as a UNESCO World Heritage Site
in 2002 was viewed as a triumph for the site’s conservation, and for religious
harmony in the region; it’s fate stands in stark contrast to that of another
highly contested religious space—Ayodhya’s Babri Masjid.2 Yet, to what
extent has this designation really assuaged the competing claims of
ownership between Buddhists and Hindus, and those between national and
extra-national actors? I argue that because Bodh Gaya’s inscription as a
World Heritage Site is based solely on its significance for the Buddhist
community rather than its “nature as a dual-identity pilgrimage place”,
World Heritage status has perpetuated and reified the colonial period’s
Orientalist focus on Buddhist superiority.3 I further argue that Bodh Gaya’s
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current World Heritage representation has been determined largely by
government officials seeking to sustain a tourism economy around the site.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, British archaeologists
viewed the Hindu presence at Bodh Gaya as a desecration of a pure and
authentic Buddhist past—a rhetoric steeped in the Orientalist discourse of
loss and decay. This notion of a Buddhist golden age having preceded the
corrupt Hindu present ultimately served as a “legitimizing discourse about
Britain’s civilizing mission in India”.4 That is to say, in their positivist quest
to objectively “know” India’s past through the Archaeological Survey of
India, the British institutionalized a disproportionate valuation on the site’s
Buddhist moment of origin. Such anti-Brahmanical ideologies would come
to influence the international Buddhist campaign for control of Bodh Gaya,
thereby catalyzing over a century of contestation regarding access and
management. Indeed, these views persist into the modern day in the way
Bodh Gaya is branded an exclusively Buddhist site by its World Heritage
status, thereby obscuring contemporary understandings of Bodh Gaya as a
site of living and “multivalent” tradition.5
The British “Discovery” of Buddhism
According to anthropologist Bernard Cohn, the British colonial
project in India was enacted through the belief that Indian society was
knowable and by extension that it could be categorized and harnessed to
enhance administrative efficiency.6 Among the many “investigative
modalities” the British employed was the science of surveying, or the
systematic collection of data concerning the natural and social features of the
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empire.7 Out of this effort, amateur architectural and archaeological surveys
were becoming increasingly common, such that by 1848, Alexander
Cunningham began petitioning the government to establish an official
archaeological survey.8 This marked a significant epistemic shift in colonial
knowledge production from a reliance on texts to material remains as the
best source to elucidate the historical truth of India’s past.9
When in 1861 Governor-General Lord Canning finally established
the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) with Cunningham as director, there
was a growing Western fascination with India’s Buddhist past. By the end of
the 18th century, the British had yet to realize Buddhism was distinct from
Hinduism, largely due to the fact that many Hindus regard the Buddha as the
ninth avatar of Vishnu. By the mid-19th century however, the difference
between the two religions had become apparent through textual studies, and
they were even regarded as “irreconcilably opposed”.10 Indeed, the Buddhist
past was styled as the pure and authentic “antithesis to the ‘degenerate’
Brahmanical religion” of the present.11 Victorians saw the Buddha as an ally
in opposing Hinduism, “who dared to preach the perfect equality of all
mankind…in spite of the menaces of the most powerful and arrogant
priesthood in the world”.12 This “diminishing order of priorities” was further
manifested in the galleries of Calcutta’s India Museum, where the epochs of
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Ashoka and Gupta were presented as superior to the Brahmanical and
“Muhamaddan” periods that followed. This view in turn was employed to
legitimize Britain’s colonial ambitions in India, and Cunningham himself felt
that by uncovering a “counter- religious system of the past” he could
facilitate the spread of Christianity in India.13 Although he later abandoned
such explicit imperialistic motivations, nevertheless the ASI’s earliest
projects focused on India’s Buddhist past, for Cunningham’s primary aim
was to trace the itineraries of Chinese pilgrims from the 5th to 7th centuries.
Thus, instead of a wide-reaching and comprehensive survey, “he selected for
investigation only those areas or places visited by Fa-Hien and Hiuen-Tsang
and described by them as having ancient remains”.14 Among these sites was
Bodh Gaya, where fieldwork commenced in 1861.
A History of Multivalence
The earliest extant representation of Bodh Gaya is a second
century BCE panel depiction of the bodhi, or pipal tree under which Buddha
achieved nirvana, and an inscription that reads “Enlightenment of the
Blessed Sakyamuni”.15 Thus, emphasis was placed first on the event rather
than the place per se. Similarly, the travelogues of seventh century Chinese
pilgrim Hiuen-Tsang place little emphasis on Bodh Gaya, although he does
mention a vihara, or Buddhist monastery, of approximately 160 feet. This
structure is know today as the Mahabodhi temple (a term coined by
Cunningham in his 1892 monograph on the site), and it is been the central
focus of modern contestation.16 It is unclear however, how the temple came
to replace the bodhi tree as the primary locus of religious reverence at Bodh
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Gaya. Nevertheless, the origins of the temple are attributed to the Mauryan
emperor Ashoka during the 3rd century BCE.17 Thereafter, the temple was
repeatedly destroyed and rebuilt, and two inscriptions indicate that at least
once it was rebuilt under the patronage of a wealthy Brahman.18 Bodh Gaya
reached its zenith in the late Buddhist period “under Pala and Sena rule,
when it clearly stood as a thriving hub of royal patronage, artistic production,
and pan-Asian Buddhist activity”.19 After possibly being sacked by the
Muslim military commander Bakhtiyar Khalji in the late 12th century, Bodh
Gaya saw little pilgrimage for the next several hundred years and ultimately
fell into disrepair.20
Upon the arrival of Europeans, there were few Buddhists left in
India and the site was under protection of the Shaiva mahant, or spiritual
leader, of Bodh Gaya.21 The mahants trace their lineage back to 1590, when
Gosain Ghamandi Giri established a monastery at Bodh Gaya. As it is not
historically uncommon that sites with a sacred background are reused by
other faiths, the Shaivas probably found the site abandoned during the late
16th century and there established their residence.22 In this way Buddhist
ritual and imagery lived on, for although the Shaiva worshippers replaced
some Buddhist symbols, many others were assimilated rather than destroyed.
For instance, Hindus today propitiate their deceased ancestors at the bodhi
tree, in addition to adopting and adapting images of the Buddha and
Bodhisattvas.23 Cunningham remarked on this religious syncretism during
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his 1861 inventory at the site, declaring that, “no conversion is required, as
the people accept one of these votive stupas of the Buddhists as a readymade lingam”.24 While this view regards the Hindu laity as ignorant and
lacking in agency, contemporary scholars refer to this process as the “Hindu
mode of encompassment”—an inclusive approach in which Buddhist
pilgrims were always accommodated as worshippers.25
Moreover, Cunningham’s reports are rife with derision at the site’s
Hindu priesthood, largely due to the site’s state of ruin. Indeed, both the tree
and the temple structures of Bodh Gaya had deteriorated immensely—this
was “no mere Oriental eye for decay”.26 But Cunningham lamented how
Buddhist art had rivaled that of Greece “until its degradation culminated in
the wooden inanities and bestial obscenities of the Brahmanical temples”.27
He further criticized the ignorance of the locals, who used the site’s stones as
building materials, and in this way “the specter of ‘medieval ravage’
inevitably dovetailed with a more current scenario of ‘native apathy and
neglect’”.28 And thus we see once again “the recurrent narratives of
authenticity and origin, whereby the true identity of a structure comes to rest
on the recovery of a presumed primary moment of its coming into being”.29
Despite this vitriol, few efforts were made to preserve Bodh Gaya, for at this
time the purview of archaeology was limited to description and the collection
of artifacts. However, this began to change upon the 1874 involvement of
Burmese monks in the issue of temple restoration, which stimulated the
government’s possessiveness over historical sites within its territory.
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The Transnational Buddhist Community: The 1874 Arrival of the Burmese
Restoration Team
“It is His Majesty’s wish to repair the enclosures of the Great Bodi
tree, which from a long state of existence must have fallen into decay”, read
King Mindon of Burma’s memorandum to the Government of India.30 This
overture was not a complete surprise to the Government, as there was a long
history of Burmese involvement in the conservation of Bodh Gaya. Two
prior missions, in which the site’s design was significantly altered, are dated
uncertainly to 1100 and 1296. Furthermore, in 1811 surveyor Francis
Hamilton-Buchanan was told that, “Burmese Buddhists ‘again’ were
inquiring about the condition of the site”.31 Thus, in keeping with its posture
of religious neutrality the Government gave permission with the caveat not to
“offend the prejudices of the Hindoos, who also possess shrines near the
temple”.32 To this end, the Governments of India and Bengal mediated
between the mahants of Bodh Gaya and the Burmese monks, clarifying plans
until an agreement was reached in 1875. The ground rules laid out by the
mahants stated that no Hindu images be displaced, nor pilgrims disturbed,
and that land for construction of a Burmese monastery be leased rather than
sold.33 Hence, work began in January of 1876 under the direction of the
Burmese and there was little, if any, conflict between the restoration team
and the Hindu worshippers.
However before six months had passed, the Government of Bengal
became alarmed at reports that “Burmese workers were making a mess of the
old temple at Buddha Gaya”.34 As a result, renowned Bengali archaeologist
Rajendralal Mitra was sent to monitor the restoration activities. His
instructions were not to interfere, but to prevent as far as possible any
30
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irreparable damage to the temple. Yet to his dismay, Mitra discovered that
the monks had used the foundations of ancient structures as building
materials, and in the sanctum had plastered over niches meant for images.
This was not problematic for the Burmese monks nor the mahants, largely
because

neither

had

any

“interest

whatsoever

in

archaeologically

‘discovering’ or ‘situating’ a Buddhism with which they were already
familiar”.35 Yet in his assessment, Mitra deemed the Burmese monks
“ignorant of their true history and their faith”.36 Thus, Mitra saw little value
in “the practice of Burmese Buddhism as it was now actually encountered,”
and instead adhered to the Orientalist perspective that privileges the
legitimacy of the moment of origin.37 Ultimately however, Mitra lamented
that the restoration “cannot be objected to”, for despite the Government’s
obvious posture on the superiority of the Buddhist tradition, it ostensibly
upheld a policy of religious neutrality.38
Anagarika Dharmapala and the Call for a Buddhist Mecca: 1891-1949
While the Burmese monks had deferred to the authority of the
mahants in their restoration project, Sri Lankan Buddhist leader Anagarika
Dharmapala set out to directly challenge their sovereignty. Dharmapala is a
contentious character, variously viewed as a “rabble rousing extremist” or
“righteous defender of the true tradition”.39 Born to a wealthy Sinhalese
family and educated at a Christian mission school, he was influenced in his
teens by the founders of the Theosophical Society, Henry Steele Olcott and
Helena Petrova Blavatsky.40

With them, he traveled across India
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endeavoring to revive the Buddhist religion in India. Eventually, he became
disinterested in the Theosophical call for universal brotherhood and instead
invested his energies in the plight of neglected Buddhist sites. Indeed, after a
reading of Edwin Arnold’s poem “The Light of Asia” and his descriptions of
the site’s state of decay, he devoted the rest of his life to the liberation of
Bodh Gaya from the hands of its Shaiva occupants.
Meanwhile, Dharmapala grew increasingly alienated by Olcott’s
conflation of Hinduism and Buddhism. Olcott argued that, “it was not only
possible for the two religions to coexist in peace and harmony at Bodh Gaya,
but it was natural for them to do so, because for Olcott, Hinduism and
Buddhism were in essence the same”.41 Dharmapala however staunchly
insisted that, “India by right belongs to Buddha”.42 Thus, in 1891
Dharmapala established the Mahabodhi Society with the aim of restoring
Bodh Gaya to its former state as a pilgrimage center for the world’s
Buddhists. According to Dharmapala himself, “The idea of restoring the
Buddhist Jerusalem into Buddhist hands originated with Sir Edwin
Arnold…and since 1891 I have done all I could to make the Buddhists of all
lands interested in the scheme of restoration”.43 The rhetoric of the
Mahabodhi Society however, was in line with the “anti-Brahmanical
polemic” of Arnold and other British colonizers. He viewed himself as filling
the need for “a powerful Buddhist’s eloquent voice…to show the knavery of
the selfish bigoted Brahman priests”.44 He regarded the Shaiva mahant as
having “no religious interests at the shrine” but only financial interest in the
land and its guesthouses.45 In this way, Dharmapala perpetuated the “most
egregious sort of Orientalist essentialism, [for] to him all Hindus could be
Eastern literature, religions, and sciences; 3. To investigate the unfamiliar laws of
nature and the faculties latent in man” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2010).
41
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reduced to an unambiguous image of the Other: namely the avaricious,
duplicitous, and mercenary Mahant—the very epitome of the wily
Brahmin”.46
In addition, he regarded the ritual activities that were taking place
as a desecration of the Buddha, such as the painting and clothing of statues.
More specifically, “whereas the Buddhists did not actually worship the
Buddha image, at least not from Dharmapala’s enlightened perspective, but
instead only paid it tribute, honoring the memory of the now-absent teacher,
the Hindus turned the image into a god and thus into an idol perverting the
Buddha and his image”.47

This was not an indigenous debate, but “in

significant ways actually created by the opinions of a select group of
Orientalists”, who viewed the syncretic tendencies of Hindus as evidence of
ignorance and hence a charter for British rule.48
Thus in 1895, in “an open act of aggression aimed at Hinduism in
general and at the Bodh Gaya Mahant and his followers in particular”
Dharmapala and his followers attempted to install a Japanese image of
Buddha in the inner sanctum of the Mahabodhi temple.49 However, he was
immediately thwarted by Bodh Gaya’s Shaiva Hindus. So too did the
Magistrate of Gaya District, G. A. Grierson, affirm the Bodh Gaya mahant’s
jurisdiction over the temple, which he deemed government property.
Therefore, “although on the surface it may seem that he was simply trying to
restore the image of the Buddha to its rightful place in the Mahabodhi
temple, he was himself responding to, and at the same time perpetuating, a
long-standing Orientalist conception of Hindu/Buddhist relations in which
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Hindus, through their idolatrous and fetishistic ritualizing, perverted the pure
image of the Buddha”.50
The 1949 Compromise and Its Discontents
Although the initial response of the government was to mandate
the removal of the Japanese Buddha, in 1896 they reversed this injunction.
“In keeping with its code of religious neutrality, it justified its move in the
name not of faith but of art”.51 However, this marked a shift by the
government from “a pose of neutrality to one of active intervention in favor
of the Buddhists”, such that by 1903, the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal,
J.A. Bourdillon, took the stance that the temple undoubtedly should be
returned to Buddhist control.52 Thereafter, Lieutenant Governor Bourdillon
established a commission in order to examine the Buddhist claims to Bodh
Gaya. Contrary to Dharmapala’s stories of Hindus who “scowl and spit upon
the image of the Buddha and throw stones at the temple”, it was found that
local Buddhist modes of worship often intersected with those of Hindus.53
Moreover, the amicable relationship between the mahants and the Burmese
Buddhists was held as a counter-example to the aberrant Sinhalese
intolerance. Thus, it seems that Dharmapala’s views did not speak for the
world’s Buddhist community, but instead were in keeping with European
views of Bodh Gaya’s “abominable” Hindu presence.54 These findings were
gathered in preparation for a court case that would drag on for decades,
pitting “present possession of the structure on one hand [against] historical
claim on the other”.55
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Ultimately, Lord Curzon decided that the temple “would be held in
trust by the government, which would ensure its new status as ‘an
exclusively Buddhist shrine’ and issue regulations to guarantee the ‘proper
conduct of Buddhist worship’”.56 The mahant was retained only as “ground
landlord to draw the fees of all visitors, whether Hindu or Buddhist”.57 In
1904, the mahant successfully argued for the ouster of Dharmapala, and yet
the Buddhist cause enjoyed significant popular support, even from Mahatma
Gandhi. Several compromises were rejected until finally in 1949 the Bihar
Legislative Assembly enacted the Bodh Gaya Temple Act. This law aims “to
make provision for the better management of the Bodh Gaya temple and the
properties appertaining thereto” through the offices of the Bodh Gaya
Temple Management Committee, which still guides temple governance
today.58
The Management Committee is comprised of eight members—four
Hindus and four Indian Buddhists. This structure is meant to circumvent the
influence of extra-national Buddhist actors like the Mahabodhi Society—a
point to which I will return. More significant here are the issues raised by the
Chairman, who is always the Magistrate of Gaya District, so long as he is a
Hindu. In the case that he is not, the Government of Bihar nominates a
sufficient replacement for the Committee. This arrangement effectively
creates a Hindu majority within the Committee—an issue that is vehemently
disputed by Indian converts to Buddhism. Largely from among the Dalits,
this group has established the Buddhagaya Mahabodhi Vihar Liberation
Action Committee, which petitions the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights to bring “justice to the Buddhists around the World by handing over
entire control of the Management of the Mahabodhi Mahavihar to the
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Buddhists”.59 It is likely that “some of the concerns may originate in a
feeling of oppression by high-caste Hindus, for several of the points it raises
implicate ‘Hindu Brahmins’ as culprits”.60

However, the issue is more

complex than the guarantee of a Hindu majority, for this was not the only
purpose of the Chairperson rule. Rather, because the Committee was created
in the aftermath of Partition, its structure reflects a fear of Muslim control of
the temple. One local student recently remarked, “Look at what the Taliban
did. They destroyed hundreds of Buddhas. What would a Muslim District
Magistrate do here?”.61 Given the fierce debate it continues to instigate, it is
unlikely that the Committee’s structure will remain tenable. For this reason,
the 1949 Bodh Gaya Temple Act is viewed largely as a temporary solution to
deeper and persistent issues of religious discord.
“Brand Buddhism” and World Heritage Designation: 1949-Today
As a result of these deficiencies in the Management Committee,
UNESCO World Heritage status was enthusiastically received in 2002. It
was the culmination of a long history of advocacy for a tourism economy,
which was presciently suggested in 1902 by the pandit Haraprasad Shastri.
He was of the opinion that Bodh Gaya should become the “Mecca of world
Buddhism”, and a place of international prestige for India.62 Thereafter,
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, who served from 1947-1964, began to
promote India as the “homeland of Eastern religion” in order to stimulate
pilgrimage from neighboring Buddhist countries.63 In fact, at the 2500th
Buddha Jayanti celebration in 1956, Nehru invited these nations to establish
their own respective religious institutions at Bodh Gaya. As a result, the
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surrounding farmland has gradually been replaced by monasteries, temples
and guesthouses built by Sri Lanka, Burma, Japan, Bhutan, Mongolia, Viet
Nam, Nepal and Thailand among others.
Accordingly, although the agricultural sector has diminished since
the implementation of Nehru’s policies, the tourism economy has grown
exponentially, with souvenir shops and hospitality services supporting the
majority of local residents. Thus, despite Buddhists’ ostensible “minority
position in terms of the management of the main shrine”, nevertheless they
have successfully transformed Bodh Gaya intro a “thriving centre of
Buddhism.”64 In fact, seeing the potential to attract international capital, state
and central tourism authorities are deeply involved in this “vigorous
marketing of ‘brand Buddhism.”65 As a justification, they often site a
development agenda that capitalizes on spiritual tourism in order to
invigorate the stagnant Bihar economy. Thus, 2002 was a pivotal year, for
not only was Gaya International Airport completed, but also Bodh Gaya was
inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, having been nominated by the
Ministry of Tourism and the Government of India.
UNESCO employs a set of ten criteria under which a site may be
inscribed, five of which apply to Bodh Gaya (Appendices A & B). Each of
these criteria makes reference either to Mahabodhi Temple’s architectural,
artistic, historical or religious significance as a Buddhist sacred space. The
only mention of Hindu tradition in the site’s official description is of a legacy
long past, rather than a contemporary Hindu presence—“Opposite [the
temple] is a memorial to a Hindu Mahant, who had lived on this site during
the 15th and 16th centuries”.66 The same silence is true of the Application for
Inscription written by the Ministry of Tourism and the Government of
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India.67 Nevertheless, Bodh Gaya was touted as the “first living Buddhist
monument” to be declared a World Heritage site (as distinct from a “dead
monument” or “archaeological zone”) in accordance with criterion VI.68
Yet, criterion VI refers to sites “directly or tangibly associated with events or
living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works
of outstanding universal significance”.69 Today, there are just as many
Hindus as Buddhists on pilgrimage” at Bodh Gaya, and yet the branding of
the site as exclusively Buddhist from time immemorial effectively renders
Hindu activity at Bodh Gaya invisible. Thus, “Bodh Gaya has been
transformed, rhetorically, at any rate, into precisely what Arnold and
Dharmapala had envisioned—the Buddhist Mecca or Jerusalem”.70
In pursuit of maintaining this identity, the International Conclave
on Buddhism and Spiritual Tourism was held in New Delhi in 2004. As a
result of this conference, the Government of Bihar published a City
Development Plan with the assistance of the Housing and Urban
Development Corporation. This plan proposes a set of infrastructure
developments, among them “a set of heritage policies that seeks to recreate
Bodhgaya as a ‘world Buddhist centre’ that provides glimpses of the land of
Enlightenment as it used to be in the times of the Buddha”.71 Thus, city
officials envision “a serene, verdant ambience, the conceptualization of
which was done by the lord Buddha himself”.72 However, the strategies
67
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devised in order to achieve this peaceful atmosphere sometimes stand in
stark contrast to the development goals so often cited as a justification for the
tourism industry.73 For instance, the city has developed a zoning scheme in
which a 2-kilometre buffer zone protects the “core” religious center. In this
buffer zone, there are strict regulations regarding new construction, the
height and aesthetics of all structures, noise and pollution, so as not to
“disturb the historical and visual setting of the heritage site considerably”.74
Moreover, Special Area B is “to be developed as a “cultural zone”, in which
“only religious and related uses should be allowed”.75 Thus, for the sake of
constructing an authentic experience for tourists, the city of Bodh Gaya risks
jeopardizing local livelihoods of those who live and work within the buffer
zone.
There is also evidence that foreign Buddhist groups flout these
land regulations, as well as taxes, in order to build their own monasteries and
guesthouses. This has created a growing friction between local merchants
and foreign religious institutions, which are viewed as “being wealthy
beneficiaries of foreign capital through transnational networks of donations
and sponsorships”.76 In addition, tensions have arisen between “local and
foreign Buddhists concerning divergent ritual practices” and by extension
conflicts have developed around ritual practices that are incongruous with
conservation values, such as the painting of statues.77 As local and extranational actors compete for foreign capital, “spiritual cosmopolitanism,
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heritage tourism and local livelihoods” collide.78 Thus, “dissidence and
discord continue to simmer beneath an outer surface of order” provided by
Bodh Gaya’s World Heritage status.79
Conclusions
Therefore, in retracing contestation around the sanctity of Bodh
Gaya, it is apparent that images are “inherently multivalent”, taking on “new
roles and new meanings in response to the changing world around them”.80
Although Mahabodhi temple was built by Buddhist rulers to commemorate
the enlightenment of the Buddha, the site was soon occupied by Saivite
Hindus. This fact however, was portrayed by colonial scholars as an assault
on India’s glorious and pure Buddhist past, and hence served the colonial
project’s legitimizing discourse of the “civilizing” mission. This resulted in a
“museumizing process” that removed Bodh Gaya from the “immediate
reality of its people and environment” and later informed transnational
Buddhist campaigns for ownership.81 The granting of UNESCO World
Heritage status in 2002 was purported to have alleviated many of these
tensions, and yet it is evident that the site is valued for its “moment of
origin” in the Buddhist past, and by extension for its potential to stimulate
tourism. In this way, the colonial marginalization of the “degenerate Hindu”
finds its match in the neglected local resident of Gaya District today.
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Appendix A: UNESCO World Heritage Centre—Criteria for Selectioni
To be included on the World Heritage List, sites must be of outstanding
universal value and meet at least one out of ten selection criteria. These
criteria are explained in the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation
of the World Heritage Convention, which besides the text of the Convention
is the main working tool on World Heritage. The criteria are regularly
revised by the Committee to reflect the evolution of the World Heritage
concept itself.
Until the end of 2004, World Heritage sites were selected on the basis of six
cultural and four natural criteria. With the adoption of the revised
Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention, only one set of ten criteria exists.
Selection criteria:
i. to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;
ii. to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time
or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in
architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design;
iii. to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or
to a civilization which is living or which has disappeared;
iv. to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a)
significant stage(s) in human history;
v. to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use,
or sea-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or
human interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change;
vi. to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of
outstanding universal significance. (The Committee considers that
this criterion should preferably be used in conjunction with other
criteria);

i

UNESCO. “The Criteria for Selection.” UNESCO World Heritage Centre, (2004).
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vii.

to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional
natural beauty and aesthetic importance;

viii.

to be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth's
history, including the record of life, significant on-going geological
processes in the development of landforms, or significant
geomorphic or physiographic features;

ix. to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological
and biological processes in the evolution and development of
terrestrial, fresh water, coastal and marine ecosystems and
communities of plants and animals;
x. to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ
conservation of biological diversity, including those containing
threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of
view of science or conservation.
The protection, management, authenticity and integrity of properties are also
important considerations.
Since 1992 significant interactions between people and the natural
environment have been recognized as cultural landscapes.
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Appendix B: Mahabodhi Temple at Bodh Gaya—Justification for
Inscriptionii
Criterion (i): The grand 50m high Mahabodhi Temple of the 5th-6th
centuries is of immense importance, being one of the earliest temple
constructions existing in the Indian sub-continent. It is one of the few
representations of the architectural genius of the Indian people in
constructing fully developed brick temples in that era.
Criterion (ii): The Mahabodhi Temple, one of the few surviving examples of
early brick structures in India, has had significant influence in the
development of architecture over the centuries.
Criterion (iii): The site of the Mahabodhi Temple provides exceptional
records for the events associated with the life of Buddha and subsequent
worship, particularly since Emperor Asoka built the first temple, the
balustrades, and the memorial column.
Criterion (iv): The present Temple is one of the earliest and most imposing
structures built entirely in brick from the late Gupta period. The sculpted
stone balustrades are an outstanding early example of sculptural reliefs in
stone.
Criterion (vi): The Mahabodhi Temple Complex in Bodh Gaya has direct
association with the life of the Lord Buddha, being the place where He
attained the supreme and perfect insight.

ii

UNESCO, “Mahabodhi Temple Complex at Bodh Gaya.” UNESCO World Heritage
Centre, (2002). http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1056.
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“Where the Thief Ends, And the Prince Begins”:
James Hind & the Anti-Cromwellian Rhetoric of Theft
Lisa Qing
When the English Civil Wars pitted Charles I against his
Parliament, the public, caught amidst the upheaval, sensed a marked shift in
the established order. For many, the years between the outbreak of war in
1641 and the restoration of Charles II in 1660 represented a time of
inversion, in which those formerly on top became the new dispossessed. A
ballad printed in 1647 famously dubbed the era “The World Turn'd Upside
Down,” comparing the nation to a man whose “breeches on his shoulder do
appeare” and whose “doublet [jacket] on his lower parts doth wear.”1 Within
this context of inversion, understandings of authority blurred. The king, once
accepted as the undisputed head of the land, was now charged with high
treason against his own country, for which he would be beheaded in 1649.
During the Interregnum period that followed, the English people, in the
absence of a monarch, faced the question of whether to accept the legitimacy
of his substitute, the Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell. This question extended
beyond matters of high politics: if Cromwell was not a legitimate ruler, then
his laws could not command any authority. Taken to its logical extreme, the
inverted order of the Interregnum implied an inversion of legality and its
counterpart, criminality.
In 1657, the unlikely pair of Silius Titus and Edward Sexby penned
an inflammatory pamphlet that played on this inversion of criminality. Titus
was an exiled royalist conspirator, and Sexby, a former parliamentarian
officer disillusioned with Cromwell's regime.2 Writing under the pseudonym

1
2

T. J., The World Turn'd Upside Down: Or, a Briefe Description of the Ridiculous
Fashions of These Distracted Times (1647), sig. A2.
Alan Marshall, “Titus, Silius (1622/3-1704),” in Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography <http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/27482> accessed February 13,
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William Allen, they argued that a tyrant – apparently meaning Cromwell –
was no different from a robber, to whose execution few of their
contemporaries would have objected3:
For what can be more absurd in nature, and contrary to all common
sence, then to call him thief and Kill him, that comes alone, or with
a few to Robb me: And to call him Lord Protectour and obey him,
that robbes me with Regiments and Troops?…But if it be the
number of adherents only, not the cause, that makes the difference
between a Robber and a Protectour: I wish that number were
defined, that we might know where the Thief ends, and the Prince
beginns. And be able to distinguish between a Robbery and a
Tax…in every asseasement we are Rob'd, the Excise is Robbery,
the Custoumes Robbery, & without doubt, when ever tis prudent,
tis alwayes lawfull, to kill the thieves, whom we can bring to no
other justice.4
By equating Cromwell's parliamentarian regime with thieves, Titus and
Sexby invoked a popular and powerful metaphor for expressing discontent
with Interregnum authority. In the “world turned upside down,” the morally
ambiguous tropes of theft and banditry gained value as political rhetoric.
Polemicists compared Interregnum authorities to robbers when attacking
high taxes, military plundering, and even religious nonconformism. The poet
John Taylor charged parliament with “Robbing, Plundering, and utterly

3

4
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2011. Alan Marshall, “Sexby, Edward (c. 1616-1658,” in Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography <http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/25151> accessed
February 13, 2011.
Theft, especially violent theft, was commonly punished by execution up through
the end of the eighteenth-century's “Bloody Code.” See Andrea McKenzie,
Tyburn's Martyrs: Execution in England, 1675–1775 (London: Continuum, 2007),
3–6.
Silius Titus and Edward Sexby, Killing Noe Murder, Briefly Discourst in Three
Quaestions (1657), 7.
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undoing all the Kings true Subjects,” not to mention the king himself, by
taking out loans to pay for a treasonous war effort.5 After the war, an
anonymous writer similarly attacked legislators for “contriving the Publick
stock into private Pockets.”6 Meanwhile, the Anglican minister William
Harvey, speaking more figuratively, portrayed parliament's puritan allies as
spiritual “thieves and Robbers, and Seducers of the People” – in other words,
men who stole souls from the true Church.
As these seditious polemicists turned Interregnum authorities into
thieves, writers who shared their sympathies turned professional thieves into
outlaw heroes. This reversal is especially clear in the story of James Hind, a
royalist bandit of the early Interregnum whose attacks upon parliamentarians
gained him more renown than reproach. Between Hind's arrest in November
1651 and his execution the following September, over a dozen popular
pamphlets celebrated his exploits, which included a heroic stint in Charles
II's army and several tricks and cheats committed against Cromwell's
supporters. In a semi-literate society, these pamphlets targeted a broad
audience. One of their authors, George Fidge, openly committed himself to
“an ordinary Expression, a natural Story, and a pure Jest; That so the meanest
may understand what they read, and not be perplexed with difficult words.”7
Meanwhile, a playwright who staged Hind's story in five acts admitted to
being “purposely plain and spungey” in order to “please thousands of the
vulgar.”8 The survival of fourteen distinct pamphlets about Hind, some of
them reprinted more than once in response to demand, suggests that his story
did in fact appeal to a large audience. The myth that developed around Hind's
character thus provides a useful way to look at public conceptions of him
5
6
7
8

John Taylor, Mercurius Infernalis, Or Orderless Orders, Votes, Ordinances, and
Commands from Hell,established by a close Committee of the Divell and his
Angells (1644), 5.
A Scourge for a Den of Thieves (1652), 4–6.
George Fidge, The English Gusman, Or the History of that Unparallel'd Thief
James Hind (1652), sig. A4v.
An Excellent Comedy Called the Prince of Priggs Revels (1651), 1–6.
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and, more importantly, of the authorities he challenged. Below, I turn to this
popular myth to explore some ways in which theft, especially banditry, was
used to articulate antiestablishment and especially anti-Cromwellian attitudes
during the English Revolution.
I begin this essay by considering the character of James Hind in
relation to the historian Eric Hobsbawm's social bandit, an archetypal figure
who is an outlaw in the eyes of authority and a hero in the eyes of his
people.9 Though Hind was a thief, most accounts of his exploits downplayed
his criminality. By exploring the roles of wit, social justice, and nonviolence
in shaping his character, I establish how his vices gave way to a sympathetic
image. I then turn to his attitude toward the wealthy and powerful in order to
situate his story within the tradition of Elizabethan “coney-catching”
pamphlets. These pamphlets, popular among audiences a half-century before
Hind, defend the petty thief by claiming that his cheats were negligible
compared to the great (and often legal) swindles of merchants, lawyers,
politicians, and other figures of power. In the third section, I explore how the
inversion central to coney-catching, in which a thief's victims may be more
criminal than the thief himself, plays out in Hind's conflicts with Interregnum
authorities. This study of the anti-Cromwellian politics of Hind's story ends
with a look at his fictional Last Will and Testament, in which a voice
claiming to be his accuses the parliamentarians he famously robbed of being
immoral thieves themselves, thus completing the inversion around which his
story – and the Interregnum at large – is centered.
The Social Bandit
Hind's character was not unambiguously good. Some writers who
9
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Eric Hobsbawm, Bandits (London: Delacorte, 1969). Peter Burke offers a similar,
though briefer, description of “the outlaw” archetype, an outsider who is often
idealized by those of his society as an antiestablishment hero. See Peter Burke,
Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe, 2nd ed. (Aldershot, UK: Scolar, 1994),
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profiled him did emphasize the immorality of theft, implying that he had
fallen into regrettable ways. Fidge, in the preface of The English Gusman,
noted, “The Itch of praise and vain conceit [has] drawn many from their
honest callings, that might not only have lived contentedly, but died
peaceably.”10 The writer of A Second Discovery of Hind's Exploits, echoing
more formulaic moral tales of the seventeenth century, even expressed the
hope that his pamphlet “may serve as a warning peece to those that are
wickedly inclined, that they may be led from the Precipice of Perdition into
the safe way of Vertue and Honesty.”11 Yet these writers, though they
acknowledged the badness of Hind's choice of a career, did not quite express
disapproval of him. On the same page as its moral warning, A Second
Discovery spoke glowingly of his talents:
For Sleights and strategems none can parallel him: he may be
called a Master in the Art of Theevery, as the cunningest and wisest
of the Company, for difficult and dangerous Thefts; he hath the
Theory and Practique of the Art: He hath not his name for nought:
for when mounted, he is as swift as a Hinde, as rapacious as an
Eagle, nothing comes amiss: and to palliate all these, he is a fine
companion, facetious and witty.12
The English Gusman, after offering the brief reproach quoted above,
similarly went on to call Hind “the grandest of this age, and unparalelled by
former ages; nay, I may say not by future times, for resolution undaunted, of
wit, and conceit (for design) unexampled.”13 These claims indicate that those
who wrote about him found much in his character to respect, in spite of his
livelihood. In creating such a positive image of Hind, how did writers

10
11
12
13

George Fidge, The English Gusman; Or, the History of James Hind (1652), n.p.
A Second Discovery of Hind's Exploits (1651), n.p.
A Second Discovery of Hind's Exploits, n.p.
Fidge, English Gusman, n.p.
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sympathetic to his cause compensate for his crimes?
The praise we have seen suggests that one reason to excuse Hind's
vices was his cleverness. Though he stole from his victims, he paid them
back in laughter: or, in his words, “I got their Mony, they receiv'd a Jest.”14
His penchant for mischief turned his potentially threatening image into an
agreeable one. The English Gusman opened with a picture of him as a young
boy teasing his dog. Instead of a sword or gun, he carries a wooden spoon. In
this picture, his criminality is downplayed in favor of his playfulness, and he
seems to commit not violent thefts but good-natured antics. In accordance
with these antics, publications describing his exploits (wrongful or not)
claimed to be “full of mirth” and “repleat with various Conceits.”15 A
posthumous 1653 pamphlet celebrated his “pleasant Jests, witty Conceits,
and excellent Couzenages.” Fittingly titled A Pill to Purge Melancholy, it
promised to tell of enough clever tricks to cure a reader of depression: “Let
him whose mind perplexed is, with melancholy fits, / Buy, and read ov'r this
little Book, and 'twill preserve his wits.”16 Published two weeks earlier, the
pamphlet We Have Brought Our Hogs to a Fair Market best explained the
role of jest in Hind's story. “What hatred the effects of [Hind's] Feates
purchased,” claimed its preface, “the quaintness of them palliated.”17 Hind
had repeatedly committed what was in his day a capital crime, but he had
done it with such wit and style that readers were not to condemn him, but to
laugh in admiration.
To further understand Hind's popularity, we can turn to the
archetype his image follows. The historian Eric Hobsbawm has defined this
figure as the “social bandit,” a term that refers to
peasant outlaws whom the lord and state regard as criminals, but

14
15
16
17
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who remain within peasant society, and are considered by their
people as heroes, as champions, avengers, fighters for justice,
perhaps even leaders of liberation, and in any case as men to be
admired, helped and supported.18
Though Hind does not belong to the rural peasantry, he otherwise fits the
mold: he was a villain in the eyes of authority, and a hero in the eyes of the
people. As such, he is what Hobsbawm would call an “expropriator,” an
outlaw who adopts the characteristics of a social bandit while emerging from
a different society.19 There are three kinds of social bandits, of which Hind
most resembles the “noble robber” – typically a victim of injustice who
dedicates himself to righting wrongs in accordance with a particular social
agenda. Robin Hood is the best known example, and his famous agenda was
taking from the rich and giving to the poor. By Hind's era, the story of Robin
Hood was several hundred years old and a staple of English folk culture. The
earlier bandit featured in countless broadside ballads and “penny merriment”
chapbooks, accessible to nearly all classes in diverse regions of the country.20
Until the suppression of popular festivities by puritan reformers began in the
late sixteenth century, he had also starred in traditional plays and
processions.21 Puritan rule did somewhat limit his presence during the
Interregnum, but the survival of at least eight printed ballads about him from
the 1650s suggests that he would still have been familiar to Hind's audience.
Though the Hind pamphlets do not specifically refer to Robin
Hood, they do echo his social agenda. In his Declaration, Hind claims:
Neither did I ever take the worth of a peny from a poor man; but at

18 Hobsbawm, Bandits, 13
19 Ibid., 94.
20 Tessa Watt, Cheap Print and Popular Piety, 1550-1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University, 1991), 298.
21 David Underdown, Revel, Riot, and Rebellion: Popular Politics and Culture in
England, 1603 – 1660 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985), 44-73.
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what time soever I met with any such person, it was my constant
custom, to ask, “Who was he for?” If he reply'd, “For the King,” I
gave him 20 shillings: but if he answer'd, “For the Parliament,” I
left him, as I found him.22
Accordingly, Hind's stories rarely featured victims of modest means. In
several accounts he refuses to take money from the poor, and in a few he in
fact shows generosity toward the needy. In one instance, he borrows £3 from
a pauper and returns it to him doubled, so the pauper can buy himself two
cows with the extra interest.23 Elsewhere, Hind explicitly proclaims his
interest in social leveling. After stealing thirty pieces of gold from a captain
in Wit for Mony, Hind returns ten shillings of it to the captain's attendant. “I
seldome take any thing from the Master,” he tells the bewildered boy, “but I
give the servant something.”24 It is probably because of these incidents that
the title page of A Second Discovery of Hind's Exploits reads, “Cantabit
vacuus coram latrone viator,” or, “The penniless traveler will sing in the
presence of the highwayman.”25 By telling stories of his Robin Hood-esque
values, writers portrayed Hind as a hero to at least one class of men.
The archetypal noble robber – a righter rather than a committer of
wrongs – tends toward nonviolence, even when operating in generally
violent settings.26 Hind's compliance with this principle and the above can be
summarized in one couplet borrowed from The English Gusman: “And this
to's Honor is Recorded further,/The Poor he Robb'd not, nor committed
Murther.”27 Like many claims made about Hind's character, this one is of
uncertain biographical truth. Some sources reported that, five months before
22 The Declaration of Captain James Hind (1651), 2.
23 Wit for Mony, Being a Full Relation of the Life, Actions, Merry Conceits, and
Pretty Pranks of Captain Iames Hind (1652), n.p.
24 Ibid., n.p.
25 A Second Discovery, n.p.
26 Hobsbawm, Bandits, 35.
27 Fidge, The English Gusman, n.p.
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his execution for high treason, Hind was tried for murder after allegedly
stabbing a companion in the chest when he refused to hold up his side of a
wager.28 References to his murder trial, however, appeared only occasionally
in popular pamphlets, and always in passing. There is just one other tale in
which Hind sheds any blood, and if anything it emphasizes his policy of
nonviolence. Hind wounds a gentleman in a sword fight, but he becomes so
embarrassed to have drawn blood that he returns the victim's money, buys
him dinner, and even finds him a surgeon. “Sir,” Hind says as he departs,
“you are the first man that ever I hurt on the rode, and I am hartily glad there
was no more harme.”29 The gentleness with which Hind treats his victims
operates much like his wit and his social agenda: it softens the robber's
criminality so that he becomes a more sympathetic character.
One detail that particularly softened Hind's reputation was his habit
of leaving his victims with money to “bear their charges,” or to cover
necessary costs. In all of his stories, he never deprives a man of the means to
go on. According to one tale published in 1652, he adopted this habit at the
start of his career during a theft he committed while under the tutelage of the
London thief Thomas “Bishop” Allen. When a gentleman Hind ambushes
hands over £10 and admits that it was all he had, Hind returns a portion of
the money to his stunned victim. “Sir,” he tells the gentleman, “here is forty
shillings for you to bear your charges. In regard, it is my handsel [gift].”
Addressing the gentleman with respect, Hind assures him that he has no
intention of ruining him. Allen watches his new cohort with awe, afterward
holding him up as an example to the rest of the gang. “Did you not see,”
Allen asks, “how he robbed him with a grace?”30 In stories that span his
career, Hind maintains this grace no matter how unpleasant his victim. Even

28 Wit for Mony, n.p. At the end of the trial, Hind was convicted of the lesser offense
of manslaughter, and then pardoned under the Act of Oblivion of 1651.
29 Wit for Mony, n.p.
30 Wit for Mony, n.p.
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a Dutch mountebank who makes his living from fraud benefits from Hind's
mercy when, upon seeing the crook trembling to lose his purse, Hind returns
him enough coins to make do.31
As a bandit backed by moral character, Hind stood for a distinct
kind of thief who appealed to the sympathies of his audience. Though
stealing was a disreputable way of life, Hind had an admirable character: he
was witty, principled, and merciful. In the following sections, we will see
that, often, the same could not be said of his victims.
Coney-Catchers & “Great Thieves”
Having explored Hind's generosity toward the poor, we now turn to
his unforgiving treatment of the rich. It is tempting to conclude that bandits
prey primarily on the rich because they provide the most to steal. But Hind's
interactions with the wealthy, and especially with those who hoard wealth,
suggest that there were additional moral considerations behind his choice of
victims. In A Pill to Purge Melancholy, he targets a lawyer so reluctant to
spend that he starves himself, plus a member of Parliament who tries to feed
his servant for two days on just one shoulder of mutton. Both men
antagonize their neighbors, their guests, and even their prostitutes with their
stinginess. When Hind, disguised first as a whore and then as a bear, tricks
these men out of the money they have stubbornly hoarded, everybody finds
reason to celebrate. The pamphlet's closing verse presents the story's
message:
Those that forsake their friends to save their purse,
May they be serv'd as thou hast been, or worse;
Good company hereafter ne're decline,
But love goodfellowship, lest that the Coin,
For which though carp'st, and takest so much care,

31 Wit for Mony, n.p.
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Be again taken from thee, by the Bear.32
A Pill to Purge Melancholy was, among other things, a commentary on
wealth and those who overvalue it. The Prince of Priggs Revels, a play
published the week of Hind's arrest, staged similar attitudes toward the
greedy. In its first scene, Hind and his gang rob a merchant, tellingly named
Avaritio. They experience little remorse afterward because their victim, an
“old Extortioner” and “a putrid piece of parcemonie,” was hoarding more
money than they felt he deserved.33 They react in the same way to an
alderman from York whose servants and horses “groan with gold.” After
robbing him, Hind's companion Grammario dismissively states, “Tis no sin
to gull him; He'l thank heaven that his own chain did not choak him.”34
If the wealth of merchants, lawyers, and parliamentarians flouts
equity in Hind's story, it presents an even greater offense against morality.
When Hind calls Avaritio “putrid” and accuses him of extortion, he is
questioning his victim's character. A Pill to Purge Melancholy raises the same
question when Hind and the lawyer he is about to rob are said to go “hand in
hand to the Devil (as all Lawyers and Thieves will, without repentance).”35
Though “the Devil” refers in this case to a nearby tavern, the double meaning
is intentional: the lawyer Hind steals from is no less sinful than himself.
The trope of maligning a thief's victims dates back at least as far as
the Elizabethan “coney-catching” pamphlets popularized by the writer
Robert Greene. A literal coney is a rabbit, especially one that will be caught
and cooked; a metaphorical coney is a person vulnerable to being duped.
Coney-catchers were the tricksters who did the duping, often through cardsharking or gambling with loaded dice. In 1592, Greene published a series of

32
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A Pill to Purge Melancholy, 16.
Prince of Priggs Revels, 4.
Prince of Priggs Revels, 10.
A Pill to Purge Melancholy, 5.
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pamphlets warning of the supreme danger of coney-catchers, whom he
claimed to be the most cunning and therefore most villainous of all thieves.36
Within months, he donned the pseudonym “Cuthbert Conny” and responded
to his own complaint with a lengthy defense of the coney-catching way.
Coney-catchers were simple souls, Cuthbert claimed, and their cheats were
negligible compared to those of more important men. What about “those
miserable Usurers...that like Vultures pray uppon the spoyle of the poore?”
he asks. And “doo not the Lawyers make long Pleas, stand upon their
demurres, and have their quirks and quiddities to make his poore Client a
coney?”37 A broker who buys at cheap rates from a thief robs the thief of his
profit, said Cuthbert, just as a man who has sixteen wives robs them all of
their honesty. By attacking card sharks and petty thieves rather than these
more powerful men, Greene had woven a spider web that “strain[s] Gnats,
and passe[s] over Elephants.” If one ignores lawyers, usurers, brokers, and
even bad husbands, he is ignoring the true crooks, the greatest thieves of
all.38

Cuthbert argued that all men grow up to be crooks, and it follows
36 Robert Greene, The Groundworke of Conny-catching, the Manner of their
Pedlers-French, and the Meanes to Understand the Same (1592). Robert Greene,
The Second Part of Conny-catching Contayning the Discovery of Certaine
Wondrous Coosenages (1592). Robert Greene, The Third and Last Part of Connycatching, With the New Devised Knavish Arte of Foole-taking (1592).
37 Greene, The Defence of Conny-Catching, Or a Confutation of those two Injurious
Pamphlets Published by R.G. Against the Practitioners of many Nimble-witted
and Mystical Sciences (1592), n.p.
38 Greene, The Defence of Conny-Catching, n.p. Titus and Sexby, quoted at the start
of this chapter, reinvoked this metaphor after accusing Cromwell of theft, arguing
that if they were to allow such men to stay in power, “Our laws would be then but
Cobwebs indeed, made only to catch Flies; but not to hold Wasps or Hornets: And
it might be then said of all common-wealths, what was said of Athens; That there
onely small Theeves were hanged, but the great ones were free, and condemned
the rest.” See Killing Noe Murder, 7.
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that corrupt authorities were no more entitled than the rest to enforce the
rules of morality.39 Since lawyers and judges were as bad as anybody, the
Defence of Conny-Catching was full of common men and women who took
justice into their own hands. A woman appears at a usurer's door with her
children to explain that her husband has found no administrative remedy for
the land the usurer had taken from him. “I myselfe wil bee Justice, Judge,
and Executioner,” she announces before instructing her children to cut off his
ears.40 Another woman, upon finding that her husband is already married to
fifteen other women, ties his legs together with a rope and castrates him with
a razor. In both cases, the inflicted punishment parodies authorized methods
of carrying out justice. Cutting off a man's ears was a famous (though
perhaps uncommon) punishment for sedition: in 1637, the puritans William
Prynne, John Bastwick, and Henry Burton underwent it for their written
attacks on Laudian Anglicanism.41 Dismemberment, including castration,
was part of the officially sanctioned policy of hanging, drawing, and
quartering, the gruesome fate suffered by convicted traitors such as Hind.
Notably, the woman who performs this punishment in the second story
declares that, if true justice were to be carried out, the rope with which she
tied her husband down would stretch his neck instead of his legs.42 By
including such stories in his Defence, Cuthbert challenges usual
understandings of criminality and justice. In a society where those in power
are greater cheats than the professional cheaters themselves, the closest thing
to just punishment comes not from figures of authority but from common
men and women.
Fifty years after Greene's coney-catching debate, the story of James

39 Greene, The Defence of Conny-Catching, n.p.
40 Greene, The Defence of Conny-Catching, n.p.
41 Frances Condick, “John Bastwick (1595?–1654),” in Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography <http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/1659> accessed February
15, 2011.
42 Frances Condick, “John Bastwick (1595?–1654),” n.p.
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Hind took up this same theme of inverted justice. Hind was a literal thief in a
world of disguised thieves, and his victims were as guilty as he was. The
difference was that Hind's theft was overtly forbidden by the law, whereas
the thefts of his victims – including merchants and lawyers who charged
exorbitant rates and politicians who lived off excessive taxes – were
sanctioned by it. To sympathize with Hind in his struggle against these
lawful “thieves” was an indirect way of challenging the law itself. In a few
moments in Hind's story, this challenge was overt. When Hind encounters
two London lawyers arguing about legal specifics while on their way home
from a proceeding, he asks
Gentlemen, what point of the Law will you give for this? suppose I
take both your monies from you, and give each of you a small Ring
in liew of it?” One of the Lawyers said, “it doth weaken the Law
much, but because we are two and you but one, we may hang you”:
said Hind, “introth I will try the title”: so having a Pistoll ready
made them deliver their money, and gave each of them a ring, and
bid them indite him if they would.
“God be with you,” he calls out, as he abandons the lawyers to the laws that
have failed to protect them from him.43 In other instances, too, Hind
expresses little concern that the law will put an end to theft. When a farmer
asks if he does not fear for his life, Hind responds “that he cared more for the
Lawyers then the Law it selfe, and would be glad to meet them anywhere” –
presumably for a quick swindle.44 Hind, unfazed by the prospect of capture,
seemed beyond the law's judgment. Indeed, his Cuthbert-like conviction that
law and virtue are hardly on the same side suggested that the former was
unfit to judge his deeds in the first place. This idea that figures backed by
legal authority may be no more virtuous than the criminals they catch
43 Wit for Mony, n.p.
44 Wit for Mony, n.p.
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legitimized Hind's irreverence toward those in power.
In fact, the distinction between the good side and the bad is murky
in Hind's stories. Even when it is clear which side has broken the law, it often
remains unclear who has committed the wrong. In an anecdote from his early
days as a thief, he and his mentor Bishop Allen arrive with a gang of
comrades at a village inn. Demands for their capture have already spread
throughout the country, so that even the inhabitants of this “small obscure
village” treat them with suspicion. As they prepare for bed, the local
constable and his watchmen enter their room carrying torches and swords.
Allen, feigning indignation, responds, “Master Constable, you might have
beene more civill then to presse with so much companie into my Chamber at
this time of the night.” Ordering one of his men to bring the constable a
drink, he asks the watch to put out their torches so he can sleep, and then
wishes them all a good night. The constable gulps down a gallon of the
thieves' wine, and, as his watchmen carry his inebriated body out the door, he
tells them:
I am sorrie I have troubled the Gentlemen, did you not see what a
glorious sute lay on the Table: Ile warrant it cost twentie nobles at
least, his men I beleeve are all Gentlemen, or Gentlemens sonnes,
good Lord, if I had taken these men for the Robbers, what should
have become of me?45
At the end of the night, the men on the side of the law appear drunk and daft,
while those acting against it are no worse off for their crimes. By passing
themselves off as gentlemen (a common disguise throughout Hind's stories),
the gang calls into question whether those men whom society respects are
any different from thieves. The constable's apologetic response furthers the
confusion: this story not only portrays gentlemen as thieves but also thieves

45 Wit for Mony, n.p.
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as victims. Thinking he has mistakenly disrupted Allen's evening, the
constable bears full responsibility for the wrongdoing, even though he men
he has supposedly wronged are the true felons.
Later stories repeatedly make use of this same reversal of
criminality. In Wit for Mony's account of Hind's very first highway robbery,
he boxes his victim on the ear for “incivility,” as though his victim's rude
response to being robbed was somehow less mannerly than his own act of
doing the robbing.46 In several instances, Hind even pretends to be the victim
of a theft in order to benefit from the sympathy of the gullible. When he
arrives at a house he plans to plunder, he gains entry by telling the master, “I
am a Gentleman strai'd out of my way, and was persued by theeves; and so I
shall desire you to give me entertainment for this night.”47 Later, by
pretending to be a highwayman's victim, he persuades a parson to share with
him his trick of hiding gold in the collar of his doublet, where no thief will
think to look. With this knowledge, Hind of course takes the duped parson's
hidden gold.48 Most importantly, Hind uses a similar ruse to trick a second
parson into being arrested for highway robbery himself. Claiming to be
concerned about local outlawry, Hind enlists the parson's help in capturing a
gang said to be nearby. The parson, drunk from wedding festivities, then
mistakes a group of gentlemen for this gang and raises his pistol at them. The
gentlemen, confusing the parson for a thief who had robbed them earlier in
the day, respond by bringing him to the justice of the peace, who laughs at
the duped clergyman and commands him to appear at the assizes.49 The
moral of this mess is similar to that of the constable's story: there is little to
distinguish an honest man from a thief. Hind may easily pass for a victim,
and his victims for highwaymen.

46
47
48
49
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Royalism & the Bandit
In each of the tales above, Hind's victim is a figure of authority,
whether in the house, the parish, or the church. This is enough to give his
character some subversive value, but in the last story this value takes on
particular political relevance. The arrested parson in some versions of the tale
does not belong to any specific denomination, so that his story is evidence of
anticlericalism but not necessarily of partisanship. However, in We Have
Brought our Hogs to a Fair Market, printed two months after Hind's arrest,
the parson is identified as a Presbyterian minister.50 Presbyterians stood
against episcopacy, and thus against the king whose Church they rejected.
Thus, when this minister is charged with highway robbery, he becomes an
anti-royalist figure accused of theft. This story might not be overt in its attack
upon parliamentarianism, but it is deeply political: after all, this mockery of a
nonconformist minister appears in a pamphlet that celebrates Hind as “a man
sent to do Wonders,” who sees visions of Charles I and other martyred
royalists in his sleep.51
Hind's story does contain more explicit critiques of parliament and
its agents. Their excisemen were a particularly easy target: charged with the
unpopular task of entering communities during and after the war to collect
heightened taxes on meat, beer, and other commodities, these agents, much
like thieves, took money for a living.52 The earliest account of Hind's
exploits, published the month before his arrest, includes a scene where Hind's
men “as vigilantly watch [the soldiers] coming from London for their
promised money; as the Excise-men did in those days, watch the Cattell
going to Smith-Field.”53 This wording, in which the excisemen eye their

50 We Have Brought Our Hogs, 6.
51 We Have Brought Our Hogs, 6.
52 Underdown, Revel, Riot, Rebellion, 2, 216.
53 Hind's Ramble Or, the Description of his Manner and Course of Life (1652), 15.
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source of profit the same way the robbers eye their potential victims,
suggests the two groups are not so different in their aims. As in the quotation
from Titus and Sexby that opens this paper, the distinction between
collecting taxes and highway robbery does not seem to be a matter of right
and wrong, but a matter of legal and illegal. Given Hind's disregard for the
law, he doubtfully found this distinction meaningful.
In December 1651, The Last Will and Testament of James Hynd,
High-Way Lawyer, appeared in London's bookshops. A deeply satirical work
attributed to (but probably not actually written by) Hind, this pamphlet
claimed to contain the bandit's final wishes as he languished in prison. The
writer introduces himself as “Iames Hynd, High-way Lawyer,” a title that
equates thieves and lawyers in the coney-catching tradition.54 He then
presents a scathing attack of not only attorneys (whom he accuses of
“egregious Procrastinations, Gulleries, and Knaveries practised upon their
poore deluded Clients”) but also parliament. Mocking the exclusion of the
House of Lords from Interregnum parliaments, he declares, “I give to the
said Right Honourable Lords a new Negative Voyce, in lieu of the old, lately
taken from them, viz. To sit and Vote at Belings-gate [fish market], which
Oyster-Wife hath the most voluble and fluent Tongue.”55 After suggesting
that the legislating body had never discussed matters of importance, he
attacks the religious views that had come to dominate it. “I give and
bequeath my Folly, Temerities, and Imbecillitie, to the [Jaded] Presbyterians
of the Age,” he writes, “wishing them more LOVE then hitherto they have
manifested.” Notably, in this line he not only accuses Presbyterians of
unkindness but also alludes to the case of Christopher Love, a Presbyterian
minister executed for treason in August 1651 after abandoning his
parliamentarian loyalties to support the restoration of Charles II. By wishing
the Presbyterians “more LOVE,” Hind implies that he would prefer it if more
54 The Last Will and Testament of James Hynd, Highway Lawyer (1652), 1.
55 The Last Will and Testament of James Hynd, Highway Lawyer (1652), 1.
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of them would join him on the side of truth by turning royalist.56
Later in the Will, Hind maligns those who refuse to devote
themselves to their king, calling them “petulent Papisticall purblind
Presbyters” – a phrase that all at once questioned their intelligence, their
resolution, and their loyalties. Though the doctrines of Presbyterians and
papists differed sharply, both challenged the supremacy of the king by
refusing to recognize him as the head of their church, as Anglicans did. To
call a Presbyterian (or anybody) “papisticall” was to question his loyalty not
only to the Church but also to the crown.57 After raising this provocative
question, Hind sneers at the era of Presbyterian rule. Sarcastically referring
to recent years as “these most pious & immaculate times,” he contrasts the
supposed godliness of the Interregnum regime with its continued depravity:
Never was Age, I thinke, so pure as this.
Seeke all the Common-wealth, and tell me where
You find a proud man, or a flatterer,
A Theefe, a Drunkard, or a Patricide,
A Letcher, Lyer, or what Vice besides...
There's not a man of all the damned Crew
For Hills of Gold would sweare a thing untrue.
Nor drunken Dennis doth by breake of day
Stumble into blind Taverns by the way...
Oh now, not one of thousands doth amisse,
Never was Age, I think, so pure as this.58
The suggestion of this scathing verse is that flatterers, drunkards, lechers,

56 “Love, Christopher (1618–1651),” in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
<http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/17038> accessed February 15, 2011.
57 Last Will and Testament, 4. See Tim Harris, London Crowds in the Reign of
Charles II: Propaganda and politics from the Restoration until the Exclusion
Crisis (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge, 1987), 32–35.
58 Last Will and Testament, 3.
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liars, and of course thieves are to be found almost anywhere, and especially
in “the damned Crew” in power. This instance, in which Hind the thief calls
those who have imprisoned him “theefes,” serves as a particularly powerful
example of the coney-catching tradition at work. Though Hind was the literal
robber, his story was constantly raising the question of whether he or his
parliamentary victims (and eventual captors) were the worse thieves. And
when these victims included drunk constables, anti-episcopalian parsons,
greedy lawyers, extortionate tax collectors, and, above all, a parliament that
has stolen a country from its king, the answer seems remarkably unclear.
Conclusion
When dealing with crimes, notions of right and wrong are typically
straightforward: if the perpetrator has harmed a victim, he is probably wrong,
while the victim, with the benefit of sympathy, is typically right. But Hind's
story subverts these expectations. Hind is a thief, but he is also a clever,
principled figure who gives to the poor and avoids violence. He has broken
the law, but there is little evidence that the law was backed by any moral
authority in the first place. The lawmakers, in fact, seem outright immoral in
his story: they are the equivalent of the coney-catcher's “great thieves,”
powerful men who leveraged their social position to collect vast sums for
their greedy selves. In nearly all stories written about him, Hind, the
professional thief, seems more appealing than his victims, the secret thieves.
In a few stories, he even plays the victim himself.
By glorifying an outlaw and maligning his victims and captors,
Hind's story expressed uncertainty about the legitimacy of those in power. It
is fitting that theft, of all tropes, should have been used to articulate this
pervasive confusion of moral authority. Royalists used many tropes to attack
parliamentarians, among them murder, hypocrisy, and cuckoldry – but no
royalist would have embraced a murderer, a hypocrite, or a cuckold as a hero
of their own. Theft, which apparently lacked the moral clarity of these other
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sins, served a special role in the political rhetoric of the Interregnum. In its
metaphorical richness, it remained at once negative enough to charge one's
enemies with it, positive enough to credit one's heroes with it, and generally
ambiguous enough to reflect the mix-ups of “the world turned upside down.”
Returning to the quotation from Titus and Sexby that opened this
paper, we are left with the question of “where the Thief ends, and the Prince
beginns.” If there is any lesson in Hind's story, it is that Interregnum
audiences found the distinction to be remarkably unclear. Instead of drawing
a line between right and wrong, those who wrote and talked about Hind
created an outlaw hero who represents good by being bad, and a body of
lawful (in fact, legislating) villains who claim to be saintly but are full of
vice. Hind's celebrity, especially among the common classes that his
pamphlets targeted, reminds us that Interregnum inversion was more than an
issue of high politics. Underneath the machinations of Charles and
Cromwell, the English public understood the changing order well enough to
appreciate stories based around it, and to glorify heroes based upon it.
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Cultural Friction: Turkish-German Hip-Hop
Leslie Primack
“This is hip-hop: God punished it with me.”1 With these ironic
words, Turkey’s most famous rapper, Ceza, claims his impact on the global
art form of hip-hop. However, to understand Ceza’s success, one must begin
in Berlin in the early 1990s, where groups of mostly male second-generation
Turkish youths began to use hip-hop as a means of self-expression. In the
last twenty years, Turkish-German2 hip-hop—born in Kreuzberg, Berlin’s
traditionally Turkish neighborhood—has expanded throughout Germany and
into Turkish markets, spurring the development of Turkey’s own hip-hop
movement. Theorists have often framed the identity politics of TurkishGerman hip-hop in terms of opposites: homeland vs. host country, ethnic
nationalism vs. assimilation, global vs. local, and cultural resistance vs.
commodification of multiculturalism.3 But these binaries ignore the inner
diversity of the movement and its ability to fuse paradoxical elements and
ideas. This art form is not an anomaly, but a product of the cultural friction
of bodies and media crossing national borders. Turkish-German rap captures

1

“Holocaust,” Ceza, trans. in Faith Atkin, Crossing the Bridge: The Sound of Istanbul
[video recording].
2
“Turkish-German,” although used here for convenience, is a misleading term because
it implies that all participants in the movement are ethnic Turks living in Germany.
The binary created by the term wrongly suggests that this rap is a simple hybridization
of Turkish and German culture. Further, the term is not used by Germans or Turks,
who often use simply the word “Turk” to designate this population. This hip-hop
movement would be perhaps better described as Kreuzberg hip-hop, but because this
music scene has spread well beyond Kreuzberg, I will continue to refer to it as
“Turkish-German” hip-hop. In fact, the diversity of the movement is evident in the
lack of consensus on how to name it.
3
Levent Soysal. “Rap, Hiphop, Kreuzberg: Scripts of/for Migrant Youth Culture in the
WorldCity Berlin.” New German Critique 92 (2004), 62-81.
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the mindset of a youthful population for which the phrase, “You are a Turk
from Germany,”4 is not a contradiction, but at the center of their identity.
The History of Turkish-German Rap
During the 1960s, when Germany recruited thousands of foreigners
as temporary guest workers or Gästarbeiter, many Turkish immigrants
settled in West Berlin’s Kreuzberg district for its cheap housing—the same
thing that attracted young artists, punks, and squatters.5 After the end of the
Gästarbeiter policy in 1973, Berlin’s immigrant population grew primarily
through family reunification and the birth of second-generation Turkish
immigrants. During the Soviet era, Kreuzberg was enclosed on three sides
by the Berlin Wall, but the fall of the Wall in 1989 propelled Kreuzberg to
the geographical and cultural center of the city. Amidst this climate in the
early 1990s, the Kreuzberg hip-hop scene formed. It began as a movement
primarily among young working-class males and was often concentrated in
youth centers.
The first rap group to achieve commercial success was Cartel, a
collaboration of three rap groups organized by Berlin producer Ozan Sinan.
The group consisted of Karakan from Nürnberg, Da Crime Posse from Kiel,
and Erci-E from Berlin; of its seven members, five were Turkish, one
German, and one Afro-Cuban. The rappers of Cartel, whom many consider
the founders of Turkish-German or Kreuzberg rap, were neither solely ethnic
Turks nor solely Berlin residents. The group wore black clothing with
Turkish symbols and rapped in Turkish, English, German, and Spanish.6
4

“Sen Turksun” (“You are a Turk”), Cartel, on their self-titled album. Translation
from Çinar, Alev, “Cartel: Travels of German-Turkish Rap Music.” Middle East
Report 211 (1999), 43-44.
5
Regine Wosnitza. “A Walk on Berlin's Wild Side.” Time Magazine, 2003. Accessed
December 10, 2009. http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,901030421443145,00.html.
6
Ayhan Kaya, Sicher in Kreuzberg: Constructing diasporas—Turkish hip-hop youth
in Berlin (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction, 2001), 47.
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They mixed elements of traditional Turkish arabesque music with hip-hop,
and their lyrics called for unity between Turkish populations around the
world.

Their self-titled CD brought them almost instant, if short-lived,

international fame. Within a month of its release in 1995, it had sold 30,000
copies in Germany and 180,000 in Turkey.7 The group disbanded a year
later, but many of its artists continued to pursue solo careers.
Islamic Force, a similarly diverse hip-hop group, began in 1986 but
did not enjoy the success of Cartel. Its members were Berliners of varying
ethnic backgrounds: rappers Boe B. and Killa Hakan were Turkish, DJ
Derezon was German-Spanish, and soul singer Nelie—Derezon’s wife—was
German-Albanian.8 Boe B. rapped primarily in English because it was hiphop’s “original vernacular.”9 While Islamic Force’s lyrics addressed their
experiences in Kreuzberg and their imagined homelands in Turkey, they also
stressed a utopian humanism that transcended the Turkish identity. After
their debut EP in 1993, The Whole World is Your Home, and their first
album, My Melody, they attempted to transition to the Turkish market in
1996—a plan that was never realized. The group dissolved after Boe B.’s
death in 1999.
Since the 1990s, Turkish-German hip-hop has expanded beyond
Kreuzberg, while Kreuzberg’s reputation has expanded beyond hip-hop.
Immigrants still heavily populate Kreuzberg (in 2006 31.6% of its residents
were not German citizens), and this population is still relatively young; in
2004, 36% of Berlin’s Turks were between 10 and 20 years old.10 Although
Kreuzberg is still known for its Turkish population, Berlin’s gentrification
and growing international popularity, as well as the rise of techno, has
largely overshadowed Kreuzberg’s role as a hip-hop center.

7

Çinar, 43.
Kaya, 51; Soysal, 76.
9
Soysal, 76.
10
Soysal, 67.
8
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Kreuzberg draws young Berliners and tourists to its corridor of restaurants
and cafés and to the Berghain and the Watergate, two of Berlin’s most
famous techno clubs.
If Kreuzberg’s reputation has outgrown Turkish-German hip-hop,
the reverse is also true. Some of the most popular Turkish-German rappers
of the last ten years come from regions outside of Berlin, although they
maintain ties with the city. One of Germany’s biggest Turkish rappers, Kool
Savas, who rose to fame in the 2000s, was born and currently resides in
North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, although he was introduced to hip-hop
during a period when he lived in Berlin. He is still popularly known as a
“Berlin rapper.”

Eko Fresh, from Mönchengladbach, Germany, was

mentored by Kool Savas in Berlin and began to enjoy large-scale fame
around 2002, but since then the two rappers have carried on a prolonged
public dispute. Rappers from Islamic Force and Cartel, particularly Killa
Hakan and Erci-E, have had successful solo careers. In addition, Azize-A, a
female rapper from Berlin, gained widespread recognition with her album Es
ist Zeit (“It’s time”), challenging the image of Turkish-German hip-hop as
necessarily male.
Meanwhile, the popularity of Berlin rappers in Turkey propelled
the creation of Turkey’s own hip-hop movement.

Ceza, Turkey’s

preeminent hip-hop artist, has gained international recognition. While his
popularly indicates that Turkish hip-hop has come into its own, his work
remains intertwined with Germany. Some of his music was produced under
the German label Hammer Musik and he has collaborated with TurkishGerman rappers such as Killa Hakan and Eko Fresh. Ceza’s enigmatic
statement, “This is hip-hop: God punished it with me,” with its bravado and
individualism, grows out of a complex story of global and local styles,
innovation, competition, and conflict.
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Theories and Analytic Categories
Various theories have grappled with the diversity and seeming
paradoxes within the Turkish-German hip-hop movement. Because it is a
form of artistic production from an immigrant group, many historians use
models for analyzing immigrant identity to understand the movement.
Immigrant identity is often framed in terms of ‘diaspora.’ In the face of
social exclusion in their host country, immigrants turn to the memory of their
homeland (or ‘imagined homeland,’ in the case of second- and thirdgeneration immigrants) for a sense of identity and authenticity. The story of
diaspora is a struggle to carve a hybrid identity from two opposing spheres:
the gritty reality of the host country and the idealized culture of the imagined
homeland. It assumes a sense of rootlessness and double-consciousness: “a
restless presence ‘here’ and really being ‘there.’”11 The imagination of the
homeland, or the process of “remaking, or recovering, the past,”12 allows
diasporic communities to cope with their present situations without actively
challenging the status quo, and forge an identity independent from the
hegemonic structures of their host country.

In the tense ‘here-there’

existence of immigrants, the imagined past offers comfort in the face of
alienation and exclusion.

The resulting hybrid identity mixes cultural

elements of both the homeland and the host country.
However, the concept of diaspora does not adequately explain the
processes of identity formation in immigrant populations, and the case of
Turkish-German hip-hop reveals its limitations.

First, the process of

hybridization “assumes a change from ‘original’ to ‘mixed’ under external
duress.”13 It flattens the categories of Turkish and German into homogenous
terms and sets them directly at odds. This obscures the variety of ways in
11

Soysal, 64.
Kaya, 44.
13
Soysal, 63.
12
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which individual hip-hop artists both relate to Turkey and experience life in
Germany. Further, it does not allow for inner conflict, misunderstanding,
and competing approaches to self-expression within the Turkish-German rap
movement. It overlooks the ways in which Turkishness and Germanness
influence each other and can change each other’s meanings. In addition, it
does not account for these youths’ relation to entities larger or smaller than
the nation-state—most importantly Kreuzberg as a source of local
authenticity and international hip-hop as a means of expression. The binary
between host and home created by diaspora imposes on all immigrant
communities the sense of being caught between two worlds or drawn in two
directions at once.
An alternative model that begins to correct the nation-centric
problems of diaspora is the tension between universalism and particularism,
or the global and the local. In this sense, the rappers negotiate between their
particular experiences as ethnically Turkish youths in Kreuzberg and the
international influence of hip-hop, the art form in which they frame their
experiences. The universal aspects of Turkish-German rap are seen in the use
of English, references to American culture,14 and especially the utopian
visions that pervade its lyrics. Bands such as Cartel and Islamic Force rap
about idealized visions of the future, in which humanity will be united and
overcome current injustices and disputes—a common element in the global
form of hip-hop. However, the structure of this model, in that it presents a
dichotomy between global and local and assumes that Turkish-German rap
falls somewhere in between, begins to resemble that of the diasporic model,
and again risks overly simplifying the movement. It again sets up two forces
pulling in opposite directions, without allowing the examination of this
14

The degree to which American culture represents international culture is a point of
tension, and one that will be explored later in the essay. However, because hip-hop
originated in the U.S. but is now recognized as an international art form, and because
American pop culture is pervasive worldwide, references to American culture are in
many ways references to global culture, and therefore universalistic gestures.
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movement in its own right. By combining the influences of the local and the
global with those of homeland and host country, one arrives at a more
sophisticated means of analysis: the interplay between imagined past, glocal
present conditions, and utopian future. However, this model still implies one
universal Turkish-German experience and does not captures the inner
frictions that force the movement to evolve and expand.
Other theories frame the relation between Turkish-German hip-hop
and mainstream German culture in terms of periphery versus center. Kaya
argues that this movement represents “radical opposition from the margins”
against dominant German culture. By contrast, Ayse Çağlar proposes that
Turkish-German hip-hop exists at the ‘center’ of society and can “contribute
to the further commodification and reification of ‘cultural differences’.”15
An examination of Berlin’s institutional framework in which this movement
arose, Çağlar argues, reveals the state-sponsored promotion of hip-hop
among migrant youth and the “traces of this institutional relationship” in the
discourse and self-images of Turkish-German rappers.16 During the mid1990s, growing neo-Nazi attacks on immigrants spurred state-sponsored
campaigns to promote rap as a constructive alternative to youth violence.
This use of hip-hop as “the pedagogical tool of choice”17 revolved largely
around Berlin’s youth centers, which were popular teen hangouts and
became nodes of cultural production. However, the fact that many youth
centers fell under the umbrella of Kreuzberg’s municipal government is lost
when discussing Turkish-German hip-hop as a rebellious art form on the
margins. The center vs. periphery debate can also be framed by asking
whether Turkish-German hip-hop is a top-down or bottom-up mode of
cultural production. Although these two influences do impact the content
15 Çağlar, Ayse. “Popular Culture, Marginality and Institutional Incorporation:
German-Turkish Rap and Turkish Pop in Berlin,” Cultural Dynamics 10, no. 3 (1998),
243-261.
16
Çağlar, 243.
17
Soysal, 69.
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and dissemination of this music, by focusing solely on either TurkishGerman hip-hop’s oppositional or commoditizing elements, one overlooks
the way that rebellious impulses and institutional influences can coexist,
mutate, and combine.
The tensions between Turkish and German culture have also been
viewed in terms of Turkish nationalism vs. German assimilation. Cartel’s
emphasis on ethnic Turkish nationalism and blood brotherhood worried
many Germans, who interpreted Cartel’s success as “undeniable signs of
isolationism and segregation” in Germany’s Turkish population.18

They

pointed to Catel’s popularity among far-right Turkish nationalists: the
group’s concerts in Turkey attracted many members of the violent ultranationalist Turkish youth group, the Grey Wolves. Further, Cartel’s “B-Boy
salute” resembled the Grey Wolves’ trademark hand gesture—a resemblance
that, if coincidental, remained central to fears of Cartel’s ethnic separatism.19
Kaya combines ideas of nationalism and opposition to describe Cartel as “a
collective challenge to the consensus logic of Germany . . . a variant of
minority nationalism [that] should be explored in relation to the majority
nationalism.”20 The nationalist character of the lyrics had developed to resist
the German forces of assimilation and racism. This analysis centers on
Cartel because it was by far the biggest name in Turkish-German hip-hop in
its early years and thus is often examined as the personification of the
movement overall. However, other 1990s groups such as Islamic Force,
although they heavily draw on references to Turkey, did not advocate the
same pan-Turkish unity that caused people to equate Cartel with Turkish
ultra-nationalism.

Further, Cartel’s breed of ethnic nationalism was

inherently playful and was not intended to contradict their ‘belonging’ in
Germany. They actively advocated against separatism, and were perturbed
18

Soysal, 72.
Soysal, 72.
20
Kaya, 48.
19
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by their popularity among Turkish radicals.

The dichotomy between

rebellious Turkish nationalism and state-imposed assimilation overlooks
misunderstanding transmission across cultures and the multi-referentiality of
Turkish-German hip-hop.
Although most published analysis of this movement focuses on the
foundational hip-hop groups of the 1990s, the same pluralities of Cartel’s
music also pervade Turkish-German rap today. Examining one little-known
Turkish-German rapper can illustrate how ethnic nationalism and dominant
German culture are not directly at odds, but are often fluidly mixed. Em-G, a
Berlin-based21 Turkish-German rapper, produces music with Ayylidiz
Records but is currently unsigned with a major record label. Despite his
minimal fame, his music videos can now reach global audiences through
youtube.com and myspace.com. His video “Wir Türken” (“We Turks”) has
echoes of Cartel’s refrain, “You are a Turk in Germany.” Em-G raps in
Turkish and German, heavily incorporating traditional Turkish arabesque
music.

His video seamlessly mixes Turkish symbolism with images of

Berlin. The video quickly cuts from a shot of Berlin’s U-Bahn (subway) to a
group of young men carrying dozens of Turkish flags, then to a man wearing
a shirt that says “Berlin.” The omnipresence of Turkish symbols in Em-G’s
music and his assertion, “We Turks,” does not reflect antagonistic ethnic
nationalism or separatism.

These symbols are not seen as opposing

Germany, and his video shows him palling around with his friends on the
streets of Berlin while waving Turkish flags. Em-G does not see German
and Turkish as mutually exclusive; although he refers to himself as a Turk, to
him “Turk” does not prevent him from belonging in Berlin. This is perhaps
best captured in an image of him in Wir Türken cheerily holding up a t-shirt
that says “Wedding” (his neighborhood in Berlin) printed in red and white,
21

Em-G is not from Kreuzberg but from the working-class neighborhood of Wedding,
which he strongly represents—a reason why it is problematic to call this movement
Kreuzberg rap.
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the colors of the Turkish flag. Em-G represents a strain of contemporary
Turkish-German hip-hop that is still largely un-commercial. In its gratuitous
use of Turkish symbolism—which should not be misconstrued as a call for
ethnic separatism—alongside images of Berlin, it illustrates that the multireferentiality of 1990s Kreuzberg hip-hop can still be found in the
movement’s current state.
The deficiencies of the theories previously discussed lie in their
construction of binaries: home vs. host, past vs. present, universal vs.
particular, periphery vs. center, opposition vs. commodification.

Their

structure—tension between two antitheses—does not reflect the lived
experiences of Turkish-German rappers. They imply that every rapper feels
himself (or herself) pulled between two opposing tendencies, and that each
one feels and reacts to the same tensions in the same ways. This is further
complicated because hip-hop as an art form can support paradox. In TurkishGerman rappers’ songs, “recklessness and heroic gestures go hand in hand
with prudence and cool manners.”22

Although Turkish-German youth

certainly grapple with the meanings of Turkish and German in their music,
they are reacting to a discursive binary between Turk and German that was
already in place and which they have grown up hearing.

Theories that

attempt to measure immigrant identity in terms of dichotomy only further the
dominant discourse of the cultural Self vs. Other, rather than examining the
cultural movement on its own terms. Not only is immigrant identity oversimplified by binaries, but hip-hop cannot be understood by totalizing
theories since it incorporates paradox, confusion, and multiple meanings.
Levent Soysal rightly critiques these binaries and the diasporic model, but in
their stead he proposes that Turkish-German hip-hop is best explained by the
universal ghetto narrative, which is linked to the genre of rap. He claims that
Cartel is “nothing but an accomplished rap performance on the order of its

22

Soysal, 75.
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counterparts in other places (e.g., in Istanbul, Paris, and Los Angeles).”23
This theory is extremely simplistic, completely denying the unique elements
of the experiences of rappers in these regions, such as the Gästarbeiter
legacy, Turkish culture and history, and the change in Kreuzberg’s status
after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Although these rappers belong to one
international hip-hop dialogue, their lived experiences and their cultural
referents are of an infinite variety. Soysal’s argument is also ahistorical;
equating Kreuzberg rappers with those in Istanbul obscures the fact that hiphop was born in Berlin before traveling to Turkey. Soysal’s universal ghetto
narrative is even more totalizing than the binaries previously discussed: it
places not only all Turkish-German rappers, but all rappers on identical
trajectories, ignoring questions of historicity, cultural flow, and translation.
Though all the factors previously discussed do contribute to the
Turkish-German hip-hop movement, I take issue not with their inclusion, but
with the totalizing logic of the theories. Each time a distinction is made
(Turk vs. German, center vs. periphery), a gap is created. It is the productive
space within these gaps that Turkish-German hip-hop occupies. As such,
this movement can be better explained by a theory that places the interplay
between multiple factors in the foreground. The word movement itself helps
to capture the nature of Turkish-German hip-hop: it is a phenomenon not of
harmonious forward motion but a series of dynamic gestures that can
converge, diverge, and clash. The movement of Turkish-German hip-hop is
propelled by the friction of translation.24 Ideas such as nationalism, Turkish,
and German are constantly renegotiated through cultural flow. In the context
of

movement

through

friction,

moments

of

cultural

clash

and

misunderstanding (such as Cartel’s shock and horror at their warm reception

23

Soysal, 75.
The ideas of the productivity of gaps and movement propelled by friction draw
heavily from: Anna Tsing, Friction: an ethnography of global connection (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005).
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by Turkish extremists), since they defy traditional models of analysis, can
illuminate the inner diversity, paradoxes, and layering of meaning that
characterize Turkish-German hip-hop.
Diversity of the ‘Turkish’ Community
Turkish-German hip-hop highlights the diversity of the “Turkish”
population.

Although Turkish in the German context denotes an ethnic

category, Turkey contains many ethnicities that frequently clash. Cartel’s
ethnic nationalism is a call for unity against racism: “Turk, Kurd, Laz, and
Circassian / We will lose if we disunite.”25 Ironically, just as Germans
collapse all Turkish ethnicities into one ethnic Other, Turkish-German
rappers often use similar collapsing rhetoric in order to unite all Turks.
Thus, the “You Turks” discourse of mainstream German culture becomes
Em-G’s “We Turks” and Erci-E’s “Weil ich ein Türke bin” (“Because I am a
Turk”). However, in addition to calls for pan-Turkish unity, some artists call
attention to the inner diversity of the immigrant population. As Islamic
Force describes the migration of Turkish peasants within their country before
coming to Germany: “They arrived in Istanbul from their villages / And got
searched in the German customs.”26 In addition to the ethnic and geographic
diversity of Turkish immigrants, Turkey itself has an identity with many
contradictory elements. “[Istanbul] is a town of contrasts; beautiful-ugly,
cold-warm, old-new, rich-poor,” said two of the city’s residents.27 Turkey’s
tenuous position between the East and the West, though outside the scope of
this paper, is a reminder that the cultural referent of Turkey is not a singular
or entirely coherent entity. However, the idea of Turkey is often condensed
with translation across cultures, both by mainstream German culture and by
Turkish-Germans.
25

“Bloodbrothers,” Karakan (Cartel), trans. Kaya, 50.
“Selaminaleyküm” by Islamic Force; Translation in Kaya, 53.
27
Akin, Crossing the Bridge.
26
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In addition, Turkish-German hip-hop is predominantly a workingclass art form. Rappers such as Boe B. criticized the dominant Turkish
media for representing “the ‘successful’ and ‘well-integrated’ middle-class
Turkish youngsters rather than the working-class youth in Berlin.”28
Similarly, many of these artists reject Turkish pop for its passivity and
commercial quality. “Turkish pop is not for us,” said Erci-E of Cartel. “It is
just talking about love, that is it.”29 Kreuzberg-born rapper Ünal explained,
“Rap is rebellious music, whereas pop is commercial music . . . . When a
rebellious rap becomes too popular, it shouldn’t be conceived of as pop
music, because it keeps its social critique.”30

Turkish-German hip-hop

critiques both German and Turkish mainstream culture along class lines.
Although these rappers are primarily second- and third-generation
Turkish immigrants, they are certainly not all Turkish.

DJ Derezon of

Islamic Force was born of a German mother and Spanish father but identifies
with the Turkish experience because he feels alienated by mainstream
German culture. Derezon’s wife, also in Islamic Force, was GermanAlbanian, and Cartel contained an Afro-Cuban member. The multi-ethnic
nature of this music can be seen in Turkish-German rapper Eko Fresh’s song
“Wo ich bleib” (“Where I remain”) in collaboration with Portuguese and
black artists El Chicko and Ado Kojo. Some ethnically Turkish rappers
collaborate with German rappers, such as Kool Savas’s joint hip-hop group
with

[non-white

non-Turkish]

German

rapper

Taktloss—Westberlin

Maskulin—from 1997 to 2000. The Turkish-German hip-hop community
has never been solely ethnically Turkish, and now it is no longer exclusively
located in Germany. Killa Hakan has frequently collaborated with Istanbul
rapper Ceza, such as in their joint song “Delight.”

28

Kaya, 51.
Kaya, 54.
30
Kaya, 56.
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Language, Translation, and Audience
The diversity and multi-referentiality of Turkish-German hip-hop
is most apparent in the rappers’ choice and manipulation of language. These
artists generally rap in Turkish, German, or English, often mixing multiple
languages in one song. Cartel, with one Afro-Cuban member, also rapped in
Spanish. The model of ‘movement and new meaning through the friction of
translation’ is especially apparent on the level of language and audience.
These rappers do not simply combine multiple languages; they bend them in
ways that create new meanings. The best example is the word Kanak, an
appropriation of the German slur for ethnic immigrant, Kanake, in much the
same way that nigga was adopted by African-American rappers to subvert
the racist meaning of nigger.

Kanak at once references the racism of

German culture, Turkish ethnic / ‘foreigner’ identity, and African-American
hip-hop culture, whose wordplay it mirrors. The layering of meaning in the
term Kanak pervades Turkish-German hip-hop.

The word was further

mutated into the Kanaksta movement (a combination of Kanak and gangsta),
and by Feridun Zaimoğlu in his labeling of the stylized slang of TurkishGerman youth Kanak Sprak (“Kanak speech”), which Tom Cheesman
describes as “a customized German, featuring rap rhythms and verbal riffs,
using international English phrases, and deploying a vast vocabulary of
German dialect and slang terms, with frequent fresh-minted compounds.”31
The word Kanak was adopted by many artists, including the recent rap group
Crazy Kanak, and Islamic Force, who changed their name to Ka-Nak when
considering a transition into the Turkish market.
Cultural Friction
The story of Islamic Force’s transition to Ka-Nak emphasizes the
friction of translation within and across cultures. After seeing Cartel’s
31

Tom Cheesman, "Talking ‘Kanak’: Zaimoğlu contra Leitkultur," New German
Critique 92 (2004), 86.
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success in Turkey, Islamic Force planned an album to be released in Turkey
in 2006.

However, they saw how young far-right Turkish extremists

misunderstood the anti-racist ethnic nationalism of Cartel. The group had no
strong ties to Islam and had chosen their name to be provocative to German
audiences, whom they felt unfairly equated Islam with fundamentalism.32
They feared Turkish ultra-nationalists would take their name literally, so they
changed it to Ka-Nak, which they thought a Turkish audience would better
understand. Ka-Nak is an elaborate play on words: in addition to referring to
the slang Kanak, Kan Ak literally means ‘flowing blood’ in Turkish, and Ka
means ‘human’ in Polynesian.33 Thus, transmission across cultures pushed
Islamic Force to re-conceptualize themselves and their message, and they did
so by layering many meanings into one word. Their new name blended all
the connotations of Kanak with the reference to blood—which can refer
either to violence or to ethnicity—common in rap music, as well as with Ka
or ‘human,’ a nod to the universal humanism of their lyrics. In Islamic
Force’s case, the friction of cultural misunderstanding, or multiple ways of
understanding, created new meaning. This translation was also not simply
linguistic. Islamic Force reshaped its musical style for a Turkish audience.
Boe B., their main rapper, originally made ‘authentic’ hip-hop, rapping
mostly in English in order to stay close to the original language of rap.
Unlike Cartel, who sampled heavily from arabesque, Islamic Force emulated
the global hip-hop sound rather than incorporating the Turkish style.
However, their attempted foray into the Turkish market caused a radical
change in Islamic Force’s style.

They transitioned from ‘authentic’ to

‘oriental’ rap. The main track was to be a cover of “Hadi Bakalim,” a
famous Turkish pop song, with new lyrics taken from a Turkish poem, “At
the Table of Plunder,” by Tevfik Fikret.

The song’s provocative lyrics

32

A discussion of the role of Islam in both Turkish-German hip-hop and the migrant
experience is relevant but outside the scope of this paper.
33
Soysal, 77.
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attacking corruption were tempered by the melody of the laid-back pop song
whose original title meant “Come on, Take it Easy.”34 Their new music had
lyrics in Turkish and was driven by melody, a strong contrast to their original
sound, which combined rap lyrics in English with a bass beat. Traditionally,
incorporation of cultural influences of the homeland in immigrant
communities is seen in terms of a search for authenticity grounded in an
imagined past. However, Islamic Force’s inclusion of Turkish music was a
move away from authenticity in an effort to present a song that was more
accessible to a Turkish audience. Theirs is a story of mobility and reciprocal
cultural exchange between Germany and Turkey, mediated by the Americanborn global style of hip-hop.

It differs greatly from the traditional and

largely static view of second-generation immigrants, in which the only
cultural flow occurs on the level of imagined identification with the
homeland. However, in the case of Islamic Force, this cultural flow was not
realized as planned. They were unable to release their album, Mesaj, in
Turkey, and instead released it in Germany a year later. Due to a copyright
dispute they had to relinquish their new name, changing it to $slamic Force.
Although the group disbanded in 1999, their music is now available to the
Turkish market through the Internet.
In the case of Cartel, moments of cultural friction shed light on the
very different ways that mainstream German culture, Turkish radicals, and
the rappers themselves interpret the same ideas. As the first Turkish-German
rap group to reach international fame, Cartel was regarded by Germans as the
voice of Turkish youth. Therefore, many Germans interpreted their calls to
blood brotherhood as troubling evidence of violent isolationist sentiment
among Turkish immigrants. In the German media, their refrain, “You are a
Turk from Germany,” was shorted to, “You are a Turk,” a phrase that
dominated popular fears about Cartel. However, Cartel was not advocating

34
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separatism or a return to Turkey; their families had been established in
Germany long enough that there was no longer a ‘myth of return to the
homeland.’ Instead, they criticized “the perception of diasporic youth as
‘Almanci’ (German-like) in Turkey and ‘Ausländer’ (foreigner) in
Germany.”35 Cartel’s concept of Turk “is not a foreigner; he belongs to
Germany, although not to Germannness.”36 Turkish nationalism to them
meant ethnic solidarity in the fight against racism and other injustices, which
they linked to the possibility of a better future. Germans’ misrepresentation
of Cartel’s ethnic nationalism largely stemmed from the legacy of fascism in
Germany, an issue that Cartel explicitly addressed: “We said ‘piss off
skinhead!’ / When we said we were Turks, / We were labeled as fascist.”37
Germany’s memory of fascism affects their understanding of nationalism,
such that “any unqualified reference to Turkishness (or Germanness) carries
the burden of being identified as an unreformed nationalist—hence, a
fascist.”38 In this way, Turkish-German youth ironically were equated with
the neo-Nazi youth against whom they fought.39 On the other side, when
Cartel toured Turkey in 1995, their message was misunderstood in Turkey,
which was experiencing a time of intense popular nationalism.40 Not only
did the Turkish media extensively promote Cartel to mobilize resistance
against such challenges to the state as Kurdish separatism, but Cartel was
greeted by hoards of ultra-nationalist fans, who shouted nationalist and antiKurdish slogans.
resentment

Cartel’s call to ethnic solidarity, “an expression of

against

ultranationalism,

was

35

being

cheered

by

Kaya, 49.
Çinar, 44.
37
Kaya, 50.
38
Soysal, 75.
39
This can also be seen in the ways that the state promoted hip-hop as a productive
alternative to youth violence in the early 1990s. Although the violence began with
rising neo-Nazi attacks on immigrants, the state viewed both neo-Nazi and immigrant
youth as part of the same problem of radicalized angry youth, and they encouraged
hip-hop as anti-violence education in both populations.
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ultranationalists.”41

Cartel was horrified by this misinterpretation and

disappointed with their Turkish tour.

The band broke up a year later.

Cartel’s story is one of motion, multiple meanings, and misunderstanding.
The friction of multiple cultures interpreting concepts such as ‘nationalism’
in different ways is not captured in the binary between Turkish nationalism
and German assimilation.
Hip-Hop
In addition the use of Turkish, German, and English, the
international language of rap also mediates this form of expression. This art
form reflects not only the rappers’ particular ideas about what it means to be
a Turkish-German youth, but also the way they see themselves in relation to
hip-hop as a global art form. For example, hip-hop discourse often includes
a universal vision of a better future.
“universalist political rap,”

42

Islamic Force, which Kaya terms

strongly linked personal authenticity with

universalist pronouncements. The titles of their debut EP and first record,
The Whole World is Your Home and My Melody, combine their individual
identity (My Melody) with a vision of “a world inhabited by a great family,
without ethnic differences and without hierarchies.”43

This interplay

between individualism and universalist humanism grows out of both the
particular experiences of Islamic Forces’ members and of the conventions of
hip-hop lyrics. Even Cartel’s lyrics, which are often provocative calls for
ethnic solidarity, rely on an idealized vision of the future: “All together we
will break up the chains . . . If you’re ready, it’s your turn now.”44 Cartel’s
utopic future is often overlooked, causing their lyrics to be misconstrued by
both Germans and ultra-nationalist Turks as ethnic separatism and war

41
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against German culture. The “affirmative vision of world harmony”45 in
much Turkish-German hip-hop challenges the stereotype of migrant youth as
rootless, combative, and reactionary.
Because hip-hop was born out of the particularities of the AfricanAmerican experience and subsequently universalized, it is impossible to
disentangle this art form from American culture.

Turks in Berlin see

parallels between their social exclusion and that of blacks in the U.S., an
analogue that the popularity of Turkish-German hip-hop highlights. It is
difficult to discern to what degree Turkish-German rappers view American
culture and international hip-hop as interchangeable—a fact underscored by
the use of English in their lyrics and names, as well as by overt references to
American pop culture. Boe B. got his nickname because his friends thought
he resembled Bobby from the American television series Dallas.

Eko

Fresh’s song “Wo ich blieb” (“Where I remain”) references Sylvester
Stallone and Al Capone. Additionally, rap culture is largely inseparable
from English because it is based on a particular breed of English slang. Ünal
calls himself Soft-G onstage, with the G standing for “gangsta.” But each
rap artist has a different personal approach to hip-hop, and some distance
themselves from American hip-hop. One of Ceza’s collaborators parodied
the violent machismo of American rap, saying, “‘We are gansta, we kill.’
We do nothing like this.”46 American hip-hop itself has been simultaneously
evolving on a global scale.

Many critics feel it has shifted away from

original rap that emphasized ghetto lifestyle to more commercialized rap that
targeted a larger audience, which prompted Nas’s pronouncement in 2006
that “Hip-hop is dead.” In recent years, there has been a renewed effort to
recapture the hip-hop’s original message and style.

This debate over

authenticity and the role of hip-hop is one that Turkish-German rappers are
45
46
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certainly aware of and illustrates that even ‘American hip-hop’ is not without
inner conflict.
Individualism and Masculinity
Hip-hop often proclaims a fierce individualism, which in part explains
Ceza’s individualistic claim, “This is hip-hop: God punished it with me.”
Eko Fresh raps in a similar tone, calling himself the “Boss of the West” and
describing the rise of his collaborator, El Chicko, in similarly grandiose
terms: “Alle Herren gehört / Denn es kommt ein ganz neue Rapper aus,”
(“All the men heard / Because a totally new rapper has emerged”).47 This
machismo can often extend into womanizing.

The Turkish-German rap

group Black Jackets, in their testosterone-driven video, “Terror Hurricane,”
is saturated with images of pimps, strippers, and guns. Cartel’s lyrics often
include boasts about picking up women at discotheques.

How can one

reconcile Cartel’s womanizing with their calls to civic responsibility and
unity against discrimination? Soysal argues that the answer lies in the form
of hip-hop itself. It is an art form that supports paradox, contradiction, and
confusion: “recklessness and heroic gestures go hand in hand with prudence
and cool manners.”48 Boasts about one-night stands coexist with earnest
advice to “lead a resourceful life.”49
Although Islamic Force had one female member, Turkish-German
hip-hop is almost entirely a male movement. The most notable exception is
Aziza-A, a female rapper from Berlin, who considers her music ‘oriental rap’
and attempts to reach a broader audience by showing that “second- and thirdgeneration Turkish youngsters have become very ‘multi-kulti’ and
cosmopolitan.”50 Though she resists the term ‘feminist rapper,’ she hopes to

47
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break the stereotype of immigrant women as “sitting at home and doing
housework all day.”51

However, questions of the misogyny in Turkish-

German hip-hop are often overshadowed by discussions of the rappers’
identity politics. Soysal asks why the German media saw Cartel’s ethnic
nationalism as a “more serious offense than implicit violence against women
in an album ridden with male sexual commentary in every other song.”52
Turkish-German Hip-Hop Today: Conclusions
Turkish-German hip-hop resists generalizations.

One cannot

equate Turkish symbolism with aggression against German culture: Em-G’s
music videos are replete with Turkish symbols and musical styles but his
tone is happy and incorporates pride in his German neighborhood, whereas
Crazy Kanak shows extreme antagonism to hegemonic structures without
referring to the culture of an imagined homeland.53 Additionally, many
smaller rap groups such as Em-G and Black Jackets, although they now can
aspire to global followings on the Internet, still define themselves heavily in
terms of their local record label, constantly incorporating the name of the
label into their songs.54 One also cannot assume that this hip-hop becomes
less aggressive when commercialized: Em-G is still relatively unknown but
lacks the valorization of violence and the confrontational style of the wildly
popular Cartel.
It is equally difficult to generalize about the rappers’ choice of
language on the basis of either time period or degree of commercialization;
one cannot say that Turkish-German hip-hop has gotten more ‘German’ or
51
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and in the repetition of the label “210 Recordz” in “Terror Hurricane” by Black
Jackets, who sometimes call themselves Black Jackets 210. Similarly, Em-G
sometimes calls himself Em-G 65, referring to the district number of his neighborhood
in Berlin.
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more ‘American’ since its birth. Today, Eko Fresh and Kool Savas rap
mostly in German, but Killa Hakan and other famous personalities generally
continue to rap in Turkish. Erci-E even translated his song “Weil ich ein
Türke bin” from German into Turkish. This is a field in which individual
rappers compete55 and collaborate.56 Although host country, homeland, and
hip-hop are profound influences on Turkish-German rap, the constant
dialogue between rappers and the evolution of their styles and messages
makes it impossible to capture the nature of the movement in static
designations.
In

deconstructing

the

binary

between

Germanness

and

Turkishness, I do not mean to imply that there are no differences between the
experiences of Turkish-Germans and of German citizens. A recent study by
the Berlin Institute for Population and Development assessed financial
security, citizenship, bicultural marriage, employment, and education among
immigrant populations, giving German integration of Turks a dismal rating
of 2.4 on a scale of 1 to 8, worse than any other foreign population in
Germany.57 Much of Turkish-German hip-hop focuses on these injustices,
but simply labeling this population a “marginalized group,” aside from being
patronizing, obscures the very different ways that these rappers self-identify
and speak about their hardships. Turkish-German hip-hop, like the identities
of its artists, is not about the negotiation between opposites, but about multireferentiality and the complex layering of meaning. It is a movement of
considerable diversity that cannot be explained by totalizing theories, even as
its artists call for unity or present global utopian visions.

Its interplay

between imagined past, glocal present, and idealized future resists rigid
55
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which the rappers ridicule each other.
56
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categorization. Instead, this art form inhabits the productive space in the
gaps between theory’s binaries, traveling and evolving through moments of
misunderstanding and the friction of transmission and translation.
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Yearbook entry of Beatrice Coleman, ’25

Source: Brun Mael, 1925, (Pembroke College yearbook),
Brown University Archives
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Appreciations
Congratulations to Beatrice “Bea” Coleman, Pembroke College
class of 1925, on reaching her 107th birthday this year. As her yearbook
entry indicated she was an enthusiastic student of history in college and we
are proud to follow in her footsteps. She is a resident of Providence, RI and
is ever-true to her alma mater. This year’s editors of the Brown Journal of
History wish Ms. Coleman a very happy birthday.
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